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ABSTRACT

Caribbean octocorals are assemblages that include the octocoral hosts, dinoflagellate algae
(family Symbiodiniaceae), bacteria and other microbes, together functioning as meta-organisms
(holobionts). Even though octocorals dominate many Caribbean reefs, compared to scleractinian
corals, little is known about their biology under ambient or potentially stressful conditions. Of
the nine species of octocorals (gorgonian corals, Order: Alcyonacea) studied, each had
significantly different polyp behaviors, biochemical compositions, Symbiodiniaceae parameters,
isotopic signatures, in addition to hosting distinct microbial assemblages. We identified multiple
Symbiodiniaceae species (Breviolum minutum, Breviolum B41, Breviolum B1a and Breviolum
B1i), inhabiting the gorgonians. These symbioses were temporally and spatially stable,
remaining unchanged even when the holobionts were exposed to stressful environmental
conditions. Furthermore, the gorgonian species maintained mixotrophic diets, with various
reliance on autotrophy and heterotrophy. Particulate and suspended organic matter constituted
the bulk of their heterotrophic quotient, with zooplankton contributing far less, explaining why
the majority of gorgonians expanded their polyps and tentacles throughout the day but retracted
them at night. Gorgonian species reacted to stressors in a species specific manner, with two
species employing different techniques to cope with short term temperature and ultraviolet stress.
Further, there were seasonal differences to these responses. Elevated temperature impacted
multiple holobiont parameters, whereas ultraviolet radiation affected only a few, yet their
combination led to additive, synergistic, and antagonistic interactions. Gorgonian colonies
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within the lagoon were nitrogen enriched, likely due to sewage released from nearby hotels.
Experimental short term ammonium and phosphate enrichments did not affect the gorgonian
host, but Symbiodiniaceae exhibited concentration dependent benefits. The bacterial phyla
Proteobacteria and Tenericutes dominated the gorgonian bacterial microbiome, although each
gorgonian species hosted a unique microbial assemblage. This assemblage varied temporally
and spatially with changes in abundance of bacterial groups driving the majority of the
differences. Under stressful conditions, shifts in bacterial composition may help maintain
holobiont functional stability. Overall, I observed modifications to the host, algal and microbial
parameters, enabling the octocoral holobiont to cope with changing environmental conditions.
Such versatility in responding to environmental perturbations may help explain why gorgonian
corals thrive in the Caribbean and may continue to do so.
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INTRODUCTION

Coral reefs are one of Earth’s oldest and most important ecosystems (Pattanaik et al.
2007, Pandolfi et al. 2011). Although coral reefs cover only 0.17% of the ocean floor, they form
an integral role in our Earth’s oceanic and atmospheric processes by fixing carbon and acting as
a sink for carbon dioxide (Crossland et al. 1991). In addition, coral reefs protect shorelines and
their inhabitants and support the livelihoods of local communities proximate to reefs (Reaser et
al. 2000). Activities such as fishing and tourism can provide up to $30 billion (U.S. dollars)
annually to the global economy (Moberg & Folke 1999), with up to $4.6 billion directly
generated from Caribbean reefs (Burke & Maidens 2004).
Coral reefs include representatives from the subclasses Hexacorallia and Octocorallia
within the phylum Cnidaria, hard corals and octocorals, respectively. Hard corals, (scleractinian
corals, order Scleractinia) are predominantly colonial and produce a calcium carbonate external
skeleton, continually building the aragonitic coral reef structure (Schuhmacher & Zibrowius
1985). A group within octocorals, gorgonian corals (order Alcyonacea) are colonial
coelenterates with an internal skeletal axis of sclerites and gorgonin (a scleroprotein). While
generally thought inconsequential for reef formation, some Caribbean gorgonian species do
contribute to coral reef formation (Cary 1931, Jeng et al. 2011).
Both scleractinian and gorgonian corals host a microbiome, including photosynthetic
algal dinoflagellates (family Symbiodiniaceae) (LaJeunesse et al. 2018), bacteria (Rohwer et al.
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2002), archeae (Kellogg 2004) and fungi (Kendrick et al. 1982). The coral holobiont
(combination of host and microbiome) is a meta-organism (Bosch & McFall-Ngai 2011) living
in symbiosis with its microbial species (Rosenberg et al. 2007, Thompson et al. 2015). The
microbiome plays a significant role in the health, functioning and survival of the coral colony
(Ainsworth et al. 2010, Ainsworth & Gates 2016, Bourne et al. 2016). The microbiome bacteria
are involved in numerous important processes including the fixation and breakdown of carbon
and nitrogen (Wegley et al. 2007, Kimes et al. 2010, Yang et al. 2013) and in the cycling of both
sulphur and phosphorus (Gilbert et al. 2009, Raina et al. 2010). There are even some bacterial
communities that are associated with the dinoflagellate symbionts.
The intracellular gymnoid dinoflagellates, previously attributed to the genus
Symbiodinium (Alveolata: Dinophycea) (Freudenthal 1962, Furla et al. 2005), and now assigned
to the family Symbiodiniaceae (LaJeunesse et al. 2018), associate with many scleractinian corals
and octocorals. The symbiosis is a mutualistic relationship, whereby members of the
Symbiodiniaceae provide the cnidarian host with fixed carbon metabolites, lipids and amino
acids (Muscatine et al. 1984, Harland et al. 1991, Wang & Douglas 1999, Gordon & Leggat
2010) and utilize the nitrogenous and phosphorus waste excreted by the host (Rahav et al. 1989).
The coral-algal symbiosis forms an efficient recycling system, preventing the loss of essential
nutrients, such as nitrogen, into the water column.
Numerous environmental perturbations, such as increasing seawater temperatures, ocean
acidification, and nutrient enrichment can threaten the stability of these obligatory mutualisms
(Hoegh-Guldberg 1999, 2010, Ricaurte et al. 2016, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2017, Farag et al.
2018, Mayfield et al. 2018). The stressors can cause the holobiont to lose Symbiodiniaceae
and/or their photosynthetic pigments. This phenomenon, termed coral bleaching, can lead to
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uncoupling of the symbiosis and potentially coral death (Brown 1997, Fagoonee et al. 1999,
Tchernov et al. 2012). Coral bleaching has been documented from the early 1900s, but the
current frequency of bleaching incidences is five times more than in the 1980’s (Pandolfi et al.
2011, Hughes et al. 2018), when mass bleaching events resulted in the reduction of coral cover
across the Great Barrier Reef, Eastern and Central Pacific (Glynn 1991). The rising frequency of
coral bleaching events has been correlated to climate change and the resulting warming oceans
(Hoegh-Guldberg 2010, Hughes et al. 2018).
Climate change is a direct consequence of human actions, such as the burning of fossil
fuels, which release large quantities of gases, such as carbon dioxide, aerosols and chemicals into
the Earth’s atmosphere (Solomon 2007). Consequently, oceans are seeing amongst other
environmental changes, an increase in temperature, acidity and exposure to ultraviolet radiation
(UVR) (Raven et al. 2005, McKenzie et al. 2011, Pandolfi et al. 2011). These global stressors
can interact with local stressors, such as pollution and nutrient enrichment, to further endanger
coral reefs (Ateweberhan et al. 2013). These potential stressors, whether in isolation or
combined, can pose a significant threat to the health of coral reefs (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999,
Hughes et al. 2003), with 20% of the world’s reefs irreversibly damaged, with at least 50% under
high risk, and the ensuing significant losses to coral cover (Wilkinson 2004, De'ath et al. 2012,
Ateweberhan et al. 2013).
Within the Caribbean, scleractinian coral cover currently stands on average at less than
20%, having declined from 50% within the last 50 years (Gross & Edmunds 2015, Perry et al.
2015) and may further drop to below 5% by 2035 (Buddemeier et al. 2011). The mortality of
coral colonies after severe bleaching episodes has contributed to the reduction in scleractinian
coral abundance (Hughes & Tanner 2000, Carpenter et al. 2008, Rogers et al. 2009).
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Conversely, gorgonian corals dominate many Caribbean environments (Miller et al. 2009,
Tsounis et al. 2018), with very few observations of gorgonian corals bleaching and even fewer
reports of gorgonian mortality as a result of bleaching (Lasker et al. 1984, Harvell et al. 2001,
Prada et al. 2009).
To understand why gorgonian holobionts may exhibit a greater tolerance to
environmental stressors, we must gain fundamental knowledge about them. Gorgonian corals
are mixotrophic, engaging in both autotrophy and heterotrophy (Baker et al. 2015). Many
shallow water Caribbean gorgonian corals host Symbiodiniaceae, with a range of different algal
species, densities and chlorophyll contents present in different gorgonian species (Ramsby et al.
2014). Unlike scleractinian corals, zooplankton likely forms only a small fraction of a Caribbean
gorgonian coral’s diet (Ribes et al. 1998) with prey density, alongside solar radiation correlating
to polyp behavior (Wainwright 1967). Extreme variation exists in the tissue composition of
gorgonian species, varying from 19.6-74.8% organic matter per dry weight, with further species
level disparities within organic matter constituents (Shirur et al. 2014). This wide range of
colony composition and morphology may ascribe an increased tolerance to potential
environmental stressors than present in scleractinian corals (Rossi et al. 2018). When contrasted
to the plethora of studies on how scleractinian corals may respond to future environmental
stressors, there are only a handful for Caribbean gorgonian corals, focusing on the production of
heat shock proteins and reactive oxygen species due to injury and thermal stress (Mydlarz &
Jacobs 2006, Ross 2014), prevalence of diseases (Kirk et al. 2005, Mann et al. 2014) or impact
on the algae (Drohan et al. 2005). More recent studies (Shirur et al. 2016, Goulet et al. 2017)
have begun to investigate, using a more holistic approach, how the gorgonian coral holobiont
responds to a range of potential stressors including injury and thermal stress.
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To that end, Chapter 1 investigated the behavior of gorgonian corals throughout a 24hour cycle and how that correlated to other algal, biochemical and stable isotopic parameters of
the gorgonian holobiont. Chapter 2 addressed the potential effects of increased temperature and
ultraviolet radiation on gorgonian species. Chapter 3 assessed the response of gorgonian corals
to nutrient enrichment of nitrogen and phosphate. Chapter 4 investigated the bacterial
composition of gorgonian corals present in the lagoon and the reef over time, in addition to how
the bacterial composition was impacted by exposure to the environmental stressors examined in
Chapters 2 and 3.
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CHAPTER I: INTERPRETING DIEL POLYP ACTIVITY CYCLES IN CARIBBEAN
GORGONIAN CORALS

ABSTRACT
Caribbean gorgonian octocorals can respond to changing external biotic and abiotic conditions
by altering the behavior of the polyps through tentacle expansion and retraction and polyp
protrusion. Our study investigated the relationship between the diurnal polyp activity of six
shallow water Caribbean corals with parameters of the host octocoral, their symbiotic
dinoflagellates from the family Symbiodiniaceae, and the host-symbiont genotypic combination,
i.e. the holobiont. By recording the relative position of the polyps and tentacles every four hours
in one week, repeated over two summers, we were able to identify three main polyp behaviors 1)
expansion throughout the entire 24-hour period, 2) expansion during the daytime with retraction
at night, and 3) expansion only around solar noon with retraction during the rest of the daytime
and at night. These behavioral categories were significantly correlated to physiological,
biochemical, algal parameters and stable isotopic signatures collected in this study and
previously by our lab. Analysis of the abundances of natural isotopes δ13C and δ15N allowed us
to connect the aforementioned behavioral patterns to the trophic status of the observed gorgonian
species. We identified three broad trophic strategies including primarily autotrophy, primarily
autotrophy supplemented with significant heterotrophy, and significant heterotrophy
supplemented with autotrophy. This study further revealed that the polyp activity of gorgonian
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corals can be used to predict host and algal parameters that previously required tissue sampling.
Future investigations involving polyp activity could help understand the impact of changing
environmental conditions on Caribbean gorgonian corals.
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INTRODUCTION
The majority of scleractinian corals and octocorals are colonial cnidarians composed of
coral polyps (Verrill 1865). A hydrostatic skeleton transforms a coral polyp from being fully
retracted, to the polyp protracting, and all the way to an expansion of both the polyp and its
tentacles (Duerden 1902). Polyp expansion and retraction can occur within a matter of minutes
(Parker 1917, 1925). Since polyps respond to both internal and external stimuli, their expansion
and retraction has been termed polyp behavior (Carpenter 1910, Hubbard 1974, Muller-Parker et
al. 2015).
Both abiotic and biotic factors can affect polyp behavior within a coral colony (Lewis &
Price 1975, Levy et al. 2006a). For example, in response to sedimentation, coral colonies expand
their polyps and tentacles leading to removal of sediment from their tissue (Stafford-Smith
1993). A positive correlation also exists between increased polyp protrusion and tentacle
expansion and strong water flow rate (Wijgerde et al. 2012). A faster flow rate may increase the
rate at which polyps encounter and capture prey (Leversee 1976, Wijgerde et al. 2012). An
increase in the abundance of prey can also induce a coral colony to expand its polyps and
tentacles, thereby increasing their heterotrophic feeding (Palardy et al. 2008).
In addition to sedimentation, water flow rate and prey availability, light can play a role in
the behavior of polyps and their tentacles (Kawaguti 1954, Gorbunov & Falkowski 2002). Coral
colonies that are maintained in complete darkness lose their diel polyp behavior over a few days,
indicating an innate circadian rhythm based on diurnal solar radiation (Hoadley et al. 2011). The
effect of light is primarily evident in corals with endosymbiotic algae (Levy et al. 2006b). Many
coral species host intracellular dinoflagellate algae belonging to the family Symbiodiniaceae
(LaJeunesse et al. 2018), formerly ascribed to the genus Symbiodinium, and commonly called
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zooxanthellae (Freudenthal 1962, Furla et al. 2005). The Symbiodiniaceae provide fixed carbon
metabolites, lipids and amino acids to the coral host (Muscatine et al. 1984, Harland et al. 1991,
Wang & Douglas 1999, Gordon & Leggat 2010) and utilize the nitrogenous and phosphorus
waste secreted by the host (Rahav et al. 1989). When exposed to solar radiation, expansion of
the coral polyps and their tentacles can increase the amount of autotrophic carbon produced by
the algae (Kanwisher & Wainwright 1967, Levy et al. 2006a). Furthermore, in scleractinian
corals, through various mechanisms such as absorbing CO2 during photosynthesis, the algae can
increase the rate of CaCO3 precipitation by reducing the concentration of carbonate ions (Cohen
et al. 2016) and enhance the rate of calcification (Pearse & Muscatine 1971). Thus, polyp
expansion may also affect coral calcification. In some coral species, the algal density within the
polyps correlates to polyp expansion. For example, Goniopora lobata polyps, with a high algal
content, remain expanded throughout the daylight hours, whereas Favia favus, with fewer algae,
remain retracted throughout the day (Levy et al. 2003, Levy et al. 2006b). Lastly,
Symbiodiniaceae can reside within the polyp and/or tentacle tissue (Chen et al. 2012), hence
polyp behavior may be affected by the location of Symbiodiniaceae.
While polyp and tentacle expansion appear advantageous to a coral colony, many coral
species retract their polyps for prolonged periods during the day (Porter 1976, Sweeney 1976),
potentially due to an energetic trade-off (Levy et al. 2006b). To maintain expanded polyps, the
coral must pressurize its hydrostatic skeleton, an energetically expensive process (Gudo 2000).
With protruded polyps, there is also an increase in the diffusion and consumption of oxygen into
and within the coral, thereby increasing the rate of respiration (Sebens & DeRiemer 1977, Lasker
1981b). As a result of retracting their polyps, colonies have lower respiration rates than those
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with expanded polyps and tentacles (Sassaman & Mangum 1973). Polyp retraction may benefit
the colony, if the negative consequences of expansion outweigh the potential advantages.
For many scleractinian corals, polyp behavior appears to be associated with coral
morphology (Levy et al. 2006b). Branching coral species, such as Stylophora pistillata and
Pocillopora dana, often have continuous polyp expansion, promoting photosynthesis (Levy et al.
2006a, Levy et al. 2006b), while the majority of massive mounding scleractinian species expand
their polyps at night, supporting heterotrophic feeding (Porter 1976, Sebens et al. 1996). Coral
species with an intermediate flattened morphology, such as Turbinaria mesentarina and Galaxea
fasicularis, expand approximately 50% of their polyps during day light hours, with complete
expansion at night (Levy et al. 2006b). In the Caribbean, 20 out of 30 scleractinian species with
mostly massive, mounding and plating morphologies had the majority of their polyps retracted
throughout day light hours, whereas the remaining species (majority branching) were at least
partially expanded throughout the entire day (Porter 1974). Understanding polyp behavior may
aid in determining whether a coral obtains its energy more from autotrophy or heterotrophy
(Levy et al. 2006a).
In contrast to the knowledge about polyp behavior in scleractinian corals, how the polyps
of symbiotic octocorals behave has not been extensively studied. Gorgonian species display a
range of polyp behavior, with polyp expansion during the day linked to light intensity, and
expansion at night correlated to plankton abundance (Kanwisher & Wainwright 1967,
Wainwright 1967, Lasker 1981a). Nevertheless, the considerable intra-species variation
indicates that gorgonian octocorals likely employ a range of trophic strategies. Since gorgonian
octocorals in the Caribbean dominated (Cary 1915, Cary 1917) and continue to maintain or
increase their abundance on many reefs (Yoshioka & Yoshioka 1989, Tsounis et al. 2018),
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understanding gorgonian octocorals is critical to the future of Caribbean reefs. The goal of this
study was to evaluate diurnal polyp behavior in relation to multiple host, symbiont and holobiont
parameters, in order to further our understanding of gorgonian corals and their functional role
within Caribbean reefs.
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METHODS
Six gorgonian species, Antillogorgia americana, Pterogorgia anceps, Plexaurella nutans,
Pseudoplexaura porosa, Eunicea tourneforti, Gorgonia ventalina, and two scleractinian coral
species, the Manicina areolata and Porites astreoides, were selected for this study. At 2 m
depth, on a small patch reef (20°50’N, 86°52’W) located in front of the Instituto de Ciencias del
Mar y Limnología (ICMyL) field station, associated with the Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México (UNAM) in Puerto Morelos, Mexico, six colonies of each species were randomly
chosen. The locations of the colonies on the reef were mapped to enable returning to the same
colonies.
Using scuba, coral polyp behavior was assessed every four hours at 02:00, 06:00, 10:00,
14:00, 18:00, and 22:00. This occurred for seven consecutive days during July 2013 and July
2014, with the exception of three dives in the year 2013 and two in 2014 when poor weather
conditions prohibited diving. During observations, polyp behavior was scored as either: (1)
polyp retracted inside the calyx (tissue cup housing the polyp), (2) polyp protruded without
expanded tentacles and (3) polyp protruded with expanded tentacles. Polyp behavior data were
collected taking into account colony architecture of a given species. For example, from A.
americana, which has more than 20 branches, polyp observations focused on a single branch
within the same area of the colony. For colonies with fewer branches, P. nutans, P. porosa, E.
tourneforti, and for P. anceps, the polyps were observed on the same branch across the time
series used in this study.
For the five branching species, polyp behavior was scored from the tip and from the base
on both the east and west facing sides of the branch. The percent of polyps in each category was
calculated from the total number of polyps evaluated. For the fan species, G. ventalina and the
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two scleractinian coral species, estimations of the polyp behavior across the whole coral surface
were recorded. To increase the precision of these estimates, pictures of the colonies were taken
before the survey began to visually map grids to their curved surfaces.
At the end of the observations on the final observation day in 2014, one branch piece
(approximately 12 cm in length) was collected from the colonies of each of the six gorgonian
species and brought to the ICMyL field station for processing. A 1.5 cm-long branch segment,
located 1.5 cm from the tip, was cut. This piece was weighed, and its length and width were
measured. From these measurements, the surface areas of the branches from A. americana, P.
nutans, P. porosa and E. tourneforti were estimated as cylinders, whereas G. ventalina was
calculated as a rectangular prism, and P. anceps as a triangular prism (Shirur et al. 2014). Then,
the 1.5 cm piece and the remainder of the branch were flash frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -70
°C.
Symbiodiniaceae cells were isolated from the thawed 1.5 cm piece of tissue through
grinding and multiple filtration and centrifuge cycles before being resuspended in 5 ml filtered
sea water (Shirur et al. 2014). From the 5 ml isolated suspension, 1 ml was fixed in Lugol’s
solution and sub aliquots were used to enumerate algal cells and those dividing (McCauley et al.
2018). Concentrations of chlorophyll a and c2 were determined from 2ml of the 5ml filtered sea
water suspension (Shirur et al. 2014) using calculations by Jeffrey and Humphrey (1975). Algal
cell counts and chlorophyll concentrations were standardized to the surface area of the branch
segment. The remaining 2 ml of the suspension was used for Symbiodiniaceae DNA extraction
with the Wizard Genomic DNA purification kit (Promega, USA). The isolated DNA was
amplified using the Internal Transcribed Spacer Region 2, with the primers ITSintfor2, ITSReverse and ITS2CLAMP, using a “touchdown” protocol. Annealing temperature was 10°C
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above the final annealing temperature of 52 °C and was decreased by 1 ºC after every two cycles.
Following 20 cycles, the annealing temperature was maintained at 52 °C for another 15–18
cycles (LaJeunesse 2002). Amplified DNA products were run on a 45-80% denaturing gradient
gel for 13h at 120V before dominant bands were cut out, reamplified via PCR and sequenced and
identified with BLAST with a minimum of 97% identity scores (Ramsby et al. 2014)
In preparation for stable isotope analysis, a 1 cm piece of frozen tissue was thawed and
separated into multiple fractions including gorgonin rod, sclerites, host tissue and algal fractions
(Baker et al. 2015). Bleach was added to the sclerite fraction to remove any remaining tissue,
while acid was added to the host tissue to eliminate sclerite contamination (Shirur et al. 2014).
Suspended organic matter samples were also treated with acid to remove inorganic carbon
(Cocito et al. 2013). Samples were then oven dried before being lyophilized and sent to the
EcoCore facility (Colorado State University) for isotopic analysis by elemental analysis-isotope
ratio mass spectrometry (EA-IRMS, Carlo Erba NA 1500 coupled to a VG Isochrom continuousflow IRMS, Isoprime). Samples from the frozen branch tissue were also taken for determination
of the sclerite, soluble protein (Shirur et al. 2014), lipid (Folch et al. 1957) and carbohydrate
content present (Slattery & McClintock 1995). These branch components were compared to the
dry weight of the branch tissue, as well as the percentage of organic matter per branch (Shirur et
al. 2014).
In 2014, in addition to the 12 cm-long branch piece, a six cm piece of a second branch
was sampled. The width and length of this second branch were recorded, in addition to a photo
taken. Then, this second branch had its polyps excised with a scalpel, and the gorgonin rod
removed from the branches of the species E. tourneforti, P. anceps, P. nutans and P. porosa
where the rod easily separated from the tissue. The weight of the separated tissue, polyps and
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gorgonin rod were recorded. Using the imaging software ImageJ v1.4 (Schneider et al. 2012),
the photos were used to determine the number of polyps per branch and their combined surface
area.
Furthermore, in 2014 sediment (top 1cm), water, and plankton samples were collected
near the corals. To determine suspended organic matter (SOM), the sediment was sieved to
particle sizes of less than 74 µm before being frozen and stored at -80 ºC. To determine the
particulate organic matter fraction (POM), the 10 liters of seawater were filtered under a low
vacuum onto a pre-combusted 25mm Whatman GF/F filters and dried at 65 ºC for 12 hours
before being held at -80 ºC. Plankton was collected by repeatedly pulling a plankton tow
through the water column before being filtered and stored as above (Cocito et al. 2013).
Data analysis was conducted with the R statistical computing software (R Development
Core Team 2013). The data were checked for violations against normality and homoscedasticity.
Data sets that did not conform were log transformed. Multiple multivariate analyses of variance
were conducted to determine the relationship between the various host, holobiont and symbiont
parameters taking into account the six gorgonian species, using the MASS package (manova
function) in R. When comparisons yielded significant differences, univariate analysis of
variance followed by a Tukey’s honest significant difference (Tukey’s HSD) distinguished
which species drove the difference.
In our study, we collected data for a total of 35 independent variables, including algal
parameters, holobiont biochemical and elemental parameters in addition to stable isotopic values
(Table 1). These variables were combined with six additional respirometry related variables
from Ramsby et al. (2014: Table 1).
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Table 1. Four parameter subsets (Symbiodiniaceae, biochemical content, percentage of carbon and nitrogen content,
isotopic signatures) of independent variables collected, respirometry data was collected by Ramsby et al., 2014.

Each subset was regressed sequentially against the polyp data for each time point. Underlined parameters were those that were
shown to be significant (p < 0.05) or were included in the most parsimonious regression models using Akaike values.
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Generalized linear models (stepwise Gaussian logistic regressions) partially explained the
polyp behavioral data. Two separate data sets were constructed and tested from the polyp
behavioral data. The first data set totaled the number of polyps protruded with and without
expanded tentacles. These values were logit transformed, which allowed us to analyze the
relative proportion of polyps that were retracted versus those protruded. The second data set
excluded the retracted polyp data before logistically transforming the number of protruded
polyps with and without expanded tentacles. This enabled us to study the relationship between
the variables and the proportion of polyps that were extended with retracted tentacles in
comparison to those extended with expanded tentacles.
Using a combination of both forward selection and backwards elimination of the
parameters in stepwise logistic regressions provided the most parsimonious models, which were
built on the Akaike information criterion. A single reduced model, with less than half of the
original 41 independent variables, was produced for each of the two behavioral datasets (Table
3,4). Logistic regressions were performed on the two behavioral data sets using their
corresponding reduced models. The parameter coefficient, standard error and Mcfadden’s RSquare were calculated for the two models at each time point. Data from Ramsby et al. (2014)
was treated separately, and separate reduced models were created.
To determine the variance that behavior explained relative to each parameter, the two
behavioral data sets were combined, alongside their reduced models, forming a single group of
23 parameters (Table 4). The 23 parameters were regressed against the two logistically
transformed data sets collected at each time point, with a summary of the greatest maximum
likelihood R2 values are presented in Table 4.
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Correlation matrices were produced using only the variables included in the reduced
models. Predictor variables that were not highly correlated to the response variable (absolute
value of Pearson’s Rho of 0.5 and above) or significant (p > 0.05) were excluded. The variables
from both behavioral data sets were combined, although variables taken from Ramsby et al.
(2014) were kept separate.
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RESULTS
The six gorgonian species observed on the reef displayed polyp behavior that fell into one
of three categories. The first category contained Pseudoplexaura porosa which had significantly
more polyps and tentacles expanded throughout the diurnal cycle compared to colonies of the
other five species (Fig. 1a). P. porosa colonies had at minimum 50% of their polyps expanded
throughout daylight hours, increasing to at least 75% throughout the night. Furthermore,
approximately 95% of their polyps were continually protruded from dawn to dusk (Fig. 1a). P.
porosa was also the only gorgonian coral to have more retracted polyps during the daylight hours
than at night.
The second category included gorgonian species that protruded their polyps and
expanded their tentacles predominantly during the daylight hours and retracted most of their
polyps at night: Antillogorgia americana, Gorgonia ventalina, Plexaurella nutans and Eunicea
tourneforti (Figs. 1b-e). A. americana and G. ventalina were the only gorgonian corals that
began expanding their tentacles at dawn (Figs. 1b, c). The expansion of tentacles in colonies of
P. nutans and E. tourneforti was delayed until later in the day, with polyps beginning to retract at
22:00 (Figs. 1d, e). In the third category, which consisted of Pterogorgia anceps, the tentacles
were minimally expanded both during the day and night, with peak tentacle expansion occurring
for a brief period only after solar noon (Fig. 1f). Both scleractinian coral species, Montastraea
areolata and Porites astreoides, had significantly less polyp expansion during the day than at
night. From dawn until dusk, colonies of M. areolata completely withdrew their polyps (Fig.
1g), whereas P. astreoides had most of their polyps protruding out of their calices but not
expanded (Fig. 1h). At night both scleractinian species had at least 75% of their tentacles
expanded.
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Figure 1. Polyp activity observed in six Caribbean gorgonian coral species (a-f) and two
scleractinian coral species (g, h).
Polyp activity included: polyps withdrawn into the calyx (withdrawn), protruding polyps with
retracted tentacles (protruding) and protruding polyps with expanded tentacles (expanded). Polyp
activity was monitored at dawn (06:00), during the day (10:00 and 14:00), at dusk (18:00) and
during the night (22:00 and 02:00).
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The Symbiodiniaceae in the six gorgonian species all belonged to the new genus
Breviolum, formerly referred to as clade B (LaJeunesse et al. 2018). All colonies of A.
americana, P. anceps and G. ventalina harbored Breviolum minutum ((LaJeunesse et al. 2018):
Genbank accession no. AF333511) formerly called B1 (LaJeunesse 2001). E. tourneforti hosted
Breviolum B41 (LaJeunesse et al. 2018), previously referred to as Symbiodinium type B41
((Finney et al. 2010): Genbank accession no. GU907639). The former Symbiodinium B1a
((LaJeunesse 2002) GenBank accession no. AF499779), now called Breviolum B1a (LaJeunesse
et al. 2018), was isolated from P. nutans. Breviolum B1i (LaJeunesse et al. 2018), previously
called Symbiodinium type B1i (Finney et al. 2010), inhabited colonies of P. porosa (Genbank
accession no. GU907636). Breviolum identity did not explain polyp behavior.
Conversely, mirroring polyp behavior, Breviolum B1i density per surface area in
branches of P. porosa was significantly higher than in the other five gorgonian species, whilst
density of Breviolum minutum in P. anceps was significantly lower (Fig. 2a). The algal densities
within the gorgonians in the second behavioral category did not significantly differ one from the
other. For all species where the polyps were excised from the branch (P. porosa, P. nutans, E.
tourneforti and P. anceps), there were significantly more algal cells per surface area in the
polyps than in the branch tissue (coenchyme) (Fig. 2b). Polyp activity was negatively correlated
to this polyp:coenchyme ratio, with P. porosa having the lowest ratio and P. anceps having more
than double the ratio of P. porosa (Fig. 2b). These ratios indicate that whilst P. anceps had the
lowest density of Breviolum per surface area, the algae were highly concentrated in their polyps.
When the corals were arranged in order from the greatest observed polyp activity (polyp
protrusion and tentacle expansion) to the least, there was an increase in the chlorophyll a content
of the algal cells of all species, with the exception of P. porosa (Fig. 2d).
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Figure 2. Parameters for Symbiodiniaceae associated with six Caribbean gorgonian corals.
Symbiodiniaceae density is calculated for both the entire branch (a) as well as the ratio of cells
located in the polyps versus those in the branch tissue (b). Chlorophyll a and c2 in
Symbiodiniaceae per surface area (c, e) and per Symbiodiniaceae cell (d, f). PP =
Pseudoplexuara porosa, AA = Antillogorgia americana, GV= Gorgonia ventalina, PN =
Plexaurella nutans, ET = Eunicea tourneforti, PA = Pterogorgia anceps.
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A similar trend was present with the chlorophyll a content per surface area, but only for the four
species in the second behavioral group (Fig. 2c). This pattern was not present in chlorophyll c2
content per surface area or per cell (Figs. 2e, f). As a result of the high algal density and high
chlorophyll content per cell, branches of P. porosa contained more than double the chlorophyll a
and c2 content per surface area than any other species (Figs. 2 c, e). The gorgonian corals
exhibited significant variability in the composition of their branches, with sclerite content
ranging from 25.2% to 80.4% (Fig. 3a). The more sclerite content a gorgonian species had, the
more polyps were protruded and expanded throughout a 24-hour period. The wide range in the
refractory content per dry weight between the gorgonian species, from 14.4% - 52.3% (Fig. 3b)
made comparison among species difficult. Hence, the organic matter components (refractory,
soluble protein, lipid and carbohydrate content) are presented as a percentage of the organic
matter (Fig. 3c). There was no significant correlation between polyp activity and any organic
matter constituent (Fig. 3c).
Of the gorgonian species in this study, there were several that had a high refractory
content per organic matter (insoluble protein), above 75% including G. ventalina, A. americana
and E. tourneforti (Fig. 3b). Lower refractory content, closer to 50%, was found in P. nutans, P.
anceps and P. porosa (Fig. 3b). Each species had a strongly negative correlation when
comparing refractory content to the sclerite content of the branch, (r = -0.81, R2 = 0.87). When
contrasted to other organic matter components, refractory material was found to be negatively
correlated to protein (r = -1.39, R2= 0.66) and lipid content (r = -1.69, R2 = 0.67), but not
carbohydrate content (r = -3.50, R2 = 0.87).
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Figure 3. Tissue composition of branches in six Caribbean gorgonian corals.
The percentage of organic matter and sclerite content per dry weight (a), with the organic matter
broken down to tissue and refractory content (insoluble protein) (b). The constituents of the
organic matter (c), and their combined energy content (d). PP = Pseudoplexuara porosa, AA =
Antillogorgia americana, GV= Gorgonia ventalina, PN = Plexaurella nutans, ET = Eunicea
tourneforti, PA = Pterogorgia anceps.
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Soluble protein per organic matter was categorized in the same two groupings of species
as observed with refractory material. Inverse to insoluble protein, G. ventalina, A. americana
and E. tourneforti had significantly lower protein content than P. porosa, P. anceps and P.
nutans (Fig. 3c). The second largest constituent of organic matter was lipid, with P. porosa and
P. anceps containing significantly more than any other species (Fig. 3c). The smallest
component of organic matter was carbohydrate, whereby species ranged from >1% (A.
americana and G. ventalina) and were significantly lower than those containing up to 4% (E.
tourneforti, P. anceps, P. nutans, P. porosa) (Fig. 3c).
The energy content of the organic matter (J g -1OM) was correlated to the categories of
polyp behavior designated earlier (Fig. 3d). P. porosa (Category 1) and P. anceps (Category 3)
had energy contents ranging from 35-45% more than that of A. americana, G. ventalina, P
nutans and E. tourneforti (Category 2).
No correlation existed between the polyp behavior and the δ13C isotopic signature of
either the coral tissue or the Breviolum symbionts (Fig. 4a,b). The δ13C ratio of the coral host
tissue was always more depleted than the symbiont (Fig. 4a, b). Within the tissue component, A.
americana had a higher δ13C value, i.e. was significantly more enriched than the other species
(Fig. 4a). The δ13C values in the other five gorgonian species did not significantly differ. No
correlation occurred between polyp activity and the δ15N signature of either coral host or algae.
Furthermore, the ranges of δ15N in the gorgonian tissue (Fig. 4b) and algae did not significantly
differ. Furthermore, no significant difference occurred between the δ13C signatures of the
Breviolum isolated from the six gorgonian species (Fig. 4b).
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Figure 4. Stable isotopic signatures of six gorgonian coral species collected from a
Caribbean lagoon (2 m).
13

𝒹 C signatures for coral host tissue and associated Symbiodiniaceae are presented (a),
13
15
alongside 𝒹 C signatures and 𝒹 N signatures ± standard deviation for both host and algae, in
addition to their potential heterotrophic sources: POM (particulate organic matter), SOM
13
(suspended organic matter) and zooplankton (b). 𝒹 C values (c) and 𝒹15N (d) for the host
fractions: host tissue, gorgonin rod, and sclerites include PP = Pseudoplexuara porosa, AA =
Antillogorgia americana, GV= Gorgonia ventalina, PN = Plexaurella nutans, ET = Eunicea
tourneforti, PA = Pterogorgia anceps.
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Table 2. Carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) content (%) and their ratio for the Symbiodiniaceae, host tissue, sclerite and
gorgonin, of six gorgonian coral species collected from a Caribbean lagoon (2 m).

Percentage values are given alongside their standard deviation (SD) for each parameter. Species include Pseudoplexuara
porosa, Antillogorgia americana, Gorgonia ventalina, Plexaurella nutans, Eunicea tourneforti and Pterogorgia anceps.
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Comparing polyp behavior and the difference between the δ13C isotopic signature of the host and
their symbiont (Fig. 4a) demonstrated that the four gorgonian species, A. americana, G.
ventalina, P. nutans and E tourneforti, in category two, that expanded throughout the day and
retracted at night, had differences greater than 2 parts per thousand (ppt). On the other hand, the
species in category one (P. porosa) and category three (P. anceps) had differences of less than
1.0 ppt (Fig. 4a).
No correlation was detected between polyp activity and the δ15N signature of either coral
host or algae. Furthermore, the ranges of δ15N in the gorgonian tissue (Fig. 4b) and algae did not
significantly differ, with the values for δ15N in gorgonian tissues similar to those in the
Breviolum species associated with that host gorgonian species. Even though the sclerites of P.
porosa were more δ13C depleted than any other species, there was no correlation between polyp
activity and the δ13C signatures of the remaining species (Fig. 4c). Sclerites produced by P.
nutans were significantly more enriched in their δ13C value than the other species, with the
exception of E. tourneforti, in addition to having statistically the lowest δ15N values (Fig. 4d).
The host tissue of P. porosa and P. anceps, the species with the most and least active
polyps respectively, contained significantly more carbon and nitrogen than the species in
category two (Table 2). There were, however, no significant differences between the total
carbon and nitrogen present within the Breviolum cells isolated from each species. The sclerites
of P. porosa had a significantly higher carbon content (25%) than sclerites found in any other
gorgonian species, which ranged from 12-18% (Table 2).
We tested the behavior of the coral polyps and their tentacles separately with two distinct
models, one that best explained polyp protrusion and the other for tentacle expansion.
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Table 3. Stepwise regression analysis including the parameter coefficient and standard
error (SE) for (a) polyp protrusion versus polyp retraction and (b) tentacle expansion
versus tentacle retraction.
Parameters were chosen from Akaike scores and significance values from the full model.
Numbers in bold represent parameters found to be statistically significant in the reduced model
(p < 0.05). McFadden’s Partial R calculated the deviance explained by the model for each time
point. N = nitrogen, C = carbon, DW = Dry weight, OM = Organic matter, P:R =
Photosynthesis to respiration ratio.
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The 12 parameters that were significantly correlated to polyp protrusion (Table 3) explained up
to 62% of the deviance within polyp retraction versus protrusion in a 24-hour period, while those
from Ramsby et al. (2014) (Table 3) explained a maximum of 38%. On the other hand, the
maximum amount of variation in tentacle behavior (tentacle retraction versus expansion)
explained by the 14 most correlated parameters from this study was 90% (Table 3), dropping to
39% with parameters from Ramsby et al. (2014) (Table 3). Both models explained the greatest
amount of deviance during the night, with lower values during the day. The parameters included
in these models vary, indicating that some parameters are more meaningful for polyp behavior,
whereas others are more related to tentacle behavior. By testing the parameters against the polyp
and tentacle behavior throughout the multiple observation time points, most parameters
displayed both positive and negative relationships to behavior within a single day (Table 3).
Each of the 12 parameters that explained a significant degree of the variance in the polyp
protrusion data varied by importance between the various species (Table 3). They included the
chlorophyll a content per algal cell and per surface area as well as the total soluble organic
content (per dry weight) and carbohydrate content. The polyp protrusion model also included
the total carbon and nitrogen content within the Breviolum cells, in addition to the ∂13C and ∂15N
signatures of the algae. While the nitrogen content of the coral cells was an important parameter,
the coral ∂13C and not the ∂15N signature was incorporated. Finally, the ratio of carbon and
nitrogen in both coral and algal cells correlated significantly to tentacle behavior. All but one of
the parameters from Ramsby et al. (2014) were highly correlated to polyp behavior. These
included the gross and net photosynthetic rate, in addition to the respiration rate and the specific
absorption of chlorophyll a (a*Chla) (Table 3).
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Table 4. Maximum species specific R values for Breviolum, holobiont and host parameters
of six Caribbean gorgonian coral species over 24h period.
Values describe the degree of variation described by the polyp behavior for each of the listed
parameters. Species include Pseudoplexaura porosa, Antillogorgia americana, Gorgonia
ventalina, Plexaurella nutans, Eunicea tourneforti, and Pterogorgia anceps. *Data taken from
Ramsby et al. (2014). N = nitrogen, C = carbon, DW = Dry weight, OM = Organic matter, P:R =
Photosynthesis to respiration ratio, (-) = values not available.
Fraction
Breviolum

Holobiont

Host

G. ventalina

P. nutans

E. tourneforti

P. anceps

Density (cm-2)

88.5

95.6

74.3

93.6

62.7

67.9

Chlorophyll a (cm-2)

96.3

90.5

67.8

2.1

53.4

90.8

Chlorophyll a (cell-1)

98.7

53.1

85.8

88.3

75.6

75.8

Polyp to Branch Ratio

83.9

-

-

58.0

64.9

53.4

C Content (%)

60.5

62.6

71.1

79.2

42.7

77.6

N Content (%)

99.3

95.6

92.6

98.4

71.0

3.2

C:N Ratio

97.3

88.2

86.3

65.6

71.7

79.7

∂15N signature

97.3

96.7

80.0

66.9

97.8

85.3

∂13C signature

72.1

97.0

40.8

57.6

91.0

92.1

DW

Soluble Organic

91.0

96.3

8.6

76.2

8.9

50.6

OM

Carbohydrate Content

92.6

98.3

99.9

91.7

49.6

81.9

Carbon cycling

89.2

99.9

78.6

81.6

88.7

81.6

C Content (%)

97.6

71.5

77.0

65.7

83.5

68.4

N Content (%)

93.8

75.1

67.7

86.4

92.7

57.3

C:N Ratio

72.3

99.9

79.4

38.4

89.3

66.8

Coral ∂13C signature

81.3

94.5

89.8

92.1

89.7

81.3

∂ C signature
Alpha

90.3
95.4

67.2
-

88.9
-

71.3
-

78.6
79.3

89.3
48.6

Gross photosynthetic rate (cm-2)
Respiration rate (cm-2)
Net photosynthetic rate (cm-2)

98.9
77.8
96.7

-

-

-

56.0
78.9
46.7

45.2
77.8
41.6

Chlorophyll a specific absorption

56.6

-

-

-

62.9

87.7

Ratio of gross P:R

83.3

-

-

-

31.6

92.0

Algal

Coral

Gorgonin
*Breviolum P:R

Parameter

13

P. porosa A. americana
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Unlike with polyp protrusion there were 14 parameters found to be significantly correlated to
tentacle behavior. The algal density and ratio of algal cells residing within the polyp versus
coenchyme strongly correlated with tentacle behavior (Table 3). Out of the holobiont
biochemical parameters, only the organic carbohydrate content was highly associated with the
tentacle behavior. The carbon and nitrogen content of both coral and algal cells, along alongside
the coral ∂13C signature. The ∂13C signature of the gorgonin rod was also significantly correlated
to behavior. Finally, the amount of carbon that cycled between the algae and coral as suggested
by the differences in their ∂13C signatures, was important for describing the behavior of the
tentacles. The parameters from Ramsby et al. (2014) that were important again included the
gross and net photosynthetic rate, in addition to the respiration rate. While a*Chla did not explain
a significant amount of the deviance, the ratio of gross photosynthetic and respiration rates did.
These parameters explained more of the tentacle activity occurring in the early hours than later
during the day (Table 3).
When the polyp protrusion and tentacle expansion models were combined, they provided
a polyp behavior model that was able to explain, to varying degrees, variation in the independent
variables. Between the different species and within the time points, the variation in polyp
behavior more accurately described certain parameters with a higher precision than others. For
example, the polyp behavior at 18:00 better predicted (74.3%) the algal density (cm2) in G.
ventalina, as opposed to the behavior recorded at 06:00 (5.4%). The highest of R2 variance value
for each species summarized in Table 2 and the range in R2 variance values are reported in Table
3. Overall, polyp behavior can be used to predict, based on the variance explained, values for
these independent variables. The polyp behavior of P. porosa explained more than 60% of their
variance in all 17 parameters.
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Table 5. Species specific R values for Breviolum, holobiont and host parameters of six Caribbean gorgonian coral species in the
reduced model at each time point.

The values describe how much variation is explained by the polyp behavior. Species include Pseudoplexaura porosa, Antillogorgia
americana, Gorgonia ventalina, Plexaurella nutans, Eunicea tourneforti and Pterogorgia anceps. *Data taken from Ramsby et al.
(2014). N = nitrogen, C = carbon, DW = Dry weight, OM = Organic Matter, P:R = Photosynthesis to respiration ratio, (-) = values not
available, time points include 06:00 (6), 10:00 (10), 14:00 (14), 18:00 (18), 22:00 (22), 02:00 (02).
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Both A. americana and G. ventalina had 15 parameters with above 60% variance explained,
while P. nutans, E. tourneforti and P. anceps had 14 (Tables 4, 5). Those parameters taken from
Ramsby et al. (2014) had less variation explained by the polyp behavior. Five out of the six
parameters had more than 60% variance accounted for by P. porosa and three parameters were
above 60% in both E. tourneforti and P. anceps (Tables 4, 5).
The heuristic model (Fig. 5a) depicts the interrelationships between the model parameters
in this study. Carbon cycling highly influences the carbon (0.54) and nitrogen (0.57) content of
the coral tissues, in addition to the soluble organic content per dry weight of the gorgonian
(0.66). These biochemical parameters are in turn highly correlated to one another, as well as to
the chlorophyll content of the coral (per surface area) and of the algal cells (Fig. 5a). Logically,
the chlorophyll content of the algal cell was not only highly correlated to the chlorophyll content
within the coral (0.68), but also to the carbon content of the algal cell (0.56). The ratio of algae
residing within polyp compared to the branch affects both the algal N15 signature (0.50) and the
gorgonin C13 (-0.51) signature. While the amount of nitrogen within Breviolum was negatively
related to the C:N ratio of the algal cells (-0.66), was weakly related to the amount of carbon
present (Fig. 5a).
Using the values from Ramsby et al. (2014), we calculated that the net photosynthetic
rate was driven by the gross photosynthetic rate (gross Pmax:R) (0.99), the rate of respiration
(0.80) and the estimated absorbance spectra (0.68) (Fig. 5b). The estimated absorbance spectra
influenced both the respiration rate (-0.70) and the gross photosynthetic rate (0.71), which were
in turn related to one another (-0.88). a*Chla influenced both the gross photosynthetic rate (-0.52)
as well as the net photosynthetic rate (-0.56). The gross Pmax:R was the culmination of these
parameters, which related to the net photosynthetic rate (0.57) (Fig. 5b).
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Figure 5. Heuristic model of relationships between (a) explanatory variables collected in the
present study and (b) variables reported by Ramsby et al. (2014).
Solid arrows represent positive correlations, dashed arrows represent negative correlations.
Putative direction of influence is denoted by arrow tip. Only strong relationships (a Pearson’s
Rho correlation of 0.5 and above) were included (p < 0.05). N= nitrogen, C = carbon, P =
photosynthesis.
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DISCUSSION
With a few exceptions of solitary forms, both scleractinian corals and octocorals occur as
colonies composed of multiple coral polyps. By adjusting the pressure within their hydrostatic
skeleton, polyps can retract or protrude, with expanded or retracted tentacles (Duerden 1902).
Polyps elicit behavior responding to external changes in the biotic or abiotic environment or to
internal conditions (Carpenter 1910, Horridge 1957). Little is known about polyp behavior in
gorgonian corals, except that expansion and retraction of polyps in a few species correlates to
light exposure and the presence of prey (Wainwright 1967, Preston & Preston 1975, Lasker
1981a). In our study, the polyp behavior of gorgonian corals fell into three distinct categories, 1)
polyp protrusion and tentacle expansion throughout the day and night, 2) polyp protrusion and
tentacle expansion primarily during the day with significant retraction at night, 3) polyp
protrusion and tentacle expansion only during a few hours around solar noon. The different
polyp behaviors in the gorgonian corals could be driven by, or react to, algal, host, or holobiont
responses to internal and external stimuli. For example, polyp behavior may be driven by the
mode of metabolic intake of the gorgonian corals.
For cnidarians hosting Symbiodiniaceae dinoflagellates, photosynthesis is one metabolic
source for the holobiont (Muscatine et al. 1984). Expansion of polyps and tentacles during
daylight hours could increase the production of photosynthates (Levy et al. 2006a). Hence, the
presence of Symbiodiniaceae within cnidarian tissue may affect polyp behavior (Sebens &
DeRiemer 1977) and external light levels may drive this effect. In anemones, corallimorpharians
and octocorals, tentacles containing algal cells expanded during periods of moderate light
exposure and retracted in darkness, while tentacles in species without Symbiodiniaceae cells
often do not display this pattern (Gosse 1860, Pearse 1974, Sweeney 1976, Sebens & DeRiemer
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1977). In addition, within minutes of exposure to light, both anemones and scleractinian corals
can retract tentacles harboring Symbiodiniaceae (Parker 1917, 1925, Abe 1939, Lasker 1979,
Pacherres et al. 2013). Conversely, polyps of the coral Montastrea cavernosa that lost their algal
cells (bleached) stopped expanding during the daytime and only recovered the daytime behavior
when the algal population increased (Lasker 1979). In the scleractinian coral Plerogyra sinuosa,
only modified tentacles (vesicles) that host algae are expanded during the day (Vareschi &
Fricke 1986). In our field study, the colonies of all the gorgonian species occurred in the same
patch reef and were exposed to the same light level. Therefore, the observed differences in
daytime polyp behavior were not just driven by exposure to light.
Symbiodiniaceae may affect polyp behavior by their sheer numbers. For example, M.
cavernosa colonies with higher algal populations expanded their polyps and tentacles for longer
during daylight hours when compared to colonies hosting fewer algae (Lasker 1977, 1979). In
our study, gorgonian polyp behavior matched the densities of Breviolum (Figs. 1, 2a). P. porosa,
the gorgonian coral with the highest Breviolum density also had the most active polyps with
polyp protrusion and tentacle expansion both during the day and night. The four gorgonian
corals in the second category, which expanded primarily during the daytime, had significantly
fewer algal cells than P. porosa, but significantly more than P. anceps, while P. anceps had both
the lowest algal population and the least active polyps.
Photosynthetic output of Symbiodiniaceae is influenced not only by algal density but also
by the chlorophyll content of the algal cells. Higher algal densities can increase the “packaging
effect,” triggering them to photoacclimate and adjust their photosynthetic apparatus to maximize
photosynthesis within a lower light environment (Hennige et al. 2009). In our study, with the
exception of P. porosa, the gorgonian corals had an inverse relationship between algal density
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and chlorophyll a content per algal cell (Fig. 2c). Whilst P. porosa had both the highest density
of Breviolum and the greatest chlorophyll content per cell, it is important to consider the
efficiency of the chlorophyll a absorption per algal cell. Ramsby et al. (2014) found that
Breviolum within P. porosa (expansion during the day and night) were inefficient in light
absorption when compared to Breviolum in either E. tourneforti (primarily daytime expansion)
or P. anceps (minimal expansion). With the lowest algal density, the photosynthetic rate per
algal cell in P. anceps was more than double that in any other gorgonian species studied,
including P. porosa (Ramsby et al. 2014). Algae within colonies of P. anceps also had the
highest maximum gross photosynthesis and photosynthetic efficiency per ash free dry weight of
any gorgonian recorded by Rossi et al. (2018). Yet, the density and chlorophyll content of the
Breviolum cells alone does not explain polyp activity, the spatial distribution of the algae within
a gorgonian coral should also be considered.
Studies dating back over 100 years have demonstrated that Symbiodiniaceae cells reside
within the gastroderm/endoderm of cnidarians (Bourne 1887, Chester 1913). Few studies
however, have investigated whether the density of Symbiodiniaceae varies spatially within a
host, for example does the algal density in the body differ from that in the tentacles? Some
Caribbean anemones and corallimorpharians contain more Symbiodiniaceae within their
tentacles than their oral disk (Sebens & DeRiemer 1977). In addition, in the scleractinian
Montastrea cavernosa (Lasker 1977) and Goniopora lobata (Levy et al. 2003), more algae were
found in the polyps than in the coenosarc tissue, although none were found in the tentacles of
Stylophora pistillata or Favia favus (Levy et al. 2003). In gorgonian corals, Breviolum found
within the coenchyme are located in the tubes (solenia) that connect the gastrovascular cavities
of polyps, which are embedded in the branch mesogleal matrix (Menzel et al. 2015). A recent
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study by Rossi et al. (2018) found a relationship between the branch thickness of Caribbean
gorgonian corals and the surface area of their polyps, in that species with thick branches (those
with rod morphology) had low polyp surface area to volume ratios, whereas species that had
thinner branches (including plumes, the sea whip and the sea fan) had significantly higher
surface area to volume ratios. Similar to Rossi et al. (2018), we found that the polyps harbored
statistically more Breviolum cells than the gorgonian branch tissue (coenchyme).
Species-specific differences in the distribution of Breviolum may explain the relationship
between algal parameters and polyp behavior. P. porosa hosted the largest density of Breviolum,
but also the lowest ratio of algae in its polyps compared to in its coenchyme. Due to the fact that
the majority of algal cells were found within the coenchyme of P. porosa, it is likely that; the
location of Symbiodiniaceae within a coral (Ralph et al. 2002, Wangpraseurt et al. 2012), host
pigmentation (Dove et al. 2008), tissue thickness (Kaniewska et al. 2011), rod morphology
(Rossi et al. 2018), and even self-shading (Lesser & Shick 1989) may have resulted in the low
chlorophyll a absorption efficiency. Both P. porosa and P. nutans had the lowest ratios of
Breviolum residing within the polyp versus the branch. The sustained expansion of their large
but fewer polyps and their tentacles throughout the daylight hours would maximize
photosynthesis, considering the low respiration rates of the colonies (Rossi et al. 2018). Whilst
P. anceps had the lowest density of Breviolum out of the observed gorgonians, it had the greatest
ratio of algae in its polyps versus the coenchyme (Fig. 2b). Per Breviolum cell, it also had a large
chlorophyll component which was highly efficient at absorbing photosynthetically available
radiation (Ramsby et al. 2014). The high surface area to volume ratio of its polyps contributes
not only to the high photosynthetic output, but also the respiration rate of the colony (Baker et al.
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2015, Rossi et al. 2018), which explains the peak of their limited polyp and tentacle expansion at
solar noon.
With the exception of P. porosa, the gorgonian corals in our study had minimal polyp
protrusion and tentacle expansion at night. The gorgonian polyp behavior contradicts the
behavior of the majority of scleractinian corals. Scleractinian polyp expansion occurs
predominantly at night, likely aiding in the capture of zooplankton prey (Porter 1976,
Houlbrèque & Ferrier-Pagès 2009). Corals obtain their sustenance from zooplankton, nano,
micro and phytoplankton (Fabricius et al. 1995a, Fabricius et al. 1995b, Fabricius & Klumpp
1995, Widdig & Schlichter 2001), particulate organic matter (Leversee 1976), and dissolved
organic matter (Schlichter et al. 1984, Fabricius & Dommisse 2000). Caribbean gorgonian
corals, unlike scleractinian corals, do not frequently ingest zooplankton (Lasker 1981a), and
often regurgitate captured zooplankton (Leversee 1976, Porter 1976). With the expansion of
their tentacles, gorgonian corals can filter feed and absorb detritus (Rafel et al. 2001). Isotopic
analysis of the gorgonian corals in this study reveals that particulate and dissolved organic matter
were major components of their diet, corroborating previous feeding and gut analyses (Yonge
1931, Gili & Coma 1998, Ribes et al. 2003, Cocito et al. 2013), whereas large zooplankton (over
25 mm) likely formed a smaller contribution to the heterotrophic intake (Lewis & Post 1982,
Ribes et al. 1998). These results are similar to other octocoral species (Sorokin 1991, Fabricius
et al. 1995b, Ribes et al. 2003), although they relied on zooplankton less than Mediterranean
gorgonian corals (Ribes et al. 1998, Ribes et al. 2003, Cocito et al. 2013). The decreased
reliance of zooplankton in the Caribbean gorgonian diet may help explain the observed reduction
in polyp and tentacle expansion at night.
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Our study found a strong correlation between the polyp behavior and the relative isotopic
δ13C signatures of the gorgonian corals. The difference in the δ13C value of the host tissue and
algae can been used to infer the relative amount of photosynthetic product incorporated into host
tissue (carbon cycling), in comparison to more depleted heterotrophically sourced carbon (Swart
et al. 2005, Levy et al. 2006b, Baker et al. 2015). Species with relative differences of less than
one part per thousand are considered highly autotrophic, whereas species with differences greater
than one part per thousand have a larger heterotrophic carbon input (Levy et al. 2006a, Horwitz
et al. 2015). The four species that primarily protruded polyps with expanded tentacles during
sunlight hours, A. americana, G. ventalina, P. nutans and E. tourneforti were mixotrophic,
supplementing autotrophy with a primary heterotrophic carbon signature (Fig. 4a). Daytime
expansion would allow these corals to filter feed and absorb dissolved organic carbon, while also
supporting photosynthesis (Fabricius & Klumpp 1995). While P. porosa and P. anceps were
both highly autotrophic, the δ13C signature of tissue from P. porosa was significantly more
depleted than P. anceps, indicating a significantly greater heterotrophic component in its diet.
This appears to be closely related to their relative polyp behavior, as polyps of P. porosa were
highly active throughout the day and night, increasing heterotrophic feeding, whereas the polyps
of P. anceps expanded primarily only around solar noon.
Ferrier-Pagès et al. (2015) hypothesized that Mediterranean gorgonian corals are able to
preferentially respire photosynthetically fixed carbon. Irrespective of the amount of translocated
carbon, if a gorgonian coral incorporated more depleted heterotrophic carbon into its tissues,
then the relative δ13C isotopic signatures of the holobiont would indicate that it was more
heterotrophic. However, we do not believe this to be the case in this study given the fact that the
primarily heterotrophic corals in this study had significantly less carbon incorporated into their
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tissues (Table 2), in addition to maintaining a lower energy content than autotrophic species (Fig.
3d). Further, the δ13C signature of the sclerites indicated that P. porosa used more depleted
heterotrophic carbon in the production of its sclerites than any other gorgonian present (Fig. 4d).
In addition to helping to determine trophic status of corals, the relative abundance of the
δ15N stable isotopic signature can also be used as a gauge for the concentrations of local
nitrogenous pollution (Risk et al. 2009). By tracking the δ15N of G. ventalina and A. americana
temporally and spatially, gorgonian corals were determined to be suitable species to detect
pollution in the Caribbean (Baker et al. 2010, Baker et al. 2011, Baker et al. 2013). Our values
for G. ventalina fall exactly within line of those reported from Akumal (70 km away), an area
where sewage pollution significantly impacts the isotopic fractionation (Baker et al. 2010). The
excess nitrogen is likely sourced from the increasing number of resorts and hotels with untreated
wastewater built on the waterline, a problem further exacerbated by the limestone Karst topology
(Rodríguez-Martínez et al. 2010, Padilla 2015). The variation in δ13C between regions with high
and low sewage inputs may help to explain the difference in the gorgonian signatures recorded in
this study and those collected from 3-8m in Panama (Baker et al. 2015).
The stable isotope data also correlated to the organic content of the gorgonians in our
study (Fig. 3b). The organic content is a subset of the organic matter, with refractory material
forming a significant component of the coral skeleton (Fig. 3b). There were significant
differences in the organic components contents (lipid, carbohydrate, protein) present across these
gorgonian corals (Fig. 3c). The variation in biochemical composition across these species results
in a similar disparity in the energy content of these organic tissues. Using the values of
combustion enthalpies (Gnaiger & Bitterlich 1984) we estimated the energy contained within
these gorgonian corals (Fig. 3d). The primarily heterotrophic gorgonian corals, A. americana, G.
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ventalina, P. nutans and E, tourneforti, had approximately half of the energy content in their
tissues when compared to the two primarily autotrophic species P. porosa and P. anceps (Fig.
3d). This correlation indicates that there is a strong relationship between the metabolic energy
budget of the corals and their mode of energy intake.
To further understand the relationship between the various parameters (Table 1) and these
six-gorgonian species, we logistically regressed data collected against the combined activity of
both polyps and tentacles, and against the activity of only the tentacles. We found that a small
subset of the parameters could explain between 38-62% of the variance in polyp activity, and a
slightly different data subset could explain between 56-90% of the tentacle activity (Table 3).
The amount of chlorophyll per algal cell and per surface area of the branches can explain
significantly more of the observed variation in the polyp and tentacle activity than that of the
tentacles alone; thereby indicating that the gorgonian corals do not necessarily need to expand
their tentacles in order to benefit from photosynthesis. If the rate of respiration of the gorgonian
coral were to increase with expansion of the tentacles, it may be beneficial to maintain expanded
polyps with retracted tentacles during certain hours of the day. On the other hand, the location of
Breviolum and the difference in algal/host δ13C signature explains significant variation in the
expansion of the tentacles, but not of the combined polyps and tentacles. These findings imply
that corals with increased algal densities located within their tentacles and not the coenchyme,
may benefit from increased photosynthesis if they expand their tentacles, especially during midday. Both data sets reveal that the carbohydrate content of the coral, alongside the amount and
isotopic signatures of carbon and nitrogen in the holobiont are significantly related to the activity
of both the polyps and tentacles.
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By combining these parameters into a single model, we regressed it against the daily
variation in polyp activity for each species (Tables 4, 5). Every parameter included had a
significantly high amount of variation explained by the polyp activity of nearly every gorgonian
species (Tables 4, 5). This model can predict, many parameters that had previously required
tissue collection to calculate. For example, one of the most important parameters in determining
host trophic status is the difference in algal/host δ13C signature, which indicates the amount of
carbon cycled between the algal cells and host. The maximum-likelihood R2 values for
calculating the carbon cycling for each of the gorgonian corals based on polyp activity ranged
between 78.6-99.9 % (Tables 4, 5). Further, by testing each time point, the model determines the
best time of the day to conduct polyp activity observations, to best predict the parameter of
interest. While further testing of this model across different environments and species is
warranted, polyp activity could be an important tool for visually detecting the health of
symbiotic Caribbean gorgonian corals.
Our study identified three main mixotrophic feeding strategies in these Caribbean
symbiotic gorgonian corals. Four of the six gorgonian species (A. americana, P. nutans, E.
tourneforti, G. ventalina) had a predominant heterotrophic diet supplemented with autotrophy.
With moderate concentrations of Breviolum and chlorophyll per cell, daytime expansion of the
polyps and tentacles allowed for photosynthesis in addition to heterotrophic prey capture and
nutrient absorption. Each species sustained a moderate energy budget, which is reflected in the
reduced polyp activity at night. The second mixotrophic strategy, employed by P. porosa, is
highly autotrophic and supplemented by a large heterotrophic carbon input. Even though P.
porosa maintained the highest concentration of Breviolum and the highest content of chlorophyll
a per cell, the algae themselves have the lowest chlorophyll efficiency. This potentially resulted
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from having the lowest ratio of the algal cells found within its polyps versus its coenchyme. By
expanding its polyps and tentacles throughout the entire 24h period, P. porosa can maximize
both photosynthesis and feeding. This increased polyp activity, however, resulted in a higher
rate of respiration than any other coral and an energy budget almost twice that of the
predominantly heterotrophic species. This contrasts to the final strategy observed in P. anceps,
with a reduction in polyp expansion to only a few hours at solar noon. With the lowest density
of Breviolum but high chlorophyll concentrations, the algae that reside within P. anceps were
primarily found within the polyps and had the highest a*Chla. By expanding only around solar
noon and maximizing the P/R ratio of the colony, P. anceps maintained a high energy budget
similar to that of P. porosa.
Overall, our study helps to explain the conclusions of two recent papers examining the
morphology and ecology of Caribbean gorgonian corals (Baker et al. 2015, Rossi et al. 2018).
All of the studies indicate that colonies of P. nutans are primarily heterotrophic with autotrophic
substitution, indicated by its low P/R ratios and carbon cycling, whereas with high rates of
carbon cycling and P/R ratios, P. anceps is highly autotrophic (Baker et al. 2015, Rossi et al.
2018). Further, the sea plume morphology and polyp density while beneficial for prey capture
increases its photosynthetic performance, which is in line with our findings as it had the most
autotrophic signature of the primarily heterotrophic corals (Baker et al. 2015, Rossi et al. 2018).
Our study did however, find that colonies of G. ventalina were more heterotrophic, with their
structure maximizing both photosynthesis and prey capture (Leversee 1976, Rossi et al. 2018),
than those in Panama (Baker et al. 2015). The difference in feeding strategy may be related to
the reported prevalence of Gorgonia bleaching in Panama, but not in the Yucatan (GarzónFerreira & Zea 1992).
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In order to understand the autotrophic/heterotrophic balance of Caribbean gorgonian
species, the relationship between the daily rates of photosynthesis and respiration (P:R) were
utilized (Kanwisher & Wainwright 1967, Ramsby et al. 2014, Baker et al. 2015, Rossi et al.
2018). Yet, for the same gorgonian coral species, P:R values are often significantly different
between studies. For scleractinian corals, one of the most common methods used to calculate
P:R ratios, is to extrapolate the values from net photosynthesis and net respiration over a 12 hour
photosynthetic period and a 24 hour respiration period (Reynaud-Vaganay et al. 2001, Schoepf
2013). Our study reveals that this extrapolation method may produce inaccurate results due to
interspecies variation in polyp behavior and the octocoral polyp behavior impacting both
photosynthetic and respiration rates (Fabricius & Klumpp 1995). For example, the extrapolation
would likely overestimate the P:R ratio of P. anceps with its minimal polyp protrusion and
tentacle expansion throughout the daylight hours. Further, this variation in polyp behavior could
account for some of the differences in the P:R values reported by the prior studies. We showed
that observing polyp activity can reveal important information about the trophic status of the
holobiont and could be one of the main methods to examine gorgonian corals in the future to
determine the extent to which they are impacted potentially bleaching conditions.
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CHAPTER II: SPECIES TRAITS DICTATE SEASONAL-DEPENDENT RESPONSES
OF OCTOCORAL-ALGAL SYMBIOSES TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURE AND
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

McCauley M, Banaszak AT, Goulet TL (2018) Species traits dictate seasonal-dependent
responses of octocoral–algal symbioses to elevated temperature and ultraviolet radiation.
Coral Reefs 37:901-917.

ABSTRACT

Ultraviolet radiation (UVR) can exacerbate the effects of elevated seawater temperatures
concomitant with climate change. Such stressors can collapse the mutualism of scleractinian
corals with their endosymbiotic unicellular algae, Symbiodinium spp. Conversely, we found that
the Caribbean octocorals Pseudoplexaura crucis and Eunicea tourneforti coped with thermal and
UVR stress. But, the responses differed and depended on the species’ biochemical properties.
Furthermore, the effects of the stressors varied seasonally. For 7d, during summer and winter,
we exposed the octocorals to either 3 °C above ambient temperature, UVR, or both. In either
season, the stressors did not affect protein or carbohydrate content nor the Symbiodinium
genotype. At the elevated temperature in the summer, the lipid content in P. crucis fell alongside
a 35% decline in Symbiodinium. Conversely, in E. tourneforti, algal density dropped 26% with
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no lipid loss. In both species, the remaining Symbiodinium retained their chlorophyll and
carotenoid content. In the winter, +3 °C and UVR led to increased algal density, mitotic index,
and chlorophyll and carotenoid contents. Temperature affected more parameters than UVR, but
additive, synergistic and antagonistic interactions occurred. These findings show the resilience
of Caribbean gorgonian corals against stressful environmental conditions and highlight the
importance of including organismal biochemical differences and seasonal responses into
interpreting the effects of multiple stressors associated with global climate change.
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INTRODUCTION
Oscillations in environmental conditions such as seawater temperature and radiation,
including the ultraviolet (UVR) spectrum penetrating seawater, occur on a seasonal cycle
(Brown 1997, Downs et al. 2013). Scleractinian corals and octocorals and their microbiota
(endosymbiotic dinoflagellate algal partners, Symbiodinium spp., archaea, and bacteria),
functioning together as a holobiont, respond to these environmental fluctuations (Fitt et al. 2000,
Levy et al. 2006a, Sorek et al. 2014, van de Water et al. 2018b). Extreme changes in
environmental parameters, however, such as those brought about by climate change
(Weatherhead & Andersen 2006, Solomon 2007), can detrimentally affect these mutualistic
symbioses (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999, 2010, Ricaurte et al. 2016, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2017,
Farag et al. 2018, Mayfield et al. 2018).
Elevated sea surface temperatures (1 - 2ºC above seasonal maximum), for example, can
cause a myriad of consequences for both the host corals and their microbiome. In scleractinian
corals, elevated temperatures may lead to a reduction in protein synthesis (Takahashi et al.
2008), while certain proteins involved in the stress response can be upregulated (Ricaurte et al.
2016, Mayfield et al. 2018). Changes to coral metabolic processes, internal carbon pools
(Hillyer et al. 2017a) and loss of host cells (Gates et al. 1992, Brown et al. 1995) can also occur.
Elevated temperatures can also affect scleractinian coral larval survivorship, settlement, and
development, thereby influencing the dispersal of coral species and potentially reducing the
possibility for coral recovery post-stress events (Bassim & Sammarco 2003, Yakovleva et al.
2009, Cumbo et al. 2013). Scleractinian corals can also experience the loss of Symbiodinium
and/or their photosynthetic pigments, commonly called coral bleaching (Yonge & Nicholls
1931). The decline in Symbiodinium density may be due to multiple detrimental effects of
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elevated temperatures on the Symbiodinium including damage to photosystem II (Warner et al.
1999, Weis 2008, Jeans et al. 2013) and a buildup of reactive oxygen species (Lesser 1997).
Furthermore, increased temperatures can cause a shift in the coral microbiota that can drive
mutualistic or commensal associations toward a pathogenic relationships and may increase the
abundance of opportunistic bacteria (Thurber et al. 2009).
Unlike the multiple studies on scleractinian corals, few studies have assessed the effects
of elevated temperatures on octocorals (e.g.soft corals, gorgonian corals). Thermal stress leads
to an increase in necrotic and apoptotic host tissues in soft corals on the Great Barrier Reef in
addition to a loss of Symbiodinium (Fabricius 1999, Strychar et al. 2004, Sammarco & Strychar
2013). Studies on gorgonian corals have mostly focused on Mediterranean, temperate species
(Previati et al. 2010, Ezzat et al. 2013, Pey et al. 2013). Temperate gorgonians subjected to
increased temperatures exhibited decreased lipid stores, in addition to decreased Symbiodinium
density and chlorophyll content (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2009, Previati et al. 2010, Ezzat et al. 2013).
Data on the effects of temperature on tropical, Caribbean gorgonian corals are meager, with one
recent comprehensive study (Goulet et al. 2017) and less than a handful of studies focusing on a
few host parameters and/or changes to Symbiodinium density (Drohan et al. 2005, Kirk et al.
2005, Mydlarz & Jacobs 2006, Ross 2014).
Excessive UVR exposure can also wreak havoc on the symbiosis by destroying chemical
bonds and altering the structure of DNA (Setlow et al. 1963, Anderson et al. 2001), in both the
host and Symbiodinium (Baruch et al. 2005, Banaszak 2007), impacting gene expression (Aranda
et al. 2011), in addition to increasing the number of reactive oxygen species molecules (ROS)
(Courtial et al. 2017b). Furthermore, UVR can lower the settlement, development and survival
rate of juvenile corals (Kuffner 2001, Zeevi Ben-Yosef & Benayahu 2008, Torres-Pérez &
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Armstrong 2012, Zhou et al. 2016). UVR may reduce Symbiodinium density (Gleason 1993) by
increasing their expulsion rate (Zhou et al. 2017b), degrade chloroplasts (Camaya et al. 2016), or
cause photoinhibition (Zhou et al. 2016) as a result of damage to the photosystems (Lesser
1996). These combined effects can contribute to coral bleaching (Eynaud et al. 2011).
To counteract the effects of UVR, scleractinian corals and their Symbiodinium can
increase the production of antioxidant enzymes (Lesser et al. 1990) and mycosporine-like amino
acids (MAA), molecules that absorb and dissipate harmful UVR wavelengths (Banaszak &
Trench 1995, Shick et al. 1996, Banaszak et al. 1998, Banaszak et al. 2006, Ferrier-Pagès et al.
2007, Banaszak & Lesser 2009). Alternatively, UVR can potentially positively affect parameters
in corals. In the temperate aposymbiotic gorgonian coral Leptogorgia virgulata, the presence of
UVR resulted in fewer asymmetrical and fragmented sclerites (Kingsley et al. 2001). In
addition, when exposed to only the longer wavelength UVA (320-395 nm), the photosynthetic
performance of Symbiodinium was enhanced within larvae of Pocillopora damicornis (Zhou et
al. 2016) and Seriatopora caliendrum (Zhou et al. 2017a).
Since global climate change affects multiple parameters simultaneously, in addition to
studying the potential effects of one stressor, it is imperative to conduct studies that investigate
the effects of multiple potential stressors simultaneously (Porter et al. 1999, Ateweberhan et al.
2013, Ban et al. 2014). In the few studies that examined the effect of combined stressors on
scleractinian corals, temperature and UVR induced a reduction in Symbiodinium density (Lesser
et al. 1990, Gleason & Wellington 1993, Fitt & Warner 1995, Lesser 1996, D'Croz et al. 2001,
Courtial et al. 2017a), decreases in chlorophyll content (D'Croz et al. 2001, D'Croz & Mate 2002,
Courtial et al. 2017a) and subsequently decreases in photochemical yield (Lesser 1996, FerrierPagès et al. 2007), and photosynthetic rate (Fitt & Warner 1995). Two or more stressors may
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lead to additive, synergistic, or antagonistic effects on the holobionts compared to the stressors
acting independently. Most of the above studies found either non-synergistic interactions or did
not measure possible interactions between the stressors (Dunne 2010).
For octocorals, scant data exist on the effects of temperature and UVR. In two soft corals
in the Red Sea, Heteroxenia fuscescens and Rhytisma fulvum fulvum, elevated temperature and
UVR caused a synergistic reduction in the survivorship of the soft coral larvae (Zeevi Ben-Yosef
& Benayahu 2008). In Eunicea tourneforti in the Caribbean, elevated temperature reduced the
Symbiodinium population, while the combination of elevated temperature with UVR impeded
symbiont density recovery (Drohan et al. 2005), a response not observed when the gorgonian
colonies were subjected to increased temperatures or UVR exposure individually. Investigating
the response of Caribbean gorgonians to stressors is particularly relevant given that in the past 50
yr, episodes of thermal warming and other stressors have increased in many parts of the
Caribbean. During this time, scleractinian coral cover dramatically declined and currently stands
at 10% (Hughes & Tanner 2000, Gardner et al. 2003), with the projection that it may further drop
to below 5% by 2035 (Buddemeier et al. 2011). Conversely, on many Caribbean reefs,
according to reports dating back 100 yr (Cary 1915, 1918) gorgonian corals dominated, and
gorgonian coral cover has remained unchanged or increased (Colvard & Edmunds 2011). Our
knowledge on the effect of combined stressors on Caribbean octocorals is sparse, hindering our
ability to understand Caribbean reef ecosystems and the continuing contribution of gorgonian
corals to Caribbean reefs today and in the future.
Furthermore, since a coral holobiont is a composite of the host coral and its
endosymbiotic Symbiodinium, how a holobiont confronts potential stressors may be a complex
interaction of the response of both the coral and the Symbiodinium. Consequently, quantifying
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host, Symbiodinium, and holobiont parameters will aid in understanding the effect of potential
stressors on the symbiosis. Additionally, a holobiont’s reaction to a perturbation may be
contingent on the holobiont’s current metabolic condition, which varies seasonally (Fitt et al.
2000, Thornhill et al. 2011). Therefore, the objectives of our study were to examine the effects
of temperature and UVR, both individually and in combination, during different seasons, from
the perspective of the gorgonian coral host, the symbiotic dinoflagellate Symbiodinium, and the
holobiont, by measuring a diverse array of parameters to provide a comprehensive picture of the
holobiont’s responses.
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METHODS
Experimental design
Two octocoral species, Pseudoplexaura crucis and Eunicea tourneforti, were sampled in
July (Summer) and December (Winter) 2012 at 5 m depth from the offshore reef at La Bocana
(20°52 N, 86°51' W) near Puerto Morelos, Quintana Roo, México. Five branches, 10±1.5 cm in
length, were sampled from each colony (n=8), with one immediately frozen at -70 °C, providing
an in situ comparison. The remaining four branches were placed in aquaria in a flowing
seawater system at the Unidad Académica de Sistemas Arrecifales, Puerto Morelos. To maintain
their natural orientation, the branches were attached vertically to PVC stands.
During an 11-day acclimation period, seawater temperature in the aquaria was maintained
at the ambient summer (29±1 °C) or winter (26±1 °C) temperature in July and December,
respectively, based on seawater temperatures recorded close to the collection site with a HOBO®
pendant temperature data logger (MicroDAQ, Contoocook, NH, USA). Window screening
reduced the light intensity in the tanks to irradiance levels similar to those at the collection depth
as determined by spectroradiometric data gathered near the collection site. Branches were
protected from ultraviolet radiation (UVR, 280-400 nm) using ultraviolet-absorbing (opaque)
acrylic plates (Polymer Plastics Company, Carson City, NV, USA) although these plates were
transparent to photosynthetically active radiation and some UVA radiation (385-700 nm).
In both seasons, the remaining four branches from each colony were exposed for 7 d to
one of four treatments: UVR opaque and ambient (1) or elevated (2) temperature, and UVR
transparent and ambient (3) or elevated (4) temperature. The elevated temperature treatment was
+3 °C above the ambient seawater temperature, i.e. 32±0.5 °C and 29±0.5 °C in the summer and
winter, respectively. To attain the experimental elevated temperature, the seawater temperature
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in two aquaria was raised 1 °C per day for 3 d. In addition, branches in the UVR transparent
treatment aquaria were gradually exposed to UVR over the same 3 d by replacing the UVR
opaque plates with UVR transparent plates for four-hour increments until complete replacement.
Symbiodinium analyses
During the evening on the seventh day, a 1.5 cm-long branch segment, located 1.5 cm
from the tip, was sampled. This piece was weighed, and its length and width were recorded to
calculate the surface area as that of a cylinder (Shirur et al. 2014) before being flash frozen in
liquid N2 and stored at -70°C with the remaining branch. Symbiodinium were isolated from the
frozen piece and then suspended in 5 ml filtered seawater (Shirur et al. 2014). From the
suspension, a 1 ml aliquot was preserved for Symbiodinium density determination.
Symbiodinium cells were enumerated, in 6 replicates, on a Neubauer Improved Hemocytometer
(Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and the mitotic index was calculated as the number of
dividing cells per 1,000 cells. Symbiodinium chlorophyll a and c2 (Shirur et al. 2014) and
carotenoid concentrations (Liñán-Cabello et al. 2010) were determined from a 2 ml aliquot.
Pigments were standardized to Symbiodinium cell density and to the surface area of the branch
piece. Symbiodinium DNA was extracted from the last 2 ml of the Symbiodinium suspension, the
internal transcribed spacer region 2 (ITS2) was PCR amplified, denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis separated the PCR products, and informative bands were sequenced and analyzed
(Ramsby et al. 2014).
Biochemical analyses
From the remainder of the frozen gorgonian branches, soluble protein, lipid and
carbohydrate content, and the production of superoxide dismutase were determined (Mydlarz &
Palmer 2011, Shirur et al. 2014). The measured parameters were standardized to either dry
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weight of the branch or the percentage of organic matter present (Shirur et al. 2014).
Absorbance values from 300-400 nm were recorded during the protein extraction to provide
relative absorbance values for mycosporine-like amino acids (Banaszak 2003).
Statistical analyses
A linear-mixed model was conducted to analyze species, temperature and UVR (fixed
factors), with a random blocking factor for colony genotype. Each fixed factor contained within
it the species, the experimental temperatures, and the presence/absence of UVR. Data were
checked for violations against normality and homoscedasticity, log transforming data sets that
did not conform. When comparisons yielded significant differences, a Tukey’s honest
significant difference (Tukey’s HSD) test distinguished which species drove the difference.
Throughout the results, Tukey’s HSD values are reported for significant interactions. Relative
abundance of MAAs was tested using a student’s unpaired t-test. All data analysis was
conducted with the R statistical computing software (R Development Core Team 2013).
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RESULTS
Holobiont biochemistry
The gorgonian species differed in their biochemical composition. For example, in the
summer at ambient conditions without UVR, P. crucis’ average sclerite content (66.1%) was
significantly lower than that of E. tourneforti (81.7%, Fig. 6a, Table 6). Concomitantly, the
organic matter in branches of P. crucis, maintained at ambient temperature in the absence of
UVR, had a larger average percentage of organic matter per dry tissue (33.9%) compared to E.
tourneforti (18.3%, Table 6).
In the summer, the only experimental treatment that reduced the sclerite content was the
exposure of P. crucis to UVR at ambient temperature, with a concurrent increase in organic
matter (Fig. 6a, Table 6). The combination of treatments resulted in no change to either sclerite
or organic matter of the P. crucis branches (Fig. 6a, Table 6). Due to the differences in the
amount of organic matter in the two species, for between species comparisons, we present the
organic components (refractory content, soluble protein, lipid and carbohydrates) as a percentage
of organic matter. UVR did not significantly affect refractory content in either P. crucis or E.
tourneforti, while elevated temperature and its combination with UVR led to significantly higher
refractory content in P. crucis branches but not in E. tourneforti (Fig. 6c, Table 6). The two
gorgonian species differed in the percent refractory content, with 23.0±6.6% in P. crucis
branches maintained at ambient temperature in the absence of UVR, and over three times as
much (72.1±1.3%) in E. tourneforti (Fig. 6c, Table 6).
Conversely, P. crucis branches had significantly more soluble protein content per organic
matter (29.2±2.4%), over four times more, than E. tourneforti branches (6.1±0.4%) at ambient
temperatures without UVR (Fig. 6c, Table 6).
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Table 6. Statistical results of holobiont and Symbiodinium parameters of the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura
crucis (PC) and Eunicea tourneforti (ET).
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Nevertheless, the protein content in both species did not significantly differ between the
treatments (Table 6). P. crucis branches also contained more than double the lipid content found
in E. tourneforti (Fig. 6c, Table 6). P. crucis exposed to elevated temperature exhibited
significantly less lipid content (Fig. 6c, Table 6), while the presence of UVR alone significantly
increased the lipid content (Table 6). Exposure of P. crucis branches to elevated temperature
and UVR resulted in an additive interaction (Table 6), with lipid contents similar to that of
branches held at the ambient temperature without UVR (Fig. 1c). Conversely, in E. tourneforti
branches, the lipid content did not significantly differ between the treatments (Fig. 6c, Table 6).
Carbohydrates constituted 4-5% of the organic matter in both P. crucis and E. tourneforti, in all
treatments (Fig. 6c), and no significant differences were found between treatments (Table 6).
Similar to the summer results, in winter the sclerite content in P. crucis’ branches
(52.3±3.8%) was significantly lower than that in E. tourneforti (86.9±0.2%, Fig. 6b, Table 6).
Neither sclerite content nor the organic matter content of either species was significantly
different between the four treatments in the winter (Fig. 6b, Table 6). E. tourneforti branches
had more than double the refractory content compared to P. crucis (Fig. 6d, Table 6). The
percentage of refractory content in E. tourneforti did not significantly differ between the
treatments, while for P. crucis, elevated temperature was the only treatment that reduced the
refractory content of its branches (Fig. 6d, Table 6). As in the summer, the protein and lipid
contents per organic matter in branches of P. crucis were significantly higher than in E.
tourneforti branches (Fig. 6d, Table 6). No significant difference existed in either species in the
protein content between treatments, while the only change in lipid content occurred in P. crucis
exposed to elevated temperatures resulting in an increase in lipid content (Fig. 6d, Table 6).
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Figure 6. Tissue composition in branches of the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura crucis and
Eunicea tourneforti exposed to ambient and elevated temperature, with (+) and without (-)
ultraviolet radiation.
The percent organic matter and sclerite content in the gorgonian branch tissues are depicted both
for summer (a) and winter (b). The organic matter is then further divided into its constituents in
summer (c) and winter (d).
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Carbohydrate content constituted 4-5% of the organic matter for both species in the winter and
did not vary between treatments (Fig. 6d, Table 6).
Symbiodinium genetic identity
Pseudoplexaura crucis harbored Symbiodinium B1 (Genbank accession no. AF333511
submitted by LaJeunesse (2001)) and E. tourneforti harbored B41 (Genbank accession no.
KX34463 submitted by Goulet et al. (2017)). The Symbiodinium within the two gorgonian
species did not change either between experimental treatments or sampling seasons.
Symbiodinium density and mitotic indices
In the summer, Symbiodinium densities at the ambient temperature without UVR were
significantly higher in P. crucis than E. tourneforti, with 6.0±0.5x106/cm2 and 2.4±0.2x106/cm2,
respectively (Fig. 7a, Table 6). Both species exhibited significantly reduced Symbiodinium
density in branches exposed to elevated temperature, while no changes were observed with
exposure to UVR (Table 6). In P. crucis, the ratio of Symbiodinium to lipid content was not
significantly different between the four treatments (temperature p =0.981, UVR p =0.989,
temperature * UVR p =0.999) (Fig. 8a). Symbiodinium mitotic division rate was similar in both
species. Both temperature and UVR, either singly or in conjunction, significantly reduced
Symbiodinium mitotic rates (Fig. 7b, Table 6). In P. crucis, the combination of both potential
stressors resulted in an antagonistic interaction (Fig. 7b).
Winter Symbiodinium densities, at ambient conditions without UVR, in both P. crucis
and E. tourneforti were significantly lower than in the summer (Figs 7a,9a). Unlike in the
summer, Symbiodinium densities in both species significantly increased in the temperature and
UVR solitary treatments (Fig. 9a, Table 6). The combined treatment resulted in an additive
interaction in symbiont density for branches of P. crucis, and an antagonistic interaction for E.
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tourneforti (Fig. 9a, Table 6). When exposed to UV, in the branches of P. crucis there was a
significant increase in the ratio of Symbiodinium density to lipid content (Fig. 8b), but the ratio
did not change within the branches of E. tourneforti. Both species had similar mitotic indices at
ambient temperature without UVR (Fig. 9b). Division rates of Symbiodinium in branches of P.
crucis increased with exposure to temperature, UVR, and their combination (Fig. 9b, Table 6),
while those in E. tourneforti significantly decreased in the combined UVR temperature treatment
(Fig. 9b, Table 6). When combined, temperature and UVR led to antagonistic interactions for
both species.
Symbiodinium chlorophyll content
Pseudoplexaura crucis contained significantly more chlorophyll per branch surface area
than E. tourneforti in the summertime (Fig. 7c, e, Table 6). In addition, mirroring Symbiodinium
density differences, chlorophyll content per unit surface area varied between treatments in P.
crucis although not in E. tourneforti. For example, in branches exposed to elevated temperature,
the total chlorophyll a and c2 per unit surface area was significantly lower compared to branches
at the ambient temperature (Fig. 7c, Table 6). UVR alone did not cause any significant changes
in chlorophyll content (Table 6). Unlike chlorophyll per unit surface area, P. crucis had
significantly lower chlorophyll a & c2 contents per Symbiodinium cell in comparison with E.
tourneforti (Fig. 7d, f, Table 6). The chlorophyll content per Symbiodinium cells in both species
did not significantly differ between the four treatments (Fig. 7d, f, Table 6).
Pseudoplexaura crucis contained significantly more chlorophyll per unit surface area
than E. tourneforti in the wintertime (Fig. 9c, e, Table 6). While both temperature and UVR
significantly increased chlorophyll a per unit surface area in P. crucis branches, only elevated
temperature increased chlorophyll c2 content with no effect of UVR (Fig. 9c, e, Table 6).
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Figure 7. Parameters of Symbiodinium in branches of the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura
crucis and Eunicea tourneforti exposed to summer ambient and elevated temperatures, with
(+) and without (-) ultraviolet radiation.
The panels depict Symbiodinium density (a), mitotic index (b), chlorophyll a and c2 and
carotenoid content per branch surface area (c, e, g) and per Symbiodinium cell (d, f, h).
Synergistic (Sy) and antagonistic (An) interactions are denoted above the relevant bars. Values
are means+SE.
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Branches of E. tourneforti increased chlorophyll a and c2 contents in the elevated temperature,
UVR and combined treatments relative to the ambient treatment with no UVR (Fig. 9c, e, Table
6). There was a synergistic interaction between temperature and UVR for chlorophyll a and c2
per unit surface area of P. crucis branches (Fig. 9c, e). E. tourneforti, however, experienced an
antagonistic increase in both chlorophyll a and c2 during the combined exposure (Fig. 9c, e,
Table 6).
The chlorophyll content per Symbiodinium cell within P. crucis was highest at ambient
temperature without UVR (Fig. 9d, f). Branches of P. crucis exposed to elevated temperature
had significantly reduced chlorophyll a and c2 contents per Symbiodinium, while those exposed
to UVR only had a reduction in chlorophyll c2 (Fig. 9d, f, Table 6). The combination of
treatments on P. crucis branches resulted in an antagonistic reduction in chlorophyll a per
Symbiodinium cell. Symbiodinium within E. tourneforti increased chlorophyll a and c2 per cell
with exposure to elevated temperatures, and when in combination with UVR (Fig. 9d, f).
Additive increases were recorded for both chlorophyll a and c2 contents when E. tourneforti
branches were exposed to temperature and UV simultaneously.
Seasonally, both gorgonian species displayed a similar trend in the total chlorophyll
content per branch. During the summer, with higher Symbiodinium densities than in the winter,
there was comparatively lower chlorophyll content per symbiont. In contrast, in the winter the
fewer Symbiodinium cells within the branches contained significantly more chlorophyll per cell
(P. crucis p <0.001, E. tourneforti p <0.001).
Carotenoid content
In both species during the summer, the carotenoid concentrations per unit surface area of
the branch did not significantly differ between the treatments.
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Figure 8. The ratio of Symbiodinium density to lipid content in branches of the gorgonian
corals Pseudoplexaura crucis and Eunicea tourneforti exposed to ambient and elevated
seawater temperatures, with (+) and without (-) ultraviolet radiation.
Panels depict the density of Symbiodinium (per gram wet weight) to the organic lipid content (per
gram dry weight) in the summer (a), and winter (b). Values are means + SE.
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The carotenoid content per Symbiodinium cell in P. crucis also did not differ (Table 6). On the
other hand, in E. tourneforti the carotenoid content per Symbiodinium cell increased in branches
held in the combined treatment (Fig. 7g, h, Table 6). Furthermore, E. tourneforti had
significantly more carotenoids per Symbiodinium cell than P. crucis.
Symbiodinium from P. crucis had a greater carotenoid content on both per unit surface
area and per cell basis in the wintertime. P. crucis branches, in all the treatments, contained
significantly more carotenoids than E. tourneforti branches (Fig. 9g, h, Table 6). Elevated
temperature and exposure to UVR resulted in higher carotenoid concentrations in both species,
whereas exposure to the combined treatment led to an antagonistic interaction in carotenoid
content per unit surface area (Fig. 9g, Table 6). In P. crucis, the carotenoid content per
Symbiodinium cell significantly decreased only in the elevated temperature treatment (Fig. 9h,
Table 6). Conversely, the carotenoid content per Symbiodinium associated with E. tourneforti
increased with exposure to elevated temperature, UVR and their combination, in which an
antagonistic interaction occurred (Fig. 9h, Table 6).
Relative mycosporine-like amino acid concentrations
Relative absorbance of the mycosporine-like amino acids (MAA) in branches of P. crucis
(20.03±0.23, 22.88±0.68) was significantly lower than those in branches of E. tourneforti
(25.44±1.24, 26.54±1.88) both in summer and winter, respectively. Relative MAA abundance in
P. crucis branches exposed to elevated temperature combined with UVR significantly increased
(20.98±0.47, p =0.03) in the summer but significantly decreased in the winter (20.16±0.42, p
=0.04). The relative concentrations of MAAs in E. tourneforti branches did not significantly
differ as a result of the combined treatment in either summer or winter (27.40±1.39 and
25.71±1.33, respectively).
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Figure 9. Parameters of Symbiodinium in branches of the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura
crucis and Eunicea tourneforti exposed to winter ambient and elevated temperatures, with
(+) and without (-) ultraviolet radiation.
Panels depict Symbiodinium density (a), mitotic index (b), chlorophyll a and c2 and carotenoid
content per branch surface area (c, e, g) and per Symbiodinium cell (d, f, h). Synergistic (Sy),
additive (Ad) and antagonistic (An) interactions are denoted above the relevant bars. Values are
means+SE.
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Superoxide dismutase activity
In E. tourneforti, the enzymatic activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) did not
significantly differ between the treatments either in summer or winter, with values ranging from
741.96±105.75 to 848.78±96.45. Due to the copious amounts of mucus in P. crucis, we were
unable to conduct the SOD assay on this species.
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DISCUSSION
Climate change detrimentally affects coral reef ecosystems (Pandolfi et al. 2011,
Ateweberhan et al. 2013, Hughes et al. 2018). For many scleractinian corals, elevated seawater
temperatures and increased UVR exposure act as stressors on the host coral, the mutualistic
Symbiodinium, and consequently the holobiont (Glynn 1996, Brown 1997, Baird et al. 2009).
Our study demonstrates that Caribbean gorgonian corals may have another story to tell.
Furthermore, the coping strategies of the two gorgonian species differed, illustrating the
complexity of responses by coral reef-dwelling organisms to environmental change.
In Western Hemisphere summer months, the rise of seawater temperature by even 1-2 °C
above ambient can lead to a reduction in Symbiodinium cells in corals. When scleractinian corals
lose their Symbiodinium, they often lose a substantial number, e.g., from 53-86% (Porter et al.
1989, Rodríguez-Troncoso et al. 2010, Ainsworth et al. 2016). This dramatic drop in
Symbiodinium densities leads to the scleractinian coral colonies appearing visibly white and
therefore referred to as bleached (Brown 1997). In our study, we subjected two gorgonian coral
species to 32 °C, a temperature 2±3 °C above typical summer temperatures and the bleaching
threshold temperature at this location (NOAA Coral Reef Watch Virtual Station Puerto Morelos,
Mexico). Furthermore, 32 °C is the predicted average sea surface temperature by 2099 (Donner
2009), and scleractinian corals in this area exposed to 31.5-32 °C do indeed bleach (ColomboPallotta et al. 2010, DeSalvo et al. 2010, Grottoli et al. 2014, Schoepf et al. 2014, Levas et al.
2016) as does Millepora alcicornis (Banaszak et al. 2003). In both gorgonian species,
Symbiodinium densities at 32 °C were lower, but the Symbiodinium loss was half or less than that
observed in scleractinian corals, ranging from 26% in Eunicea tourneforti to 35% in
Pseudoplexaura crucis (Fig. 2a). In another study on P. porosa, E. tourneforti, and E. flexuosa,
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in the same area but in a lagoon, exposure to 32 °C for 5 d did not lead to a significant loss of
Symbiodinium (Goulet et al. 2017). Thus, gorgonian corals appear to better withstand elevated
seawater temperatures compared to scleractinian corals and hydrocorals, potentially explaining
in part why in the Caribbean gorgonian coral density remains the same and even increases while
scleractinian coral cover continues to decline (Miller et al. 2009, Ruzicka et al. 2013, Lenz et al.
2015).
Symbiodinium loss can occur from two different, not mutually exclusive, scenarios.
Either Symbiodinium cells are lost from the mutualism, leading to fewer symbionts per host cell
or the number of host cells containing Symbiodinium is reduced. Although both study species
belong to the family Plexauridae, their respective genera exhibit distinct biochemical differences
which led to different modes of symbiont loss. In E. tourneforti soluble protein and
carbohydrate accounted for only 1.11 and 0.85% of the dry weight (Fig. 6a). The amount of
lipid per dry weight was also very low, 3.1%, five times lower than the 15.7% in P. crucis.
Consequently, E. tourneforti’s organic biomass constituted only 5.1% of the dry weight. Such a
low organic content suggests a limitation in the habitat available for symbionts in comparison
with P. crucis (Fig. 6a-d) and may not leave the option of varying the composition of the organic
content in response to environmental change. Indeed, in the summer the lipid content and the
other biochemical parameters in E. tourneforti did not significantly change between the ambient
and elevated temperatures although the Symbiodinium density declined. Therefore, in E.
tourneforti it appears that the reduction in Symbiodinium density was primarily driven by the loss
of Symbiodinium per host cell. The Symbiodinium that did remain within E. tourneforti
maintained both chlorophyll a and c2 contents per cell (Fig. 9d, f) and may have continued to
supply the host with photosynthates similar to what was found in the scleractinian coral
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Acropora aspera (Hillyer et al. 2017a), and the sea anemone Exaiptasia pallida (Hillyer et al.
2017b).
In P. crucis in the summer, Symbiodinium density was also significantly lower at the
elevated compared to the ambient temperature (Fig. 7a), but the mechanism to reach this
Symbiodinium reduction appears to be different. In gorgonians, a positive correlation exists
between lipids and Symbiodinium density (Shirur et al. 2014). Unlike in E. tourneforti, in P.
crucis the number of Symbiodinium per holobiont lipid content did not significantly change at the
elevated temperature. What did vary was the lipid amount which was 19% lower than at the
ambient summer temperature (Fig. 6c). The reduction in lipid could have occurred from
different routes. First, Symbiodinium reduction may have led to the holobiont’s lipid reduction.
In the alcyonarian octocoral Sinularia sp., for example, Symbiodinium comprise 36% of the lipid
content (Imbs et al. 2010). Symbiodinium loss leading to lipid loss, however, is not the most
plausible explanation for P. crucis in our study because, at ambient temperature with UVR, lipid
levels were significantly higher, yet Symbiodinium density was not affected, while the mitotic
index was significantly lower (59%).
Second, changing environmental conditions can affect the biochemical properties of the
holobiont. Scleractinian corals can catabolize their lipid reserves enabling the corals to
supplement their daily metabolic demands during unfavorable conditions (Szmant & Gassman
1990, Rodrigues & Grottoli 2007). The Mediterranean gorgonian coral species Eunicella
singularis also had significant reduction in its lipid content when exposed to thermal stress
(Ezzat et al. 2013). Furthermore, studies examining the impact of thermal stress on the
metabolomics of the sea anemone Exaiptasia pallida and the soft corals Sarcophyton ehrenbergi
and S. glaucum, found significant changes in lipid metabolite pools (Hillyer et al. 2017b, Farag
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et al. 2018). By catabolizing lipid stores, fatty acids can generate acetyl-CoA for the
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and undergo oxidative phosphorylation downstream for energy
production (Hillyer et al. 2017b, Farag et al. 2018). In addition, multiple enzymes within the
TCA cycle, including Isocitrate lyase which enables acetyl-CoA incorporation, were
significantly increased when E. pallida was exposed to increased temperatures (Oakley et al.
2017). With the reduction in its Symbiodinium population, the colonies of P. porosa may have
temporarily relied on their energy stores to make up for the reduction in translocated
photosynthates.
Third, in P. crucis the loss of host cells could lead to the significant reduction in lipid
content. The loss of host cells may be a result of cellular damage caused by increased
temperatures (Ainsworth et al. 2008, Oakley et al. 2017), or it could be a mechanism to expel
Symbiodinium (Gates et al. 1992, Brown et al. 1995). Pseudoplexaurids have a relatively high
Symbiodinium density, up to eight times higher than in other Caribbean gorgonian families
(Shirur et al. 2014). P. crucis, hosting 6.0x106 Symbiodinium/cm2, fit within the range of
Symbiodinium densities within this family (Shirur et al. 2014). Photosynthetic activity in
stressed Symbiodinium can result in excess reactive oxygen species leaking into and damaging
host cellular tissue (Lesser & Shick 1989). Coral colonies with high algal densities are
potentially more susceptible to environmental stressors due to increased oxidative stress
(Cunning & Baker 2012). Given that the number of Symbiodinium per holobiont lipid content
remained the same between ambient and elevated temperature treatments while Symbiodinium
density declined, in P. crucis it is possible that the loss of host cells led to the symbiont loss
rather than symbiont numbers decreasing per host cell. The Symbiodinium remaining within the
branch, however, maintained their chlorophyll content per cell, indicating that the Symbiodinium
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present were not photosynthetically compromised. Our conclusion is in line with data on
Eunicella singularis where the remaining Symbiodinium were photosynthetically competent
(Ezzat et al. 2013) and therefore likely continued to fix carbon and translocate the products to the
host coral, as was found in the scleractinian coral A. aspera (Hillyer et al. 2017a) and the sea
anemone E. pallida (Hillyer et al. 2017b).
The Symbiodinium density differences between the two studied species occurred in
conjunction with 37% more chlorophyll a and 28% more chlorophyll c2 per cm2 in P. crucis
compared to E. tourneforti (Fig. 9c, e) although the carotenoid content per unit surface area did
not vary between the two species (Fig. 9g). The higher chlorophyll content per unit surface area
in P. crucis was evident despite lower chlorophyll a (41%) and chlorophyll c2 (32%) per cell in
P. crucis Symbiodinium compared to those in E. tourneforti (Fig. 9d). The difference between
the two gorgonian species in chlorophyll per Symbiodinium cell could be due to them hosting
different Symbiodinium. P. crucis hosted Symbiodinium type B1, while E. tourneforti hosted the
Symbiodinium type previously noted for this species in the same location (Ramsby et al. 2014,
Shirur et al. 2014) now called Symbiodinium type B41 (Goulet et al. 2017). The Symbiodinium
within E. tourneforti are more efficient at absorbing and utilizing light when compared to the
Symbiodinium inhabiting P. porosa (Ramsby et al. 2014), a species within the same genus as P.
crucis used in our study.
Of the two potential stressors, UVR affected fewer parameters than elevated temperature.
In P. crucis, the mitotic division rate of Symbiodinium at ambient temperature was significantly
lower in the presence of UVR (Fig. 7b), as was found in the scleractinian coral Porites astreoides
(Gleason 1993). Despite the lower mitotic rate (Fig. 9b), exposure to UVR did not affect
Symbiodinium density in either P. crucis or E. tourneforti (Fig. 7a), agreeing with prior data on
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lack of a UVR effect on Symbiodinium density in E. tourneforti (Drohan et al. 2005) and the
Indo Pacific octocoral Clavularia sp. (Shick et al. 1991). On the other hand, in P. crucis,
branches exposed to UVR had significantly more organic matter, and this increase was driven by
a significant increase in lipid content (Fig. 6c). Based on the correlation between lipid content
and Symbiodinium density (Shirur et al. 2014), the higher lipid content could explain why,
despite the reduction in mitotic index, Symbiodinium density did not change.
Sclerite content and organic matter of P. crucis branches were the only parameters in
which a reduction occurred in the presence of UVR and not temperature. UVR affects the
formation of sclerites in gorgonian corals (Kingsley et al. 2001) and decreases the rates of
skeletal extension (Jokiel & York 1982, Torres et al. 2007). Even though over 80% of the dry
tissue weight of E. tourneforti was composed of calcium carbonate sclerites while in P. crucis
the contribution of sclerites ranged from 58 to 66% (Fig. 6a, b), E. tourneforti did not experience
an effect of UVR on its sclerites.
Similar to fluorescent pigments in Acropora palifera and A. nobilis that block UVR
wavelengths (Salih et al. 2000), E. tourneforti may possess either different pigments and/or
higher concentrations of pigments than P. crucis. Indeed, even at ambient temperature, E.
tourneforti had significantly higher concentrations of mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs)
compared to P. crucis. MAAs can harmlessly dissipate energy and scavenge reactive oxygen
species (Dunlap & Yamamoto 1995, Banaszak et al. 1998, Banaszak 2003), hence their
concentrations often increase in the presence of UVR (Jokiel & York 1982, Shick et al. 1991,
Kinzie 1993, Yakovleva & Hidaka 2004, Torres-Pérez & Armstrong 2012). By absorbing
wavelengths from 310-360 nm and reducing the formation of damaging DNA dimers (Baruch et
al. 2005, Torregiani & Lesser 2007), MAAs are one of the primary defenses against UVR
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(Dunlap & Chalker 1986, Gleason 2001, Shick & Dunlap 2002). Even though the MAAs
significantly increased in P. crucis branches exposed to the combined treatments, in the summer
E. tourneforti had 28 and 34% more MAAs at ambient and elevated temperatures, respectively.
Although we could not measure the superoxide dismutase activity (SOD) in P. crucis, there was
no change in SOD activity in E. tourneforti branches. Similar findings by Goulet et al. (2017)
suggest that E. tourneforti colonies naturally maintain a sufficiently high level of superoxide
dismutase activity to convert any superoxide radicals present. Lastly, in the summer, carotenoid
concentrations increased only in E. tourneforti branches exposed to both temperature and UVR
treatments, unlike in the winter, when the carotenoid concentrations per unit surface area
increased in both species (Fig. 9g). With carotenoids forming an important role in light
harvesting complexes (Jiang et al. 2012), the significant increase in ambient carotenoid
concentration during the winter can be attributed to the significant chlorophyll content increase
per cell. The increase in carotenoid concentrations during the winter treatments supports their
additional role as antioxidants (Ambarsari et al. 1997, Liñán-Cabello et al. 2010).
In our experiment, elevated temperature led to more changes in the two gorgonian
symbioses than UVR. Nevertheless, when branches experienced elevated temperature in
conjunction with UVR exposure, antagonistic, additive, and synergistic interactions occurred. In
P. crucis, for example, during the summer the refractory content per organic matter was
unchanged with UVR at the ambient temperature and increased at the elevated temperature, but
the combined treatment resulted in an antagonistic interaction, whereby the effects of the two
stressors offset each other (Fig. 6c). For lipid content, the two abiotic factors displayed an
additive interaction. Conversely, in P. crucis the combination of elevated temperature and UVR
resulted in an antagonistic interaction on the Symbiodinium mitotic indices (Fig. 7b). In E.
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tourneforti, elevated temperature in the presence of UVR led to a synergistic increase in
carotenoid content per Symbiodinium cell (Fig. 7h). Synergistic interactions also occurred in the
scleractinian corals Acropora muricata and Montastraea annularis resulting in decreasing
Symbiodinium density (Gleason & Wellington 1993, Courtial et al. 2017a) and a drop in quantum
yield in the scleractinian corals Acropora sp., Montipora aequituberculata, Pavona cactus, and
Stylophora pistillata.(Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2007). Lastly, in E. tourneforti (Drohan et al. 2005)
and the scleractinian coral Pocillopora damicornis (D'Croz & Mate 2002), the combination of
elevated temperature and UVR impeded recovery of the Symbiodinium population even after
removal of the elevated temperature and UVR stress. Given that climate change elicits multiple
stressors simultaneously, the few combined stress studies illustrate the complexity of organisms’
responses. In their review, Ban et al. (2014) were surprised by the lack of synergistic
interactions between high light conditions and thermal stress. Combining two abiotic factors,
however, may not necessarily magnify a reaction if the organism’s coping mechanisms for the
parameters in question work in different pathways to either alleviate an effect or temper it.
Furthermore, the effect of elevated temperature and exposure to UVR is context
dependent. Seasonal changes in abiotic factors, including changes in seawater temperatures and
irradiance, naturally occur and are accompanied by fluctuations in Symbiodinium populations
and their physiological parameters (Brown et al. 1999a, Fagoonee et al. 1999, Fitt et al. 2000).
In scleractinian corals, algal densities were higher in winter than in summer conditions (Brown et
al. 1999b, Fagoonee et al. 1999, Fitt et al. 2000). In the only other study to seasonally follow
Symbiodinium density in a Caribbean gorgonian coral, Plexaura kuna, Lasker et al. (2003) found
higher Symbiodinium levels in the winter compared to summer when they evaluated sporadic
samples. In a yearly monitoring, however, the Symbiodinium densities in P. kuna were actually
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higher in the summer compared to the winter which concurs with our findings for the gorgonian
corals E. tourneforti and P. crucis.
Seasonal changes also occur in holobiont parameters such as lipid content. As in our
study, lower lipid levels in the winter occur in the temperate Mediterranean octocoral
Paramuricea clavata (Rossi et al. 2006) and shallow populations of the gorgonian Eunicella
singularis (Gori et al. 2012), but not in the temperate octocoral Corallium rubrum (Rossi &
Tsounis 2007). While the summer increases in lipid content have been correlated with spawning
in Paramuricea clavata (Rossi et al. 2006) and Eunicella singularis (Gori et al. 2012) no such
relationship was found in Corallium rubrum (Rossi & Tsounis 2007). Reports of spawning in
another Caribbean member of the Pseudoplexaura genus, P. porosa from June to September
(Lasker et al. 1996, Coma & Lasker 1997), might indicate that P. crucis similarly spawns during
the summer. This may explain the larger lipid content in the summer in P. crucis, as opposed to
E. tourneforti, which had no seasonal change in lipid content in our study and begins spawning
later in September (Bastidas et al. 2005).
Similar to our study, no seasonal change in protein content was observed in Eunicella
singularis (Gori et al. 2012). Neither of the studied gorgonian species, P. crucis or E.
tourneforti, altered the carbohydrate content between seasons, unlike in the Mediterranean
octocoral Corallium rubrum, which had a lower carbohydrate content in the summer (Rossi &
Tsounis 2007). Carbohydrate content may be closely related to heterotrophy (Rossi et al. 2006).
The lack of a seasonal change in carbohydrate content in P. crucis and E. tourneforti may be due
to a relative balance between autotrophy and heterotrophy that is maintained by the coral
throughout the year.
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When corals are close to their thermal limits, as may occur during summer months, an
increase in temperature and/or UVR exposure may be detrimental to either one of the symbiotic
partners and hence to the holobiont (Fitt et al. 2001). During winter months, on the other hand,
when corals are below their thermal limit, a similar increase in temperature and/or exposure to
UVR may generate a different response. For example, at elevated temperature, Symbiodinium
density decreased during the summer but increased, in both species, during the winter (Fig. 9a).
One must, however, keep in mind not only whether values increased or decreased, but the
seasonal differences in the values themselves. In summer, the Symbiodinium densities were
6.0x106/cm2 in P. crucis and 2.38x106/cm2 in E. tourneforti and exposure to the elevated
temperature resulted in densities of 3.91x106/cm2 in P. crucis and 1.73x106/cm2 in E. tourneforti.
In the winter, Symbiodinium densities at ambient temperatures with no UVR were only
0.76x106/cm2 in P. crucis and 0.48x106/cm2 in E. tourneforti and these densities more than
doubled in the elevated temperature treatment, but they were still much lower than the densities
in the summer (Fig. 7a). If host cells can only accommodate a certain number of symbionts
(Gates et al. 1992, Jones & Yellowlees 1997, Muscatine et al. 1998), then in the winter, with the
low Symbiodinium density, the host cells were not at their carrying capacity for their symbionts.
This would explain why Symbiodinium density increased and was accompanied by an increase in
mitotic indices (Fig. 7b).
In the winter, combining elevated temperature with UVR led to different results than in
the summer. P. crucis experienced an additive increase in Symbiodinium density, synergistic
increases in chlorophyll a and c per unit surface area, and antagonistic increases in mitotic
indices and carotenoids per unit surface area (Fig. 9a, c, e, g). There was an additive increase in
chlorophyll a and c per Symbiodinium for E. tourneforti, in addition to an antagonistic increase
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in carotenoids per cell (Fig. 9d, f, h), further supporting the hypothesis that these Symbiodinium
may exist well below their thermal maximum during the winter and may positively react to
temperature and UVR in the winter.
This study documented two different responses of gorgonian coral species to elevated
temperature and UVR. Unlike many scleractinian coral species, both gorgonians were able to
modify host or symbiont properties, allowing for the holobiont to mediate the detrimental
impact(s) of these potential stressors. Such versatility in response to stressors may help explain
why gorgonian corals continue and even increase their dominance of Caribbean reefs while
scleractinian coral species falter. Furthermore, the gorgonian species’ response varied when
exposing the gorgonian corals in the summer to the experimental treatments in comparison with
the winter. Therefore, long-term impacts of global warming may not be fully understood or
predicted if models only rely on data gathered from experiments during the summer.
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CHAPTER III: CARIBBEAN GORGONIAN OCTOCORALS COPE WITH NUTRIENT
ENRICHMENT

McCauley M, and Goulet TL (2019) Caribbean gorgonian octocorals cope with nutrient
enrichment. Marine Pollution Bulletin 141:621-628.

ABSTRACT

Corals inhabit oligotrophic waters, thriving amidst limited nutrients such as nitrogen and
phosphorous. When nutrient levels increase, usually due to human activity, the symbiosis of
dinoflagellates (family Symbiodiniaceae) with scleractinian corals can break down. Although
gorgonian corals dominate many Caribbean reefs, the impact of enrichment on them and their
algae is understudied. We exposed two gorgonian species, Pseudoplexaura porosa and Eunicea
tourneforti, to elevated concentrations of either ammonium (10 µM or 50 µM) or phosphate (4
µM). Enrichment with 10 µM ammonium increased chlorophyll content and algal density in
both species, whereas the host biochemical composition was unaffected. Exposure to 50 µM
ammonium only reduced the quantum yield in P. porosa and mitotic indices in both species.
Conversely, algal carbon and nitrogen content within E. tourneforti increased with 4 µM
phosphate exposure. These gorgonian species coped with short-term nutrient enrichment,
furthering our understanding of the success of Caribbean gorgonians.
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INTRODUCTION
The anthropogenic input of nutrients into marine environments has dramatically
increased with post-industrial human activity (Krishnamurthy et al. 2010). Since coral reefs
thrive in oligotrophic habitats (Odum & Odum 1955), influx of nutrients like dissolved organic
or inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus can significantly alter coral reefs and their biodiversity
(Duprey et al. 2016). These changes in turn impact fish populations and habitat function,
reducing the resistance to future environmental disturbances, which may lead to coral-macroalgal
phase shifts (Ainsworth & Mumby 2015). Anthropogenic nutrient enrichment can also interact
with other stressors, further exacerbating the potential damage to the coral reef ecosystem (Wear
& Thurber 2015, Hall et al. 2018).
The success of coral reefs in oligotrophic waters, and the scleractinian corals and other
cnidarians (e.g. octocorals, sea anemones) that constitute these reefs, relies on the cnidarians’
mutualism with endosymbiotic dinoflagellates (Muscatine et al. 1984), previously attributed to
the genus Symbiodinium and now assigned to the family Symbiodiniaceae (LaJeunesse et al.
2018). Symbiodiniaceae translocate photosynthetically fixed carbon and nitrogen compounds,
such as amino acids, to their host, contributing to its daily metabolic requirements (Falkowski et
al. 1984, Wang & Douglas 1999). The algae obtain inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus by
recycling the cnidarian host's catabolic products (Wang & Douglas 1999). Symbiodiniaceae can
also absorb dissolved inorganic nitrogen from surrounding seawater (Pernice et al. 2012). The
algae retain nitrogen for metabolism or storage, or translocate some organic nitrogen back to the
host (Wang & Douglas 1999). This efficient recycling system prevents the loss of nitrogen into
the water column and helps maintain the stability of the symbiosis.
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Although the association is mutualistic, the algal density may be controlled by the
cnidarian host (Wooldridge 2010) through various mechanisms, including nitrogen limitation
(Falkowski et al. 1993, Yellowlees et al. 2008, but see Tanaka et al. 2018). Increases in the
concentrations of inorganic dissolved nitrogen and phosphorous can alleviate symbiont nutrient
limitation, potentially destabilizing symbioses (Shantz et al. 2016), leading to uncoupling of the
symbioses (called coral bleaching) and even their demise (D'Angelo & Wiedenmann 2014).
Under ammonium enriched conditions, as the algal cells retain the excess nitrogen, their density
and division rates can increase (Hoegh-Guldberg 1994, Muscatine et al. 1998) while reducing the
amount of translocated products to the host (Rädecker et al. 2015). Chlorophyll a content per
algal cell in scleractinian corals (Cunning & Baker 2012), and algal photosynthetic rate in
octocorals (Ezzat et al. 2015) can also increase. Although phosphorous enrichment does not
impact algal density in scleractinian corals (Muscatine et al. 1989, Stambler et al. 1991), it can
lead to a decrease of chlorophyll a content per algal cell (Godinot et al. 2011) and an increase in
gross photosynthetic rates (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2000).
Nutrient enrichment can also affect the cnidarian host. Ammonium enrichment can
decrease scleractinian coral growth (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2000) and linear extension (Stambler et
al. 1991) rates. Conversely, phosphorus enrichment can increase rates of calcification (Dunn et
al. 2012), although skeletal density is reduced (Dunn et al. 2012, Shantz & Burkepile 2014). In
scleractinian corals, ammonium or phosphorus enrichment can significantly reduce lipid content
(Wiedenmann et al. 2012), decrease reproductive fertilization rates (Koop et al. 2001), and
increase the susceptibility of corals to disease and bleaching (D'Angelo & Wiedenmann 2014).
Within the Caribbean, a substantial increase in tourism over the past 60 years (Murray
2007), including in the Mexican Riviera Maya peninsula, has resulted in a decrease in water
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quality (Medina-Moreno et al. 2014). Untreated waste water from many hotels pollute lagoons,
affecting the scleractinian and octocorals residing there (Rodríguez-Martínez et al. 2010, Padilla
2015). Nutrient run-off from agriculture can also contribute to eutrophication (Fabricius 2005).
Polluted groundwater poses a serious threat to coastal marine habitats especially due to the
porous karst topography in the region (Leal-Bautista et al. 2011). Limestone channels in the
bedrock lead to rapid mixing of groundwater and land-based pollutants and can transport
pollutants to openings on the shallow sea floor, which are in close proximity to scleractinian and
octocoral colonies (Bauer-Gottwein et al. 2011). Enrichment is further exacerbated during heavy
rains because they can produce a short-term pulse of extremely high nutrient content (Tamata &
Morrison 2012, den Haan et al. 2016).
Thus far, studies assessing the impacts of nutrient enrichment on coral reefs have
primarily focused on scleractinian corals, with very few studies including octocorals (Fleury et
al. 2004, Bednarz et al. 2012), let alone Caribbean octocorals (Bruno et al. 2003, Baker et al.
2011). Understanding octocoral response to eutrophication is particularly relevant in the
Caribbean since octocorals, such as gorgonian corals, continue to survive and thrive (Tsounis &
Edmunds 2017) while scleractinian coral cover currently stands at 10-20%, having declined from
50% within the last 50 years (Gross & Edmunds 2015, Perry et al. 2015) and may further drop to
below 5% by 2035 (Buddemeier et al. 2011). Therefore, the current research examines the
impact of short term enrichment of nitrogen and phosphorus on two Caribbean gorgonian species
and their intracellular photosynthetic symbionts belonging to the family Symbiodiniaceae.
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METHODS
In May 2015, eight colonies each from the octocoral gorgonian species Pseudoplexaura
porosa and Eunicea tourneforti were sampled in the lagoon (2 m deep) near the Instituto de
Ciencias del Mar y Limnología (ICMyL) field station (20°50’N, 86°52’W) associated with the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) in Puerto Morelos, Mexico. Colonies
were separated by at least 5 m. Five branches from each colony, 10 ± 1.5 cm in length, were
removed. After collection, one branch was immediately frozen at -70 °C. The remaining four
branches were placed in four aquaria in a flowing seawater system at the field station. To
maintain their natural orientation, the branches were attached vertically to PVC stands. Window
screening reduced the light intensity in the tanks (down to an average of 450 µmols photons m-2
s-1 recorded at peak midday irradiance) similar to irradiance levels at the collection depth near
the collection site (average 500 µmols photons m-2 s-1 recorded with underwater light loggers
(Odyssey, NZ) at peak midday irradiance).
For an 11-day acclimation period, from 12:00 to 16:00 each day, ambient seawater (29 ±
1 °C, 1.6-2.0 µM ammonium, 0.8-1 µM phosphate) flowed through the aquaria. At 16:00, the
inflow of seawater to the system was shut off and submersible pumps (QuietOne 2200)
maintained water circulation in the aquaria, simulating the subsequent experimental conditions.
At 12:00 the following day, the aquaria were flushed with incoming seawater.
To determine potential effects of either ammonium or phosphate enrichment on
parameters of the algae, gorgonian, and the host-symbiont combination (holobiont), the four
remaining branches from the gorgonian colonies were placed in one of four seawater aquaria
treatments: (1) ambient ammonium and phosphate (control), (2) ambient ammonium and 4 ±
(0.3) µM phosphate, (3) 10 ± (0.6) µM ammonium and ambient phosphate, (4) 50 ± (1.4) µM
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ammonium and ambient phosphate. Short term enrichment concentrations of 4 µM phosphate
and 10 µM ammonium were chosen to represent the increase in nutrient concentrations observed
during heavy rain pulses (Tamata & Morrison 2012, den Haan et al. 2016) and are commonly
used enrichment concentrations (Renegar & Riegl 2005, Arias-González et al. 2017).
Enrichment with 50 µM ammonium can detrimentally impact scleractinian-algal symbioses
(Hoegh-Guldberg 1994). Each day, for seven consecutive days, the enrichment in tanks 2-4
began at 16:00, immediately following the shut off of incoming seawater, and continued until
noon of the following day, when the system was flushed with incoming seawater. Preventing
water flow maintained the enrichment concentrations for that length of time. In all aquaria,
nutrient concentrations were measured daily using colorimeter tests (Hanna HI 713: Millepore
114423 Ammonium Test).
Using a pulse-amplitude modulated fluorometer (Diving-PAM; Walz, Germany), the
chlorophyll fluorescence of the algae in both gorgonian species was measured daily throughout
the seven-day experiment at dawn (06:00), solar noon (13:00) and sunset (19:00). Fluorescence
measurements were taken 2 cm from the branch tips at a uniform distance from the branches.
Light-acclimated effective quantum yield (ΔF/Fm') and maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) were
recorded.
At the end of the experiment, a 1.5 cm-long branch segment was sampled, its dimensions
and weight were recorded, before it and the remaining branch were frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -70 ºC (McCauley et al. 2018). From the 1.5 cm segment, chlorophyll a and c2
concentrations were calculated and the Symbiodiniaceae isolated and enumerated (McCauley et
al. 2018). Algal cell counts and chlorophyll concentrations were standardized to the surface area
of the branch segment which was calculated as that of a cylinder (Shirur et al. 2014). DNA was
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extracted from the Symbiodiniaceae and the Internal Transcribed Spacer Region 2 (ITS2) of the
Symbiodiniaceae ribosome was amplified and sequenced (Shirur et al. 2014). Using Geneious
(9), algal sequences were compared to those found in Genbank to identify the Symbiodiniaceae
present.
For stable isotope analysis, 1 cm of frozen branch tissue was separated into host tissue,
sclerites, and algal components, through repeated cycles of centrifugation and filtering (Baker et
al. 2015). Bleach was added to the sclerite fraction to remove any remaining tissue, and acid
added to the host tissue to eliminate sclerite contamination (Shirur et al. 2014). Samples were
then oven dried and lyophilized before being sent to the EcoCore facility (Colorado State
University) for isotopic analysis by elemental analysis-isotope ratio mass spectrometry (EAIRMS, Carlo Erba NA 1500 couple to a VG Isochrom continuous-flow IRMS, Isoprime). The
remaining frozen branch tissue was used to determine the amounts of sclerites, soluble protein,
lipid and carbohydrate present (Shirur et al. 2014). These parameters were standardized either
per dry weight of the branch tissue or to the percentage of organic matter per branch (McCauley
et al. 2018).
The data were checked for violations against normality and homoscedasticity using a
suite of analyses including Shapiro-Wilk’s test, Levene’s test, Skewness and Kurtosis tests and
visual observation of Q-Q plots. Mitotic indices and carbohydrate content did not conform and
hence were log transformed. A linear mixed model was applied to analyze algal and host
parameters. Species and experimental treatments were treated as fixed factors, with the colony
genotype treated as a random factor. For stable isotope analysis, a linear mixed model was
applied separately to each species, with both tissue component and treatment considered as fixed
factors, and the colony genotype treated as a random factor. When comparisons yielded
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significant differences, a Tukey's honest significant difference (Tukey's HSD) test distinguished
which factor drove the difference. Data analysis was conducted with the R 3.2.3 statistical
computing software (R Development Core Team 2013).
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RESULTS
Pseudoplexaura porosa harbored Breviolum B1i (LaJeunesse et al. 2018), which was
previously called Symbiodinium type B1i ((Finney et al. 2010): Genbank accession no.
GU907636). E. tourneforti hosted the previously identified Symbiodinium B41 ((Goulet et al.
2017), Genbank accession no. KX34463) now renamed as Breviolum B41 (LaJeunesse et al.
2018). The Breviolum dinoflagellates did not change as a result of the experimental treatments.
Enrichment with 4 µM phosphate did not significantly affect quantum fluorescence of
Breviolum B41 residing within E. tourneforti (Fig. 10). Within P. porosa, however, in the 4 µM
phosphate enrichment, the maximum quantum yield of Breviolum B1i did not fully recover at
sunset (Fig. 10). Ammonium enrichment did not significantly impact the algal quantum
fluorescence at dawn, and both the effective and maximum Breviolum B1i quantum yields within
branches of P. porosa exposed to 10 µM ammonium were not significantly different than those
at ambient (Fig. 10). Exposure to 50 µM ammonium did not affect effective yield, although it
significantly reduced the maximum quantum yield. Breviolum B41 within branches of E.
tourneforti exposed to 10 µM ammonium had a significantly higher effective quantum yield and
full recovery of photosystem II at sunset (Fig. 10). Conversely, in E. tourneforti, 50 µM
ammonium enrichment did not significantly affect the yields of Breviolum B41 (Fig. 10).
At ambient conditions, Breviolum densities in P. porosa were more than three times
greater than in E. tourneforti, at 5.7 ± 1.1 x106/cm2 compared to 1.76 ± 0.18 x106/cm2 (Fig. 11a).
The 4 µM phosphate enrichment had no significant impact on either algal density or division
rates (Fig. 11a, b). The effect of ammonium enrichment on algal density was concentration
dependent. Exposure to 10 µM ammonium resulted in significant increases in areal algal density
and mitotic rates in both P. porosa and E. tourneforti (Fig. 11a, b).
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Figure 10. Mean quantum yields of photosystem II (PSII) fluorescence of Symbiodiniaceae
in the Caribbean gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura porosa and Eunicea tourneforti at the
end of the experiment.
Gorgonian branches were exposed to either ambient nutrient conditions (Am), 10 µM (N10) or 50
µM (N50) nitrogen (ammonium) enrichment, or 4 µM phosphate (P) enrichment for seven days.
Error bars represent + S.E. and significant values compared to Am at p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01
(ˆ) are denoted.
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Figure 11. Symbiodiniaceae parameters in branches of the Caribbean gorgonian corals
Pseudoplexaura porosa and Eunicea tourneforti.
The panels depict Symbiodiniaceae density (A), mitotic index (B), chlorophyll a and c2 per
branch surface area (C, E) and per algal cell (D, F). The treatments include ambient nutrient
conditions (Am), 10 µM (N10) or 50 µM (N50) nitrogen (ammonium) enrichment, or 4 µM
phosphate (P) enrichment for seven days. Error bars represent + S.E. and significant values
compared to Am at p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01 (ˆ) are denoted.
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Conversely, no significant change in density occurred in either species exposed to 50 µM
ammonium, although the algal mitotic index significantly decreased in both P. porosa and E.
tourneforti (Fig. 11b).
In both gorgonian species, enrichment with 4 µM phosphate did not significantly affect
chlorophyll content, either per branch surface area or per algal cell (Fig. 11c-f). Similar to
density, the effect of ammonium enrichment on chlorophyll content was concentration
dependent. At 10 µM ammonium enrichment, the chlorophyll a per algal cell and per surface
area in both P. porosa and E. tourneforti were significantly higher than at ambient conditions
(Fig. 11c, d). Furthermore, Breviolum B1i in P. porosa under the 10 µM ammonium enrichment
had a significant increase in chlorophyll c per surface area and per algal cell (Fig. 11e, f).
Conversely, ammonium enrichment of 50 µM did not significantly affect chlorophyll content per
surface area or per cell in either gorgonian species (Fig. 11c-f).
In both P. porosa and E. tourneforti, the host tissue was significantly more depleted in
δ13C (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) and enriched in δ15N than the algal cells (p < 0.01, p < 0.01) (Fig. 3a-d).
The δ13C signatures of all branch components from both species were unaffected by the
experimental treatments (Fig. 12. a,b). Additionally, the δ15N signature of the tissue and sclerite
components in both gorgonian species did not significantly change as a result of any nutrient
enrichment (Fig. 12c. d). While the 4 µM phosphate enrichment did not significantly alter the
δ15N signature of the Breviolum within P. porosa (Fig. 12c), it did significantly enrich the algal
cells associated with E. tourneforti (Fig. 12d). There were no significant changes to the δ15N
signatures of the Symbiodiniaceae dinoflagellates as a result of either ammonium enrichment.
As gleaned from the isotopic data, there was no change to the carbon:nitrogen ratio in
host or algal cells as a result of the ammonium or phosphate enrichments (Fig. 13a).
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Figure 12. Stable isotopic values (𝒹13C, 𝒹15N) of Symbiodiniaceae, coral tissue and sclerites
in Pseudopleaxura porosa (A, C) and Eunicea tourneforti (B, D).
The treatments include ambient nutrient conditions (Am), 10 µM (N10) or 50 µM (N50) nitrogen
(ammonium) enrichment, or 4 µM phosphate (P) enrichment for seven days. Error bars represent
+ S.E. and significant values compared to Am at p < 0.01 (ˆ) are denoted.
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The only treatment to significantly alter Breviolum biochemistry was the 4 µM phosphate
enrichment, which significantly increased both the carbon and nitrogen content of Breviolum
B41 associated with E. tourneforti (Fig. 13b). The enrichments with ammonium or phosphate
did not significantly alter the amount of carbon or nitrogen present in the gorgonian tissue or the
sclerites of either species (Fig. 13c, d). Furthermore, in both gorgonian species the organic
matter and sclerite content were not affected by the various experimental treatments (Fig. 14a).
Because of significant variation in branch composition between species, with E. tourneforti
branches containing twice the amount of sclerites per dry weight than branches of P. porosa at
ambient conditions (Fig. 14a), the organic components (refractory content, soluble protein, lipid
and carbohydrates) are also presented as a percentage of the organic matter. In either species,
nutrient enrichment did not cause a significant change in the organic components when
compared to ambient conditions (Fig. 14b).
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Figure 13. Carbon and nitrogen content in the Caribbean gorgonian corals Pseudopleaxura
porosa and Eunicea tourneforti.
Panels depict the ratio of carbon (C) to nitrogen (N) in both Symbiodiniaceae and coral tissue
(A); and the percent composition of carbon and nitrogen content in Symbiodiniaceae (B), coral
tissue (C) and sclerites (D). The treatments include ambient nutrient conditions (Am), 10 µM
(N10) or 50 µM (N50) nitrogen (ammonium) enrichment, or 4 µM phosphate (P) enrichment for
seven days. Error bars represent + S.E. and significant values compared to Am at p < 0.01 (ˆ) are
denoted.
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Figure 14. Tissue composition in branches of the Caribbean gorgonian corals
Pseudopleaxaura porosa and Eunicea tourneforti.
The percentage of organic matter and sclerite content is displayed per dry weight (A). The
constituents of the tissue (carbohydrate, lipid, protein and refractory content (insoluble protein))
are standardized to organic matter (B). The treatments include ambient nutrient conditions (Am),
10 µM (N10) or 50 µM (N50) nitrogen (ammonium) enrichment, or 4 µM phosphate (P)
enrichment for seven days.
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DISCUSSION
Nutrient enrichment can disturb the oligotrophic waters surrounding coral reefs and is
linked to fitness reduction and even bleaching of scleractinian corals, via both direct and indirect
pathways (D'Angelo & Wiedenmann 2014). Short term ammonium enrichment can lead to an
increase in Symbiodiniaceae within coral hosts. For example, exposure of the scleractinian coral
Pocillopora damicornis to 10-20 µM of ammonium led to algal density increases of
approximately 75% (Muller-Parker et al. 1994b) and even an extreme increase of 358%
(Stambler et al. 1991). In comparison, in our study Breviolum density only increased 40% and
49% in the gorgonian corals P. porosa and E. tourneforti, respectively (Fig. 11a). Therefore, the
effect of ammonium enrichment on Symbiodiniaceae in the gorgonian corals was not as
pronounced as previously reported for scleractinian corals. Increase in algal density can occur
alongside increases in mitotic indices. For instance, in P. damicornis exposed to 20 µM
ammonium enrichment, the algal mitotic indices increased by over 200% (Hoegh-Guldberg
1994). In our study, with 10 µM ammonium enrichment, the algal division rate in P. porosa and
E. tourneforti increased by 93% and 72%, respectively (Fig. 2b).
Short term increases in nitrogen availability can also lead to an increase in algal
chlorophyll content. For example, 14-20 µM ammonium enrichment led to approximately a 40%
increase in algal chlorophyll a content per cell in P. damicornis (Muller-Parker et al. 1994b) and
a 47% increase in the scleractinian coral Stylophora pistillata (Muscatine et al. 1989). Our
results concurred with the findings on scleractinian corals, with 39% and 48% chlorophyll a
increases per algal cell in P. porosa and E. tourneforti, respectively. Furthermore, we observed
significant increases in chlorophyll content per branch surface area and per algal cell (Fig. 11c-f).
Increased chlorophyll a content and algal density contributed to the significantly higher effective
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yield (ΔF/Fm') of Breviolum (16%) in branches of E. tourneforti, but not P. porosa, in the 10 µM
ammonium treatment (Fig. 10). This increase, a proxy for photosynthesis, is lower than the
increased rates of gross photosynthesis in S. pistillata (95%) (Hoegh-Guldberg & Smith 1989)
and in the coral Seriatopora hystrix (31%) (Hoegh-Guldberg & Smith 1989) under ammonium
enrichment conditions.
Biochemically, algal C:N ratio can decrease with ammonium enrichment (Muscatine et
al. 1989, Muller-Parker et al. 1994a), alongside decreases in carbohydrate (Muscatine et al.
1989) and increases in algal protein (Muscatine et al. 1989, Achituv & Ben-Zion 1994).
Conversely, in the gorgonians P. porosa and E. tourneforti the Breviolum C:N ratio was
unaffected by the 10 µM enrichment (Fig. 13a). Likewise, ammonium enrichment did not affect
the C:N ratio in the gorgonian tissue (Fig. 13a), as was found in scleractinian corals exposed to
20 µM ammonium (Achituv & Ben-Zion 1994, Muller-Parker et al. 1994a). Furthermore, 12-20
µM ammonium enrichments did not lead to changes in the protein content of S. pistillata
(Hoegh-Guldberg & Smith 1989, Muscatine et al. 1989) and S. hystrix (Hoegh-Guldberg &
Smith 1989), although 20 µM ammonium enrichment significantly increased the protein content
of P. damicornis (Muller-Parker et al. 1994b). The nitrogen content of P. damicornis coral
tissue did not significantly change (Muller-Parker et al. 1994b) nor did the lipid and
carbohydrate contents of S. pistillata (Muscatine et al. 1989) and P. damicornis (Achituv & BenZion 1994). Similarly, in our study no significant changes in protein, lipid or carbohydrate
contents occurred in either gorgonian coral, indicating that their biochemical energy reserves
were unaffected (Fig. 14b).
Ammonium enrichment can lead to deleterious impacts on the coral host, including
reduced growth. For example, skeletal extension rates in the branching scleractinian corals
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Acropora palifera and S. pistillata were detrimentally affected (Stambler et al. 1991, Steven &
Broadbent 1997, Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2000), although growth of S. pistillata, measured via
buoyant weight, was unaffected by enrichment of 10 µM over short periods (Ferrier-Pagès et al.
2000). In our study, in either gorgonian species the sclerite content and their isotopic signatures
did not change when exposed to 10 µM ammonium (Figs. 12a-d, 13d, 14a). This could be due to
the limited impact of the enrichment on the gorgonian coral holobiont, and/or because production
of calcium carbonate sclerites does not rely upon the same CO2 pool shared by Symbiodiniaceae
(Kingsley & Watabe 1982, Cohen & McConnaughey 2003). In either case, the biochemical
parameters of both Symbiodiniaceae and gorgonian host appear to be less impacted by
ammonium enrichment than in scleractinian corals.
In addition to enrichment studies that mimic environmental conditions of eutrophication
(Arias-González et al. 2017), experiments with higher nutrient concentrations emulate very high
nutrient influx, for example after extreme run off events (Ringuet & Mackenzie 2005, Brodie et
al. 2011). Hoegh-Guldberg (1994) described higher concentrations of ammonium (50 µM) as
‘toxic’ to Symbiodiniaceae. In P. damicornis, increases in algal density, chlorophyll a content,
and coral protein content observed with 20 µM ammonium did not occur with 50 µM enrichment
(Muller-Parker et al. 1994b). Similarly, algal division rates in P. damicornis increased with 20
µM ammonium chloride, but not with 50 µM, while the higher concentration also led to a
reduction in carbon and nitrogen content of the algal cells (Muscatine et al. 1989). Furthermore,
P. damicornis exposed to 50 µM ammonium had significantly less lipid content per algal cell
than those in 20 µM ammonium (Achituv & Ben-Zion 1994, Berner & Izhaki 1994). The growth
rate of the octocoral Sinularis flexibis was unaffected by low ammonium concentrations (>6 µM)
(Khalesi 2008). On the other hand, high ammonium concentrations in the first week initially
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increased the host growth rate and chlorophyll a content of the algal cells in S. flexibilis, but
subsequently they were significantly reduced (Khalesi 2008). In our study, the increase in algal
chlorophyll content, mitotic indices and density which occurred with 10 µM enrichment were not
observed at 50 µM (Fig. 11). Therefore, both in scleractinian corals and octocorals, the
Symbiodiniaceae are impacted by extreme ammonium concentrations. The potentially beneficial
changes to the algae, observed at lower ammonium concentrations, do not happen at the extreme
ammonium concentrations while detrimental impacts to algal biochemistry occur. Ammonium
effect on the host can also be dosage dependent. In P. damicornis, for example, coral protein
content increased under 20 µM ammonium enrichment but declined under 50 µM enrichment
(Muller-Parker et al. 1994b). On the other hand, in our study, the tissue of P. porosa and E.
tourneforti was unaffected by either ammonium enrichment.
The increase of dissolved inorganic nitrogen may also result in a nutrient imbalance
within symbioses. Phosphate deficiency, a result of the increased intracellular concentrations of
dissolved inorganic nitrogen, can disrupt the algal thylakoid membrane, thereby reducing the
photosynthetic efficiency of the cell (Wiedenmann et al. 2012, Chumun et al. 2013, Rosset et al.
2017). This may explain the significantly lower algal maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) in
branches of P. porosa (Fig. 10). Nevertheless, while the photosynthetic apparatus was not
repaired by the time of maximum quantum yield measurement, it had been repaired by dawn of
the following day. Therefore, both gorgonian species tolerated the short-term ammonium stress
and nutrient imbalance.
Nutrient imbalance can also occur with an increase in phosphate (PO43-) availability.
This imbalance could lead to a disruption of the photosynthetic processes, resulting in a build-up
of storage lipid or starch content (Rosset et al. 2017). When treated with phosphate, there were
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significant increases in the carbon contents of algal cells residing within E. tourneforti (Fig.
13b). Further, we also observed a significant increase in enriched nitrogen content within the
algae (Figs. 12d, 13b). Phosphate enrichment can increase the amount of nitrogen absorbed from
seawater by the Symbiodiniaceae (Tanaka et al. 2015), in addition to interfering with algal
cellular division, though we did not see this in our study (Fig. 11b).
The environmental impact of nitrogen and phosphorus enrichment can be examined by
analyzing the stable isotopic signatures in the coral host and algae. For example, analyzing the
natural abundances of stable isotopes (δ15N) can detect the impact of anthropogenic pollution,
such as human waste, on corals (Baker et al. 2010, Baker et al. 2013). The δ15N isotopic values
of the gorgonian corals E. tourneforti and P. porosa in our study agree with those from E.
tourneforti, Gorgonia ventalina and other gorgonian corals recorded from polluted Caribbean
waters along the Yucatan Peninsula coastline (Baker et al. 2010, Baker et al. 2013, Rossi et al.
2018). Enrichment of δ15N signatures from Symbiodiniaceae and coral tissue may be caused by
the absorption of the heavy N15 isotope sourced from untreated human waste (Heikoop et al.
2000). The nitrogen enrichment of the Yucatan Peninsula coastline is a combination of local
tourism (Metcalfe et al. 2011), and the karst topography of the region increasing the speed of
agricultural fertilizer run-off reaching the shallow sea floor, especially after heavy rain events
(Bauer-Gottwein et al. 2011).
Eutrophication, such as that occurring in the Yucatan Peninsula, can detrimentally affect
coral reefs. Nutrient enrichment of scleractinian corals decreases their thermal tolerance and
contributes to the increased rates of colony bleaching and mortality (Fabricius et al. 2013)
contributing to the general decline in scleractinian abundance (Carpenter et al. 2008, Gross &
Edmunds 2015). While gorgonian corals dominate many Caribbean reefs (Tsounis & Edmunds
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2017), gorgonian bleaching is seldom observed, with even fewer reports of bleaching induced
mortality (Lasker et al. 1984, Harvell et al. 2001, Prada et al. 2009). Further, recent studies
which exposed gorgonian corals to thermal and ultraviolet radiation stressors found that the
gorgonian corals responded to and survived the stressors (Goulet et al. 2017, McCauley et al.
2018). While our study represents short term nutrient enrichments, these data further help us
understand why Caribbean gorgonian corals are able to withstand changing environmental
conditions that can lead to the demise of scleractinian corals.
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CHAPTER IV: CARIBBEAN OCTOCORAL MICROBIOMES: OVER TIME AND UNDER
STRESS

ABSTRACT

The bacterial microbiome is an essential component of coral reef cnidarians, with knowledge on
the microbiomes in scleractinian corals far exceeding that from octocorals. Using 16s rRNA
gene sequences, this study characterized the bacterial communities present in shallow water
Caribbean gorgonian octocorals over time and space, in addition to determining the bacterial
assemblages in gorgonian corals exposed to stressful conditions. We found that seven shallow
water Caribbean gorgonian coral species from two different habitats, lagoon and back-reef,
maintained distinct microbiomes and predominantly harbored two bacterial genera, Mycoplasma
and Endozoicomonas. Representatives of these phyla accounted for over 70% of the sequences,
made up the three most common bacterial operational taxonomic units (OTUs), and were present
in most of the gorgonian species. Host stable isotopic signatures, in addition to biochemical and
Symbiodiniaceae parameters were significantly correlated to the microbiome assemblages.
Gorgonian species sampled in different seasons and/or in different years, exhibited significant
shifts in the abundances of these bacterial OTUs, though there were few changes to the microbial
diversities, or to the bacterial OTUs present. These shifts had minimal impact on the relative
abundance of protein sequences involved in protein pathways within the coral. Spatially,
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Escherichia bacteria were ubiquitous in gorgonian colonies in the lagoon but not in colonies
sampled from a back reef. Overall there were few significant changes to the gorgonian coral
microbiomes with exposure to stressors such as increased temperature, ultraviolet radiation and
nutrient enrichment. While there were some shifts in the abundance of the prevalent bacteria,
more commonly observed was ‘microbial switching’ between OTUs of the same bacterial genus.
The relative stability of gorgonian coral bacterial microbiome may potentially explain some of
the resilience of Caribbean gorgonian corals against changing environmental conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
As in many organisms, scleractinian corals and octocorals contain microbiomes that
include organisms such as photosynthetic algal dinoflagellates (family Symbiodiniaceae)
(LaJeunesse et al. 2018), bacteria (Rohwer et al. 2002), archeae (Kellogg 2004) and fungi
(Kendrick et al. 1982). A coral and its symbiotic microbiome (Rosenberg et al. 2007, Thompson
et al. 2015), often collectively referred to as the holobiont, function as a metaorganism (Bosch &
McFall-Ngai 2011). In this study, we focused on the bacterial consortium of the microbiome.
Bacteria play a significant role in the health, functioning and survival of coral colonies
(Ainsworth et al. 2010, Ainsworth & Gates 2016, Bourne et al. 2016). For example, bacteria and
archaea in the surface mucus protect the coral holobiont through the production of antimicrobial
compounds and by competing with external opportunistic microbes for available niches (Rypien
et al. 2010, Krediet et al. 2013, Frydenborg et al. 2014). Metagenomic sequencing has revealed
that microbial communities participate in the fixation and breakdown of carbon and nitrogen
(Wegley et al. 2007, Kimes et al. 2010, Yang et al. 2013) and in the cycling of sulphur and
phosphorus (Gilbert et al. 2009, Raina et al. 2010).
Corals species house specific bacterial communities that are significantly different in
composition and density from the surrounding water column (Frias-Lopez et al. 2002, Garren &
Azam 2010). Coral microbiomes include stable associates, that is microbial species that are
shared by all colonies of a given coral species (Roder et al. 2015, Wessels et al. 2017) and likely
play a crucial role in the health and functioning of a coral colony (Ainsworth et al. 2015,
Hernandez-Agreda et al. 2017). These stable associates are commonly present across reefs at the
same depth (Lee et al. 2012, Ainsworth et al. 2015), but can vary between depths (Glasl et al.
2017a), and seasonally (Kimes et al. 2013, Roder et al. 2015). Corals also have transitory
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bacterial assemblages that can differ within (La Rivière et al. 2013, Sweet et al. 2017), and
across (Lee et al. 2012) reefs, vary among geographical locations, and are associated with local
conditions (McDevitt-Irwin et al. 2017). The diversity and composition of bacterial communities
may be influenced by coral parameters such as protein content and the abundance of
Symbiodiniaceae (Bourne et al. 2016, Grottoli et al. 2018). Further, a significant correlation
exists between the stability of the microbiome and of holobiont parameters, when exposed to
changing environmental conditions (Grottoli et al. 2018). Because the identity and abundance of
specific and transient microbial bacteria taxa vary, van de Water (2017, 2018a) suggested that
the coral holobiont should be viewed as a species continuum.
Changes in environmental conditions can alter the microbiome, potentially compromising
the bacteria benefiting the holobiont (reviewed in Ainsworth & Gates 2016, Glasl et al. 2017b,
Morrow et al. 2018). The diversity of bacterial communities can increase with exposure to
potentially stressful conditions such as elevated seawater temperatures, nutrient enrichment and
ocean acidification (D'Angelo & Wiedenmann 2014, Stocker 2014, Häder et al. 2015, Shirur et
al. 2016, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2017, Wessels et al. 2017). Exposure to elevated temperatures
can induce a shift from healthy bacterial communities to opportunistic unhealthy communities
(Bourne et al. 2007, Garren et al. 2009, Littman et al. 2010, Kelly et al. 2014). Healthy, stable
assemblages often include autotrophic species that benefit the host, whereas unhealthy
communities have a greater abundance of commensal or parasitic heterotrophic species (Thurber
et al. 2009, Littman et al. 2011). Changes to the coral bacterial community can result in
increased susceptibility to diseases and infections (Thurber et al. 2009, Vezzulli et al. 2010,
Shirur et al. 2016), to lesions and tissue loss (Cárdenas et al. 2011, Meyer et al. 2014) and to
bleaching or even colony mortality (Ziegler et al. 2017, Morrow et al. 2018). Recent evidence
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suggests, however, that if not fatal, these shifts are likely transitory and the pre-stress community
can re-establish (Pootakham et al. 2017).
Little is known about the bacterial assemblages of gorgonian corals, with the
microbiomes of only six Caribbean species characterized to date (Sunagawa et al. 2010, DuqueAlarcón et al. 2012, Correa et al. 2013, Tracy et al. 2015, McCauley et al. 2016, Robertson et al.
2016, Shirur et al. 2016). Under ambient conditions, these microbiomes are typically dominated
by the bacterial phyla Proteobacteria and Tenericutes. Within the dominant phyla, however,
temperate gorgonian species maintain numerous Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) of the
same bacterial genus (La Rivière et al. 2015, Wessels et al. 2017). Hosting multiple OTUs of the
same genus may allow for ‘microbial shuffling’ of OTUs with similar functions and with various
stress thresholds, without compromising holobiont fitness (van de Water et al. 2017). This may
allow gorgonian corals to maintain a healthy microbiome during potentially stressful conditions
(van de Water et al. 2017). Two studies examined the impact of stressors on Caribbean
gorgonian corals: one focused on a natural thermal event (Tracy et al. 2015), and the other on an
experimental mechanical stress (Shirur et al. 2016), although neither examined changes in
abundance of OTUs within the most dominant bacteria. When exposed to a natural thermal
spike, colonies of Gorgonia ventalina had significant shifts in their microbiome (Tracy et al.
2015), whereas no significant changes occurred between the bacterial communities of
mechanically injured versus uninjured branches of Eunicea flexuosa and Pseudoplexaura porosa
(Shirur et al. 2016).
Characterizing the microbiome of Caribbean gorgonian corals, both at ambient and under
stressful conditions, is imperative for our understanding of Caribbean reefs since scleractinian
coral cover within the Caribbean continues to decline (Hughes & Tanner 2000, Carpenter et al.
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2008) while gorgonian corals thrive (Tsounis & Edmunds 2017). The goals of our study were to
characterize the bacterial composition of Caribbean gorgonian corals at ambient conditions, and
to determine how this composition related to host and symbiont parameters. In addition, we
evaluated the effects of stressors such as elevated seawater temperatures, ultraviolet radiation,
and nutrient enrichment on the bacterial assemblages of Caribbean gorgonian corals.
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METHODS
The gorgonian octocorals analyzed for this study were collected near Puerto Morelos,
Mexico. Samples were obtained either from a patch reef in a lagoon (20°50'N, 86°52'W) at 2 m
depth or from an offshore reef at La Bocana (20°52'N, 86°51'W) at 5 m depth.
Samples for determination of the ambient microbiome in gorgonian corals
From the lagoon, seven gorgonian species were sampled between July 2012 and May
2015. These gorgonian species included members of two dominant gorgonian families, family
Plexauridae: Pseudoplexaura porosa (July 2012, 2014, May 2015), Pseudoplexaura flagellosa
(July 2012), Eunicea tourneforti (July 2012, May 2015), Eunicea flexuosa (July 2012),
Plexaurella nutans (July 2014) and family Gorgoniidae: Ptergorgia anceps (July 2012, 2014).
Samples taken from 2014 and 205 were from the same individual colony. From the backreef
reef, samples were collected from two species within Plexauridae; Pseudoplexaura crucis and
Eunicea tourneforti in July and December, 2012. From each gorgonian species, eight different
colonies were sampled with these colonies being at least 3 m apart. From each colony, branches
were randomly chosen from which the top 6-10 cm in length were cut. Each branch was placed
in a bag filled with seawater and transported to the lab where it was flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at -70 ºC.
Samples for determination of the microbiome in gorgonian corals exposed to stressors
Short term exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) and elevated temperature: branches
from the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura crucis and Eunicea tourneforti were collected from
an offshore reef in July and December 2012 (for detailed methods see McCauley et al. 2018).
After an 11-day acclimation period, each of the four branches from a colony were subjected to
one of the following four treatments: UVR opaque and ambient (1) or elevated (2) temperature
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(+3 °C above the ambient seawater temperature), and UVR transparent and ambient (3) or
elevated (4) temperature. The elevated temperature treatment was 32 ± 0.5 °C in the summer
and 29 ± 0.5 °C in the winter. UVR exposure was achieved by replacing UVR opaque plates
with UVR transparent plates for four-hour increments until complete replacement. The branches
were subjected to the different treatment conditions for seven days and then immediately flash
frozen and stored at -70 ºC (McCauley et al. 2018).
Short term exposure to sea water enriched with either nitrogen or phosphorus: In May
2015, after an 11-day acclimation period, branches of the gorgonian corals Pseudoplexaura
porosa and Eunicea tourneforti, collected from the lagoon, were exposed to either ambient
seawater (29 ± 1 °C, 1.6-2.0 µM ammonium, 0.8-1 µM phosphate) or nitrogen or phosphorous
enrichment in flow through aquaria (for detailed methods see McCauley & Goulet 2019). The
enrichments conditions consisted of either 10 ± 0.6 µM ammonium and ambient phosphate, 50 ±
1.4 µM ammonium and ambient phosphate or ambient ammonium and 4 ± 0.3 µM phosphate.
The experiment lasted for seven days, after which the gorgonian branches from the various
treatments and control were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70 ºC.
Sample processing
The frozen branches from all the collections were transported to the University of
Mississippi’s Department of Biology where they were lyophilized and stored at -80 ºC. The
microbiome DNA from the gorgonian E. tourneforti was extracted using the MoBio PowerSoil
DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio, Carlsbad, CA), while from the other gorgonian species the
microbiome DNA was extracted using the Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega,
Madison, WI). Dual-indexed barcoded primers were used to amplify the extracted 16S rRNA
following the Illumina MiSeq technique (Kozich et al. 2013, Stone & Jackson 2016). The
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amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments were combined and spiked with 5% PhiX (Jackson et al.
2015) before being sequenced at the University of Mississippi Medical Centre Molecular and
Genomics Core facility. Bacterial 16S rRNA sequences were obtained from a total of 145
colonies across the seven species of the different gorgonian species (Tables 8-10).
The raw DNA sequence files (FASTQ) were processed using the bioinformatics software
MOTHUR (Schloss et al. 2009, Schloss et al. 2011) with a previously outlined pipeline (Schloss
et al. 2011, Kozich et al. 2013). The Silva 16s RNA database (Quast et al. 2012) was used to
align the sequences to both the Greengenes and RDP database (DeSantis et al. 2006, Cole et al.
2014). Chimeric sequences, and sequences of chloroplasts, mitochondria, Archaea, Eukarya, or
unclassified non-bacterial sequences were removed from the analysis. The bacterial sequences
were then grouped into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on 97% similarity
(Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2005). We used BLAST searches, implemented using the NCBI
nucleotide database, to find the highest level of classification for prominent OTUs with the
identity scores of 97.6% or greater. Indicator analysis was conducted on OTUs from gorgonian
corals exposed to stressors. In order to determine the relative abundance of protein pathways
present in the microbial community, OTUs representing 95.1% of the total sequence count were
uploaded to Piphillin (Iwai et al. 2016). The predicted metagenomes from these OTUs were
profiled using the updated (October 2018) KEGG database with a 99% cutoff to identify
potential protein pathways (Iwai et al. 2016). Significant differences were calculated between
the relative abundance of OTUs (proportion of raw sequences of an OTU per sample) and KEGG
pathways with multiple MANOVAs, with the OTU cutoff at 0.02% (<100 sequences) of the total
sequence count.
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RESULTS
Following removal of non-bacterial sequences from the analysis, the 145 colonies yielded
a total of 431,602 sequence reads. Coverage across all samples ranged from 0.84 – 0.99 with an
average of 0.94. Two bacterial phyla accounted for 94.7% of the total 16S rRNA gene sequence
reads: Proteobacteria (53.6%) and Tenericutes (41.1%). The dominant class within
Proteobacteria was Gammproteobacteria (89.1%) while the class Mollicutes comprised the
entirety of Tenericutes sequences. The remaining 5.3% of the sequence reads predominantly
consisted of Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria and unclassified bacteria (Table 7).
Lagoon Gorgonian Coral Microbiomes
The composition of the bacterial communities in the gorgonian coral species sampled
from the lagoon varied significantly, represented by the NMDS ordination of the Bray Curtis
dissimilarity index values (AMOVA p < 0.01, df = 104), with pairwise tests revealing significant
differences between every species sampled (Fig. 16). In P. anceps, E. flexuosa, and P. nutans,
Proteobacteria was the greatest bacterial fraction, with Gammaproteobacteria representing the
largest class within it (Fig. 16, Table 8). Conversely, in P. flagellosa, E. tourneforti, Tenericutes
comprised the majority of bacterial sequences (Fig. 16, Table 8). In P. porosa, the most
prevalent bacterial phylum varied between years with Tenericutes being the most abundant in
2012 and 2015 while Proteobacteria dominated in 2014 (Fig. 16, Table 8). Most gorgonian coral
species contained significantly smaller fractions of Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria and unclassified
bacteria (Fig. 16, Table 8). In addition, E. flexuosa and P. nutans however, had a significant
contribution of unclassified bacteria, while P. anceps (in 2014) had a comparatively large
community of Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria (Fig. 16, Table 8).
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Figure 15. Microbial diversity associated with six gorgonian coral species collected from a
Caribbean lagoon (2m).
Beta diversity according to the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices are presented in a nonmetric nondimensional scaling (NMDS) plot for the species PF = Pseudoplexaura flagellosa, PP
= Pseudoplexaura porosa, ET = Eunicea tourneforti, EF = Eunicea flexuosa, PA = Pterogorgia
ancepsm PN = Plexaurella nutans. Sampling years are denoted in parentheses, with 12 = 2012,
14 = 2014, 15 = 2015. Strong (> 0.75) Spearman OTU correlations are included for each
significantly correlated OTU and ellipses depict the 95% confidence intervals.
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Prominent bacterial operational taxonomic units (OTUs) are presented to the lowest taxonomic level with their overall sequence
prevalence (%). OTUs are scored present only if, they were present in every sample within a given species and time point. The
contribution of OTUs always present for a given species is presented as a percentage of its entire bacterial community. Species
collected from a lagoon include Plexaurella nutans, Pterogorgia anceps, Pseudoplexaura flagellosa, Pseudoplexaura porosa,
Eunicea flexuosa, and Eunicea tourneforti, while in 2012 Eunicea tourneforti and Pseudoplexaura crucis were collected from a
back reef.

Table 7. Presence/absence of the most abundant OTUs in every colony sequenced within a gorgonian coral species.

Signification differences were recorded between the species alpha diversities, according to the
Inverse Simpson and Shannon diversity indices (Table 8).
With a total of 4988 OTUs identified, eight OTUs contained 361,491 sequences and
together accounted for 85.2% of the total reads (Table 7). OTU 1 included only the genus
Mycoplasma which was the sole representative of the phylum Tenericutes in our study. Both
OTUs 2 and 3 consisted primarily of the bacterial genus Endozoicomonas within
Gammaproteobacteria. Combined, these three OTUs accounted for over 70% of the sequences
(Table 7). While OTUs 4, 5 and 7 were also classified within Mycoplasma, together they only
represented 10.1% of all sequences (Table 7). OTU 6 (unclassified Firmicutes) and OTU 8
(Escherichia) represented 2.6% and 1.1% of all bacterial sequences, respectively.
Each of the main eight OTUs occurred in every individual within at least one of the seven
gorgonian coral species examined here. In addition, in each gorgonian coral species, 58.7-90.8%
of the associated bacterial community was present in every colony (Table 7). Furthermore, every
gorgonian coral colony, in all the sampled gorgonian coral species, hosted the genus
Endozoimonaceae (OTU 2, 3) (Table 7). With the exception of P. crucis the gorgonian species
collected from the back reef in July 2012 and E. flexuosa sampled from the lagoon in 2012,
hosted the bacterial genus, Mycoplasma (OTU 7). Only E. tourneforti colonies, both from the
lagoon and the backreef, included Mycoplasma (OTU 4) in the microbiomes of every colony, in
addition, E. tourneforti collected during the winter of 2012 and in the summer of 2015 hosted
OTU 5 (Mycoplasma) (Table 7). P. anceps, P. flagellosa, and P. porosa contained OTU 5 and
OTU 6 in each of their colonies, with OTU 6 also present in all E. flexuosa and P. nutans
colonies (Table 7). P. flexuosa was the only gorgonian species to include OTU 7 (Mycoplasma)
in every colony.
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Figure 16. Relative abundance (%) of bacteria associated with six gorgonian coral species
collected from a Caribbean lagoon (2 m).
Each column represents 4 - 6 gorgonian coral colonies and from 4,007 - 30,706 sequence reads,
averaging 17,115 per gorgonian coral species. Species include PF = Pseudoplexaura flagellosa,
PP = Pseudoplexaura porosa, ET = Eunicea tourneforti, EF = Eunicea flexuosa, PA =
Pterogorgia anceps, PN = Plexaurella nutans. Sampling years are denoted in parentheses, with
12 = 2012, 14 = 2014, 15 = 2015.
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Table 8. Bacteria associated with six Caribbean gorgonian coral species collected from a lagoon (2 m).

The table presents the relative abundance (%) of prominent bacterial phyla and classes and their alpha diversity in the gorgonian
coral species PA = Pterogorgia anceps, EF = Eunicea flexuosa, PP = Pseudoplexaura porosa, PF = Pseudoplexaura flagellosa,
PN = Plexaurella nutans, and ET = Eunicea tourneforti. Number of gorgonian coral colonies that bacteria were successfully
sequenced from are listed in parentheses.
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Every gorgonian colony from the lagoon contained Escherichia (OTU 8), but it was not present
in all of the colonies sampled from the back-reef (Table 7).
Temporally the microbial composition in gorgonian corals exhibited shifts in the
proportion of the represented bacteria although the same bacteria were, for the most part,
retained. Within P. anceps the main constituent bacterial OTUs remained the same from 2012 to
2014 although significant shifts in their percentage contribution occurred (Fig. 16). Significant
decreases in both Alphaproteobacteria and Deltaproteobacteria led to a significant reduction in
Proteobacteria, concurrent with a significant increase in Gammaproteobacteria. Bacteroidetes
abundance significantly increased (4-15%, p = 0.03) while Tenericutes more than quadrupled (p
= 0.02), alongside a two-fold increase in Cyanobacteria (p = 0.05, Fig. 16). Increases in
Acidobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Actionbacteria and unclassified Bacteroidetes resulted in a
significant increase in the ‘Other’ classification from 0.03% to 12.7% (p = 0.01, Table 8). There
were significant differences in the alpha diversity values for the microbiome of P. anceps from
2012 to 2014 (AMOVA p < 0.01, df = 7), and for P. porosa from 2012, 2014 and 2015
(AMOVA p < 0.01, df = 14, Table 8). However, the alpha diversity of the microbiota associated
with colonies of P. porosa in 2014, was not significantly different from that in 2015 (AMOVA p
= 0.193, df = 8, Fig. 15). In P. porosa, Tenericutes was significantly lower in 2014 than in 2012
and 2015, as a result of the nearly two-fold increase in Proteobacteria from 2012 and 2015
respectively (Fig. 16, Table 8). This was driven solely by the significant increase in
Gammaproteobacteria from 2012 and 2015 to 2014 (Table 8). Across sampling years, the
bacterial OTUs found in every P. anceps and P. porosa colony did not change.
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Table 9. Bacteria associated with the gorgonian coral species Eunicea tourneforti and Pseudoplexaura crucis exposed to
ambient (A) or elevated (+3 ºC) temperature, without (-) or with (+) ultraviolet radiation (UVR), in the summer and winter.

The table presents the relative abundance (%) of prominent bacterial phyla and classes and their alpha diversity in the gorgonian
coral species following a 7-day exposure to the potential stressors. Data on bacteria present in branches processed immediately
after collection (Back Reef) are also shown. Ambient seawater temperatures were 29 ± 1 ºC and 26 ± 1 ºC in the summer and
winter, respectively. n = 3 unless specified, with n = 4 (^) and n = 2 (#).
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The table presents the relative abundance (%) of prominent bacterial phyla and classes and their alpha diversity in the gorgonian
coral species following a 7-day exposure to the potential stressors. Data on bacteria present in branches processed immediately
after collection (Lagoon) are also shown. n = four for most treatments, n = 3 (#).

Table 10. Bacteria associated with the gorgonian coral species Euncea tourneforti and Pseudoplexaura porosa sampled from
a lagoon and after seven days of exposure to ambient and elevated concentrations of phosphate (4 µm) and nitrogen (10 &
50 µm).

Significant changes in abundances of some OTUs, however, did occur with OTU 2 increasing
from 2.9% in 2012 to 66.1% in 2015 in samples of P. anceps, and from 3.8% to 33.8% and
23.8% in P. porosa collected in 2012 and 2015, respectively. The alpha diversity of the
microbial assemblage associated with E. tourneforti did not significantly differ between the 2014
and 2015 sampling years (AMOVA p = 0.20, df = 4, Fig. 16, Table 8). In 2015, however, every
colony of E. tourneforti hosted OTU 5 while it was only present in half of the samples in 2014.
Comparison of Lagoon and Back Reef Gorgonian Coral Microbiomes
Since the bacterial composition in E. tourneforti from the lagoon did not vary temporally,
data from the summer of 2014 and 2015 were pooled for the spatial comparison with the
bacterial composition in the back reef. The alpha diversity of the microbial communities
associated with E. tourneforti sampled on the reef and lagoon sites did not differ, although there
were significant differences in the alpha diversities between the sites (AMOVA p < 0.01, df = 3).
E. tourneforti colonies in the back reef had a significantly higher quotient of Proteobacteria,
almost double that present in the lagoon (Tables 8,9). Within Proteobacteria, the relative
abundance of Gammaproteobacteria in the back reef was nearly three times that of the lagoon
(Tables 8, 9), with Oceanospirillales as the dominant order. Compared to the abundance of
Enterobacteria on the reef (2.7%), Enterobacteria in the lagoon were significantly (p = 0.01)
more abundant in 2014 (11.2%) and 2015 (7.9%). These differences however, cannot be solely
ascribed to the different habitats as the different sampling years may have also been an important
factor.
Seasonal Comparison of Back Reef Gorgonian Coral Microbiomes
There were significant seasonal differences in the bacterial composition of P. crucis and
E. tourneforti sampled during July and December of 2012 from the same reef (Fig. 17, Table 9).
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Within colonies of P. crucis from summer to winter, there was a significant drop in
Proteobacteria from 64.9% to 52.9% (p = 0.03), concurrent with an increase in Tenericutes from
30.0% to 40.3% (p = 0.04, Table 9). There were also significant shifts within Proteobacteria, as
Gammaproteobacteria increased from 29.4% to 44.6% (p = 0.05) while both Alphaproteobacteria
and Epsilonbacteria declined from 10.1% to 6.3% (p = 0.03) and 1.5% to 0.0% (p = 0.02)
respectively (Table 9). With the exception of OTU 1 (Mycoplasma) appearing in all samples of
P. crucis during the winter and not the summer, no seasonal changes occurred in the other OTUs
present in all the P. crucis colonies (Table 7).
E. tourneforti exhibited an opposite shift in bacteria, with a significant increase in
Proteobacteria from 57.4% to 73.1% (p = 0.05) and a decrease in Tenericutes from 40.3% to
22.5% (p = 0.04, Fig. 17, Table 9). Both Gammaproteobacteria and Alphaprotebacteria
significantly increased from 52.8% to 63.1% (p = 0.03) and 0.02% to 0.07% (p = 0.05)
respectively (Table 9). All colonies of E. tourneforti sampled in the summer harbored OTU 5
(Mycoplasma), while not all colonies during the winter did (Table 7). There were no other
changes to the OTUs found in every colony across seasons (Table 7).
Impact of Exposure to Elevated Temperature and Ultraviolet Radiation (UVR)
With exposure to the potential stressors, elevated temperature and UVR, there were few
changes to the microbial composition, although colonies did exhibit significant shifts in the
proportion of the represented bacteria (Table 9). During the winter, P. crucis branches held at
ambient temperature (26 ºC) without UVR and 29 ºC with UVR had decreased Bacteroidetes (p
< 0.01) from 4.4 to 0.9 and 0.18% of the microbiome respectively. Yet, with the combined
exposure of elevated temperature and UVR, there was an increase from 4.4 to 8.9% (p = 0.02).
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E. tourneforti

P. crucis

Figure 17. Microbial diversity associated with the gorgonian coral species Eunicea
tourneforti and Pseudoplexaura crucis sampled from a Caribbean back reef (5 m) and after
seven days of experimental exposure to ambient or elevated (+3 ºC) temperature without (-)
or with (+) ultraviolet radiation (UVR), in the summer and winter.
Beta diversity according to the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices are presented in a non-metric
nondimensional scaling (NMDS) for colonies collected during July (summer) and December
(winter), 2012. Ellipses depict the 95% confidence intervals.
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Branches exposed to ambient temperature without UVR also exhibited increases in
Actinobacteria (p = 0.02) from 2.0 to 8.0%. Branches at the elevated temperature (29 ºC) with
UVR displayed increases in Firmicutes (p = 0.03), increasing to 3.2% of the colony microbiome.
In the summer there were no significant changes to the microbiome of E. tourneforti (Table 9).
In the winter, there was an increase in the abundance of Tenericutes (18.6%) within
branches of E. tourneforti exposed to elevated temperature (29 ºC) and UVR (p < 0.01), with a
concomitant decrease in Gammaproteobacteria (73.0%) (p = 0.01, Table 9). Additionally, in the
winter but not the summer, both species had an increase in E. coli when exposed to the combined
treatment of elevated temperature and ultraviolet radiation. There were significant changes to
the relative abundance of OTUs present within both species during each season (Fig. 18).
Within E. tourneforti during the summer and winter treatments, numerous OTUs that classified
as either Oceanospirillales and Mycoplasmatales, underwent significant shifts in abundance (Fig.
18). Similarly, in P. crucis, multiple OTUs representing Oceanospirillales and Mycoplasmatales
either increased or decreased in relative abundance (Fig. 18). There were no significant indicator
OTUs present for either species when exposed to any treatment during summer or winter. The
alpha diversities of the microbial assemblages associated with P. crucis and E. tourneforti
colonies were not significantly affected by UVR, temperature, or their combination, (AMOVA, p
= 0.15, df = 8 and p = 0.06, df = 8, respectively) in either summer or winter (AMOVA, p = 0.61,
df = 8 and p = 0.73, df = 8, respectively, Table 9).
Impact of Exposure to Nutrient Enrichment
The only enrichment treatment that resulted in significant changes to the overall bacterial
population structure of P. porosa was with exposure to 10 µm ammonium (AMOVA, p = 0.04,
df = 7).
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Figure 18. Patterns in operational taxonomic unit (OTU) abundance in Eunicea tourneforti
and Pseudoplexaura crucis after a seven-day exposure to ambient or increased (+3 °C)
temperatures, with or without ultraviolet radiation (UVR).
The heat map presents the bacterial orders for OTUs that significantly changed. Each bacterial
order depicted contributed at least 1% to the gorgonian coral’s microbiome assemblage.
Ambient temperatures were 29 ± 1 ºC in the summer and 26 ± 1 ºC in the winter.
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Alongside the significant increase in Proteobacteria, from 34.8% to 46.6% (p < 0.01) and
Firmicutes from < 0.1% to 3.0% (p < 0.01), there was a decrease in Tenericutes from 63.1% to
48.8% (p < 0.01, Fig. 19). While the significant increase in the microbial diversity was detected
with the Inverse Simpson index (AMOVA, p = 0.03, df = 7), it was not significant when using
the Shannon index (AMOVA, p = 0.27, df = 7, Table 10). with the Inverse Simpson index
(AMOVA, p = 0.03, df = 7), it was not significant when using the Shannon index (AMOVA, p =
0.27, df = 7, Table 10). Unlike in P. porosa, the only treatment that significantly impacted the
bacterial communities of E. tourneforti was the exposure to 50 µm ammonium (AMOVA, p =
0.03, df = 4, Table 10). Branches enriched with 50 µm ammonium had significantly more
Proteobacteria (42.2% compared to 10.9%, p < 0.01), Bacteroidetes (6.2% up from < 0.1%, p <
0.01) and significantly fewer Tenericutes (42.2% halved from 84.0%, p < 0.01) when compared
to the ambient treatment (Fig. 19). There was a significant increase in the Inverse Simpson index
(p < 0.01, Table 10).
Under the nutrient enrichments, both gorgonian coral species exhibited shifts in the
abundance of OTUs (Fig. 20). There were numerous OTUs that when their representative
sequences were referenced against the NCBI nucleotide database, they were classified as either
within Tenericutes or Endozoicomonas. With nutrient exposure, P. porosa had decreases in
prominent OTUs representing Mycoplasma and Oceanospirillales and increases in less abundant
OTUs from the same phyla (Fig. 20). Similarly, E. tourneforti had 11 OTUs, that classified as
Mycoplasma and Oceanospirillales, and increased or decreased in abundance with the various
nutrient enrichments (Fig. 20). Exposure to 4 µm phosphate resulted in a significant increase in
E. coli in E. tourneforti but not in P. porosa.
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Figure 19. The bacterial composition in the gorgonian corals Eunicea tourneforti (ET) and
Pseudoplexaura porosa (PP) exposed to phosphorous and nitrogen nutrient enrichment.
Gorgonian coral branches (n = 4-6) were exposed for seven days to either no enrichment (C), or
4 µm phosphate (4P), 10 µm ammonium (10A), or 50 µm ammonium (50A) enrichment. Each
column includes from 6,704 to 27,886 sequence reads, averaging 13,494 per treatment.
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OTUs within Flavoabacteriales, Pseudoaltermonoadaceae and Desulfobacterales were present in
branches of P. porosa when exposed to 50 µm enrichment, whereas OTUs within
Rhodobacteraceae, Rhizobales, Alteromonadales, Vibrionales and Endozoicomonas where
present in branches of E. tourneforti exposed to 50 µm. Each of these OTUs represented
between 0.2-3.3% of the gorgonian coral’s microbiome (Table 11).
Lagoon Gorgonian Coral Microbiome Spatial Dissimilarity Correlation
Gorgonian species sampled from the lagoon exhibited significantly different microbiomes
from one another, with OTUs 1-3 strongly influencing this dissimilarity (Fig. 15). OTUs 1-3 had
either significant positive or negative correlations to multiple gorgonian species (Fig. 15). The
abundance of OTU 1 (Mycoplasma) was positively correlated to P. flagellosa and P. porosa’s
microbiomes, representing 23.9% and 35.3-54.2% of the entire bacterial community,
respectively. Conversely, OTU 1 was negatively correlated to the microbiome of P. nutans
(representing only 2.0% of the microbiome). OTU 3 (Endozoicomonas) positively correlated
with P. nutans’ microbiome (forming 28.2% of it) and negatively with P. flagellosa and P.
porosa, representing only 1.1% and 1.1-9.6% of the microbiomes, respectively (Fig. 15). OTU 2
was positively correlated to the microbiome of P. anceps collected in 2014 (66.1% of its
microbiome) and negatively correlated to E. tourneforti’s microbiome (0.1-0.4% of its
microbiome).
Lagoon Gorgonian Holobiont Parameter Ordination
For the four gorgonian corals for which a suite of Symbiodiniaceae and gorgonian
parameters were available, significant correlations existed between these parameters and the
bacterial microbiomes (Table 12).
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Figure 20. Patterns in operational taxonomic unit (OTU) abundance in Eunicea tourneforti
and Pseudoplexaura porosa after seven days of exposure to either no nutrient enrichment
(Control), 4 µm phosphate, 10 µm ammonium, or 50 µm ammonium enrichments.
The heat map presents the bacterial orders for OTUs that significantly changed. Each bacterial
order depicted contributed at least 1% to the host’s microbiome assemblage.
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Symbiodiniaceae parameters such as algal density, chlorophyll a content per algal cell, and
chlorophyll c2 content per surface area were all positively correlated to the bacterial community
of P. porosa (Table 12). The enriched ∂13C ratio of P. anceps coral host tissue was strongly
correlated to the bacterial assemblage of P. anceps (Table 12). While a number of host
biochemical parameters including the carbon composition and ∂15N ratio of gorgonian coral
tissue, alongside the dry weight organic matter and lipid content, correlated positively with the
bacterial composition of both P. anceps and P. porosa, they were all negatively correlated in P.
nutans (Table 12). Skeletal parameters comprising the carbon and nitrogen percentage
composition of the gorgonin rod, and the ∂15N ratio of the gorgonian rod, were positively
correlated to the microbiome of P. porosa and negatively correlated to that of P. nutans (Table
12). A number of skeletal parameters, including the dry weight sclerite content, protein content
per organic matter, the sclerite carbon composition and the ∂13C ratio of the gorgonin rod were
positively correlated toward the bacterial composition of P. nutans and negatively correlated
toward P. porosa (Table 12).
Lagoon Gorgonian Coral Protein Pathways
Based on the 16S rRNA sequences, from 94 OTUs, representing 95.1% of the total
sequences, we inferred 295 KEGG putative protein pathways. They were grouped into four
major maps, Metabolism, Genetic Information Processing, Environment Information Processing
and Cellular Processes. The gorgonian corals sequenced from the lagoon and backreef shared
similar ratios of the major protein pathways, including an average of 29.4% of genes attributed to
global pathways, which include metabolic pathways and biosynthesis of secondary metabolites,
with nucleotide metabolism with membrane transport pathways each forming 10% (Fig. 21).
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Table 11. Indicator operational taxonomic units (OTUs) present in the microbiome of
Eunicea tourneforti and Pseudoplexaura porosa exposed to 50 µm ammonium.
OTUs, identified to the family level, found exclusively (p < 0.05) within the microbiome of
branches exposed to 50 µm ammonium for seven days, when compared to control conditions, 4
µm phosphate and 10 µm ammonium. Each OTU contributed between 0.1-3.3% of the
gorgonian coral host microbiome.
Gorgonian species OTU p value
E. tourneforti
26
0.03
30
0.04
49
0.05
50
0.04
51
0.04
65
0.05
69
0.03
75
0.03
96
0.02
97
0.01
99
0.04
P. porosa
18
<0.01
30
0.05
35
0.03
67
0.04
96
0.03
103
0.02

Bacterial Phylum Bacterial Family
Proteobacteria
Campylobacteraceae
Pseudoalteromonadaceae
Campylobacteraceae
Methylobacteriaceae
Bacteroidetes
Flammeovirgaceae
Proteobacteria
Alteromonadaceae
Endozoicimonaceae (Unclassified)
Kordiimonadaceae
Rhodobacteraceae
Alteromonadales (Unclassified)
Francisellaceae
Firmicutes
Bacillaceae
Proteobacteria
Pseudoalteromonadaceae
Desulfobacteraceae
Alphaproteobacteria (Unclassified)
Rhodobacteraceae
Verrucomicrobia Verrucomicrobiaceae
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P. flagellosa had the highest ratio of genes involved in microbial metabolism, biosynthesis of
antibiotics and metabolism of amino acids and lipids, with the lowest abundance of genes
associated with cell motility and membrane metabolism (p < 0.01, Fig. 21). E. flexuosa and P.
nutans did not differ functionally from the other gorgonian species (Fig. 21). P. anceps had
twice the number of prokaryote quorum sensing proteins than any other gorgonian species
present, in addition to having the greatest number of proteins related to photosynthesis and
membrane transport, and the fewest involved in nitrogen metabolism (p < 0.01, Fig. 21). E.
tourneforti across every sampling had the highest number of proteins of involved in glycolysis,
as well as for starch and sucrose metabolism (p = 0.03).
Between 2014 and 2015, there was a significant decrease in the proteins involved in
membrane transport in E. tourneforti (Fig. 21). Seasonally however, there were no significant
changes to the various major protein pathways from July to December in 2012 (Fig. 21). No
significant changes occurred in protein abundances in P. anceps from 2012 to 2014 (Fig. 21).
Within P. porosa there was a significant decrease in the abundance of proteins related to
membrane transport and in the biofilm formation of Vibrio cholerae after 2012, with a
significant increase in those related to cell motility in 2015 (Fig. 21).
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Species include Pseudoplexaura flagellosa, Pseudoplexaura porosa, Eunicea tourneforti, Eunicea flexuosa, Pterogorgia
anceps and Plexaurella nutans. Sampling years are denoted in parentheses, with 12 = 2012, 14 = 2014, 15 = 2015.

Figure 21. Relative abundance (%) of major KEGG representative protein pathways present in six Caribbean
gorgonian species sampled from a lagoon (2 m).

Table 12. Goodness of fit values for Breviolum, holobiont and host parameters when
correlated to the microbiome of four Caribbean gorgonian coral species collected from a
lagoon (2 m).
Gorgonian species included in this analysis were Plexaurella nutans, Pterogorgia anceps,
Pseudoplexaura porosa and Eunicea tourneforti, n = 4-6 colonies per species, collected in July
2014. N = nitrogen, C = carbon, DW = Dry weight, OM = Organic Matter. Significant p values
appear in bold.
Fraction
Breviolum Algal

Holobiont

Host

Parameter
Density (106 cm-2)
Chlorophyll a (cm-2)
Chlorophyll c (cm-2)
Chlorophyll a (cell-1)
Chlorophyll c (cell-1)
Mitotic Index
N Content (%)
C Content (%)
∂15N Signature
∂13C Signature
DW
Sclerite Content
Organic Matter
Protein Content
Carbohydrate Content
Lipid Content
Refractory Content
OM
Protein Content
Carbohydrate Content
Lipid Content
Refractory Content
Coral
N Content (%)
C Content (%)
∂15N Signature
∂13C Signature
Sclerite
N Content (%)
C Content (%)
∂15N Signature
∂13C Signature
Gorgonin N Content (%)
C Content (%)
∂15N Signature
∂13C Signature
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Axis 1
0.74
-0.07
0.71
0.74
-0.21
-0.87
-0.32
0.64
0.15
-0.93
0.26
-0.26
-0.91
0.31
-0.09
-0.26
-0.52
0.88
-0.02
0.99
-0.09
-0.34
-0.04
-0.85
-0.17
0.08
0.15
-0.08
0.06
0.09
0.05
-0.35

Axis 2
0.66
-0.99
0.71
0.68
-0.98
-0.49
-0.95
-0.77
0.99
0.36
-0.97
0.42
-0.95
0.95
0.99
0.97
-0.85
-0.47
0.99
-0.13
-0.99
-0.92
0.99
0.52
-0.99
0.99
0.98
-0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
-0.93

r2
0.34
0.38
0.33
0.29
0.67
0.13
0.11
0.02
0.21
0.46
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.14
0.38
0.22
0.46
0.21
0.24
0.05
0.28
0.58
0.41
0.5
0.39
0.22
0.77
0.53
0.73
0.64
0.7
0.75

p value
0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
<0.01
0.28
0.35
0.86
0.12
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.22
0.25
0.03
0.11
<0.01
0.13
0.09
0.63
0.07
0.02
<0.01
0.03
<0.01
0.10
<0.01
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

DISCUSSION
In scleractinian corals, bacteria play a critical role in the health, defense and functioning
of the coral, in addition to potentially mitigating the corals’ stress response (Ainsworth et al.
2010, Ainsworth et al. 2015). Knowledge about bacteria associated with octocorals lags behind
such knowledge on scleractinian corals. As opposed to the plethora of characterized
scleractinian microbiomes (Bourne et al. 2016, Hernandez-Agreda et al. 2018), there are 17
published microbiomes associated with gorgonian coral species from the Mediterranean, North
Sea, and Pacific, with only six from shallow water Caribbean gorgonian coral species (Sunagawa
et al. 2010, Duque-Alarcón et al. 2012, Correa et al. 2013, Tracy et al. 2015, McCauley et al.
2016, Robertson et al. 2016, Shirur et al. 2016). Furthermore, the investigation of potential
changes in octocorals’ microbiome following stress has been confined to a thermal and pH study
in one octocoral species from the Indo-Pacific (Wessels et al. 2017), a single natural thermal
event with a Caribbean gorgonian coral (Tracy et al. 2015), and a study on the impact of
mechanical injury on two Caribbean gorgonian corals (Shirur et al. 2016). Broadening our
understanding of bacterial assemblages in Caribbean octocorals, and changes in these
assemblages in response to environmental stressors, may help explain why gorgonian octocorals
are dominant on many Caribbean reefs in comparison to scleractinian corals.
Octocorals often have a low bacterial diversity, typically maintaining only a few highly
represented bacterial phyla (Bayer et al. 2013, Correa et al. 2013, Vezzulli et al. 2013). For
example, Gammaproteobacteria, specifically the genus Endozoicomonas, is often the single most
abundant genus within octocorals, independent of geographic location (reviewed by van de
Water et al. 2018a). Prominent bacterial fractions of Mycoplasma, Vibrio, Cyanobacteria and
Cellvibrionales are also common (Shirur et al. 2016, van de Water et al. 2018b). We found
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Endozoicomonas and Mycoplasma in P. porosa and E. flexuosa which agrees with the
microbiome previously characterized from these gorgonian corals (Shirur et al. 2016), in addition
to the dominance of Endozoicomonas in the gorgonian octocorals Erythropodium cariboaeorum
and Antillogorgia elisabethae (McCauley et al. 2016) and Mycoplasma in Gorgonia ventalina
(Tracy et al. 2015) but not in Eunicea fusca (Duque-Alarcón et al. 2012).
Furthermore, scleractinian and octocoral species maintain structured and distinct bacterial
assemblages (Hernandez-Agreda et al. 2018). Similar to previous studies on Caribbean
gorgonian corals (McCauley et al. 2016, Shirur et al. 2016), we found that each of the seven
Caribbean gorgonian species in the present study maintained a distinct microbial composition.
The microbiome specificity at the gorgonian species level also indicated similarities at the
gorgonian genus level for Pseudoplexaura but not for Eunicea. We found that the microbiomes
of both P. porosa and P. flagellosa sampled during the same year at ambient environmental
conditions hosted very similar bacterial assemblages (Figs. 15, 16). There were also similarities
present between the microbial assemblages of P. porosa and P. crucis sampled during the
summer, although there were greater differences than when compared to P. flagellosa. For
example, P. crucis had twice the amount of Gammaproteobacteria and less than half the
Tenericutes content of P. porosa in 2012 (Tables 8, 9). P. crucis also contained a significantly
higher assemblage of unclassified Proteobacteria than P. porosa (Tables 8, 9). The differences
in the proportions of the bacteria in the two Pseudoplexaurids may be partially explained by
potential differences between the collection sites, P. crucis collected on the reef and P. porosa
from the lagoon. There were significant differences between the bacterial assemblages in
colonies of both E. tourneforti and E. flexuosa (Figs. 15, 16)
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In the studied gorgonian corals, a single bacterial genus, Endozoicomonas, accounted for
53.6% of all bacterial sequences, which reflects on the ubiquitous nature of the association.
Endozoicomonas a member of the Oceanospirillales family of Gammaproteobacteria, is a
common aerobic heterotrophic bacteria occurring as part of the microbiomes of many marine
invertebrates including commonly found as a dominant symbiont within corals (Neave et al.
2016). Endozoicomonas resides adjacent to Symbiodinaceae in scleractinian corals (Bayer et al.
2013) and may engage in numerous functions, including utilizing algal produced
dimethylsulphoniopropionate (Bourne et al. 2013, Holm & Heidelberg 2016), producing
antimicrobial compounds (Ritchie 2006) and may even protect Symbiodiniaceae (Pantos et al.
2015). The Endozominaceae might be a ‘key architect species’ (Pootakham et al. 2017, van de
Water et al. 2018a), with an important phylosymbiotic history with Symbiodiniaceae and corals
(La Rivière et al. 2015, Glasl et al. 2016, Wessels et al. 2017). While present in every species,
Endozoicomonas was more prevalent in the majority species as P. anceps, P. nutans, E. flexuosa,
P. porosa (in 2014) and in the colonies of P. crucis and E. tourneforti sampled from the reef,
indicating that some species may rely more heavily on translocated photosynthetic products than
others.
As opposed to the potential role of Endozoicomonas, Mycoplasma, the second most
abundant (41.1%) bacterial genus is connected to a hosts’ heterotrophic intake (Gray et al. 2011).
Mycoplasma require fatty acids and secondary metabolite sterols that they can acquire through a
host’s diet, therefore their abundance may heavily rely on a coral’s diet (Gray et al. 2011). For
example, within the scleractinian coral Lophelia pertusa, Mycoplasma resides near coral
nematocysts, potentially feeding on waste haemolymph from the ingestion of prey (Neulinger et
al. 2009). The genus that contains Mycoplasma, Tenericutes, is prevalent in heterotrophic deep
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water colonies of the octocoral Lophelia pertusa, whereas shallower colonies were dominated by
Proteobacteria, specifically Gammaproteobacteria (Kellogg et al. 2009), indicating a depth
related shift in diet. Together, this has led to the hypothesis that while Mycoplasma may be a
parasite of animals, in gorgonian corals it may be a commensal or mutualistic symbiont (van de
Water et al. 2018a). Whilst all of the gorgonian corals in this study harbored Tenericutes,
species including P. flexuosa, E. tourneforti and P. porosa (in 2012 and 2015), dominated by
Tenericutes may be more heterotrophic than corals dominated by Proteobacteria (Gray et al.
2011).
In addition to Endozoicomonas and Mycoplasma, gorgonian corals commonly associate
with other bacterial groups such as Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria and Rhodobacteria (within the
order of Alphaproteobacteria). These bacteria have been found in healthy and unhealthy
scleractinian corals (Sharp et al. 2017, Sweet & Bulling 2017), although their abundance is often
greater in diseased corals (Thurber et al. 2009, Cárdenas et al. 2011). Bacteroidetes is a diverse
bacterial group that dominates the microbiomes of octocoral species (Li et al. 2014, Cai et al.
2018) and is commonly found in sewage and nitrogen enriched waters (de Castro et al. 2010,
Kelly et al. 2014). Cyanobacteria have been recorded in corals enriched with nitrogen (Zaneveld
et al. 2016), and may provide ammonium to Symbiodiniaceae through nitrogen fixation (Lesser
et al. 2007). Rhodobacteria include opportunistic bacteria some of which have been associated
with nitrogen fixation in corals (Santos et al. 2014). These three bacterial groups occurred in our
P. anceps samples (Fig. 16), potentially because of the nitrogen enriched lagoon water. These
bacteria may in fact benefit the extremely efficient Symbiodiniaceae that reside within colonies
of P. anceps (Ramsby et al. 2014). Yet, their abundances fluctuated significantly from 2012 to
2014 (Fig. 16), potentially due to a change to the internal conditions of the holobiont.
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Alternatively, a shift towards an unhealthy microbiome may have occurred, although as there
were no changes in the abundance of bacteria typically associated with diseases such as Vibrio
and Acidobacteria, that is less likely (Bourne et al. 2007, Thurber et al. 2009).
The specificity of microbiomes in coral and octocoral species may be partially due to
coral host, Symbiodiniaceae, or holobiont parameters (Grottoli et al. 2018, Pollock et al. 2018).
The significantly enriched ∂13C ratio of gorgonian coral host tissue (unpublished data from
Chapter 1), which is characteristic of a highly photosynthetic species (Ramsby et al. 2014),
strongly related to the bacterial assemblage of P. anceps (Table 13). P. anceps also had the
highest abundance of photosynthetic and membrane transport proteins, but the lowest abundance
of nitrogen cycling related proteins, also indicating a highly photosynthetic holobiont. In
addition, the greatest relative abundance of quorum sensing proteins was found within P. anceps,
indicating that the gorgonian coral host may be stimulating the growth of beneficial bacteria
and/or inhibiting the growth of detrimental populations (van de Water et al. 2018a).
Symbiodiniaceae parameters such as algal density, and chlorophyll content per algal cell and per
surface area were significantly correlated with the bacterial beta-diversity dissimilarity
distribution of P. nutans and P. porosa, both of which were dominated by Endozoicomonas in
2014 (Table 13). Further, there were a number of skeletal parameters that were also significantly
correlated with the microbiome of P. nutans and P. porosa, indicating that their sclerite and
gorgonin composition influenced their bacterial assemblages (Table 13). P. flagellosa had
overrepresented microbial, lipid and amino acid metabolism proteins alongside low cell motility
and low membrane transport pathways, potentially indicating that the Mycoplasma bacterial
community is more parasitic than in the other gorgonian species (Fig. 16). The greatest
abundance of proteins related to glycolysis, starch and sucrose metabolism and pentose
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phosphate related pathways was recorded in every colony of E. tourneforti, alongside reduced
proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation and butanoate metabolism, indicating that E.
tourneforti may compromise energy efficient catabolism (Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas method),
for the benefit of rapid pyruvate release (Pentose phosphate cycle or the Entner-Doudoroff
pathway), resulting in increased growth rates (Haas et al. 2016). Annually, there were few
significant changes to the abundance of proteins present, indicating the stability in the regulation
of the gorgonian protein pathways (Fig. 16).
Temporal changes in the abundances of bacterial communities within the gorgonian
corals may reveal the holobionts’ ability to respond to changing environmental conditions (van
de Water et al. 2018a). While there were no changes to the main OTUs present in every colony
of P. anceps and P. porosa over the sampling years, there were significant shifts in these
abundances (Fig. 16). Annually within P. porosa, there were shifts in proportion, from
Mycoplasma dominant in 2012 to Endozoicomonas being the most prominent phyla in 2014,
before reverting back in 2015 (Fig. 16). From 2012 to 2014 there was also a significant increase
in the Endozoicomonas within P. anceps, although overall Proteobacteria decreased as a result of
the significant decreases in both Alphaproteobacteria and Deltaproteobacteria (Table 9). With an
increase in Endozoicomonas in both coral species, it is possible that there was a change in the
environment that may have benefited the Symbiodiniaceae. In addition, there was a concurrent
increase in Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria in P. anceps sampled in 2014, indicating that the
bacteria assemblage switched to an increased nitrogen fixing role (Duque-Alarcón et al. 2012,
van de Water et al. 2018a). There were seasonal changes in the relative abundances of
Tenericutes and Proteobacteria in the reef gorgonian coral P. crucis and E. tourneforti, which
may have resulted from the changes to the optimal functional temperatures of the bacteria, or it
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may represent changes in the hosts reliance on autotrophy and heterotrophy (Sharp et al. 2017).
Similar to other Caribbean and Mediterranean gorgonian corals, while there are some shifts in
the OTUs, there were no major changes to the bacterial consortium (McCauley et al. 2016, van
de Water et al. 2017). It is likely that some gorgonian coral species and their bacterial
consortium may be more flexible than others in the ability to respond to environmental changes
(Pogoreutz et al. 2018).
Not only were prominent OTUs stable temporally, many were shared between gorgonian
corals collected from the back reef and from the lagoon (Table 7). Transitory bacteria, on the
other hand, are generally confined to specific environments (Sharp et al. 2017). Escherichia was
found in every colony sampled in the lagoon (Baker et al. 2013, Shirur et al. 2016) but not in all
of those from the reef. This may be a result of the gorgonian corals’ proximity to sewage
released from beachfront hotels in Mexican Riviera (Baker et al. 2011, Baker et al. 2013). While
Spirochaetes have previously been found in both gorgonian and scleractinian corals near
effluent, they were not found in our study (van de Water et al. 2016, Wessels et al. 2017). With
the exception of Escherichia, reef colonies of E. tourneforti maintained the same OTUs present
in every colony as those in the lagoon, although there was a significantly lower concentration of
Mycoplasma and a higher concentration of Proteobacteria. There were few differences between
gorgonian corals collected from the back reef and those from the lagoon, indicating that overall
these gorgonian coral holobionts share stable bacterial assemblages.
In scleractinian corals, exposure to stressors, such as elevated temperature can result in a
detrimental increase in the diversity of the bacterial assemblage, shifting from autotrophic to
heterotrophic species that are associated with increasing susceptibility to coral diseases, lesions,
and tissue necrosis (Ainsworth & Gates 2016, Glasl et al. 2017a, Pootakham et al. 2017, Wessels
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et al. 2017, Farag et al. 2018). In Caribbean gorgonian corals, little is known about the response
of their microbiomes to stressors. Colonies of the gorgonian coral Gorgonia ventalina, followed
during a natural elevated thermal event, had few changes to the bacterial diversity present, but
they did have continual shifts within the dominant OTUs, and a decrease in the alpha diversity of
the microbiome (Tracy et al. 2015). In a study experimentally subjecting two Caribbean
gorgonian corals to the stressor of physical damage, there were no significant changes to the
microbiome of injured versus uninjured branches of E. flexuosa and P. porosa (Shirur et al.
2016), although at the site of damage there were significant shifts in individual bacterial taxa,
specifically E. coli and Endozoicomonas. In our study, exposure to increased temperature and or
ultraviolet radiation during the summer and winter did not result in any significant changes to the
dominant phyla in either P. crucis or E. tourneforti (Tables 9,10). While there were increases in
Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria and Firmicutes in some treatments of P. crucis, these are likely are
involved in the nutrient cycling and are not considered detrimental to the host (Cai et al. 2018).
Nutrient enrichment is another common local stressor that can impact the bacterial
consortium of scleractinian corals (Kelly et al. 2014, Ziegler et al. 2017), and can increase the
severity of diseases in Caribbean gorgonian corals (Bruno et al. 2003). In our study, an increase
in Gammaproteobacteria, specifically Endozoicomonas, within P. porosa with exposure to 10
µm ammonium coincided with an increase in chlorophyll content and algal density (McCauley &
Goulet 2019). Whereas, a similar increase in E. tourneforti with exposure to 50 µm was not
matched by an increase in photosynthetic parameters (McCauley & Goulet 2019). Only when
exposed to extreme nutrient enrichment (50 µm) was there an increase in typically pathogenic or
opportunistic bacteria (Table 13). Indicator analysis identified the occurrence of sequences
representing Vibrionales, Rhizobales, Rhodobacteraceae and Alteromonadales for E. tourneforti
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and Flavobacteriales and Desulfobacterales within P. porosa. While this indicates that the
extreme enrichment conditions resulted in shifts to unhealthier bacterial assemblages, these
sequences represented less than 3.3% of any gorgonian coral microbiome. Further, none of the
gorgonian colonies in any experimental treatment showed any sign of bleaching or tissue
necrosis, unlike what occurs in many scleractinian corals (reviewed by D'Angelo & Wiedenmann
2014, and Sweet & Brown 2016).
While there were no major shifts in the dominant bacterial genus as a result exposure to
temperature, ultraviolet radiation or various nutrient enrichments, shifts occurred between
different OTUs (Figs. 18, 19). van de Water et al. (2018a) hypothesized that these shifts likely
resulted in the gorgonian holobiont restructuring its bacterial community without compromising
protein pathway functionality. The probiotic theory (Reshef et al. 2006) hypothesizes that during
stressful conditions, there may be increases of rare bacteria more suited to the new conditions
(Correa et al. 2013). This is distinct from microbial shuffling, which allows for the increase of a
rare OTU that is within an already present genus. In our study, we documented examples of
both, although there was a greater degree of microbial shuffling within the Endozoicomonas and
Mycoplasma. Together they may provide the gorgonian holobiont with an ability to help cope
with stressful conditions.
We demonstrate that numerous Caribbean gorgonian corals have a relatively stable
microbiome present within all colonies of a species that is also shared between species, in
addition to maintaining similar ratios of functional protein pathways. While in some cases
environmental stressors resulted in shifts between OTUs, there were few changes to the
dominant bacteria, Proteobacteria and Tenericutes. The ability of the gorgonian metaorganism to
respond to its environment without jeopardizing the beneficial role of its symbionts may be an
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important explanation to explain why gorgonian corals are less susceptible to changing
conditions when compared to scleractinian corals.
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CONCLUSION
Many octocorals, particularly in the photic zone, include the octocoral hosts,
dinoflagellate algae (family Symbiodiniaceae), bacteria and other microbes, together functioning
as meta-organisms (holobionts) (Rohwer et al. 2002, Rosenberg et al. 2007, Bosch & McFallNgai 2011, Thompson et al. 2015). Gorgonian holobionts dominate many Caribbean reefs
(Tsounis & Edmunds 2017), yet compared to scleractinian corals, relatively little is known about
their diet, biochemistry, behavior or microbial diversity under ambient or potentially stressful
conditions (Wainwright 1967, Ribes et al. 1998, Ramsby et al. 2014, Shirur et al. 2014, Shirur et
al. 2016, Goulet et al. 2017, van de Water et al. 2018a). Focusing on the order Alcyonacea, I
studied nine gorgonian coral species from within two families, Plexauridae: Eunicea tourneforti,
E. flexuosa Pseudoplexaura crucis, P. porosa, P. flagellosa, Plexaura nutans, and Gorgonidae;
Pterogorgia. anceps, Gorgonia ventalina, Antillogorgia americana. With these species, I
conducted a range of field observations and manipulative aquaria experiments to further our
understanding of shallow gorgonian corals in the Caribbean.
I found that polyp behavior, the expansion and retraction of polyps and tentacles, is a
very good non-invasive and non-destructive metric for monitoring how a gorgonian coral
responds to its environment. Further, the polyp behavior of a species is significantly inversely
correlated to algal parameters, while positively correlated to host isotopic signatures and the
microbiome assemblage. The ability to predict certain holobiont parameters by observing the
activity of the polyps, without sacrificing tissue, could be of significant benefit for many coral
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reef researchers, particularly those investigating imperiled or protected species, especially in
marine sanctuaries where coral sampling is prohibited.
Polyp behavior also plays a role in understanding trophic ecology and is thus essential for
understanding how gorgonians may be impacted by climate change. For example, many
scleractinian corals rely on zooplankton for a large portion of their diet (Palardy et al. 2008,
Houlbrèque & Ferrier-Pagès 2009, Levas et al. 2016), but this may not be the case for gorgonian
corals (Ribes et al. 1998). I observed an ecological important behavior with the retraction of
polyps and tentacles throughout the night (with the exception of P. porosa). In combination with
this observation, the stable isotopic signatures of the Symbiodiniaceae and host tissue revealed
that most gorgonian corals in my study likely did not consume a large fraction of zooplankton as
part of their diet. Zooplankton generally reach higher densities at night, correlating to increased
polyp and tentacle expansion at night in scleractinian corals (Levas et al. 2016). Since the
composition of plankton communities are likely to undergo significant shifts in size and diversity
with climate change (Richardson et al. 2008, Hayes et al. 2006), the changes may differently
affect scleractinian versus octocorals.
There were significant inter-species differences in the biochemical composition of these
gorgonian corals. This variation was significantly correlated to numerous other holobiont
parameters, including Symbiodiniceae parameters, carbon and nitrogen contents, as well as
stable isotopic signatures. Further, there were multiple Symbiodiniaceae species identified
(Breviolum minutum, Breviolum B41, Breviolum B1a and Breviolum B1i), each in association
with a single gorgonian coral species. Together, these parameters indicate a gradient of potential
heterotrophic-autotrophic diets present amongst the gorgonian corals sampled. These
mixotrophic diets were further correlated to the microbial assemblages associated with the
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gorgonian species. Therefore, we would expect to see species differences when Caribbean
gorgonian corals respond to different stressors.
In addition to species specific differences, I observed seasonal differences in the response
to potential stressors. With increased temperature during the summer, P. crucis may have lost
host cells containing Symbiodiniceae, whereas E. tourneforti had an overall loss of algae per host
cell, but the remaining algae were not photosynthetically compromised. P. crucis also increased
the concentration of mycrosporine-like amino acids (MAA), unlike E. tourneforti which
maintained a higher concentration of MAAs under ambient conditions. These responses
occurred during the summer, when corals are close to their thermal limits (Fitt et al. 2001). Yet,
exposure to a similar stressor when corals are below their thermal limit in winter generated a
different response, potentially even benefitting the two species. The density of Symbiodiniceae
and chlorophyll per algal cell in P. crucis and E. tourneforti increased in the winter when
exposed to increased temperature. Overall, these results indicate that the predicted increase in
thermal fluctuations (Hughes et al. 2018), while potentially detrimental during summer months
in the Caribbean, may in fact benefit gorgonian coral holobionts during the winter. Many of the
current studies on Caribbean coral species occur during the summer months, resulting in
conclusions that may only apply to that given season. My data indicate that season should be
considered when planning future experiments.
While many stress studies experiment with a single type of environmental perturbation,
for example elevated seawater temperatures, ocean acidification, ultraviolet radiation, it is
uncommon for stressors to occur in isolation, with a given stressor often co-occurring with other
global or local stressors (Ateweberhan et al. 2013). I found that a combination of stressors can
lead to multiple interactions for the holobiont, potentially exacerbating or ameliorating the
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overall impact of the stressors. For example, in the winter when exposed to the combination of
increased temperature and ultraviolet radiation P. crucis experienced an additive increase in
Symbiodiniceae density, synergistic increases in chlorophyll a and c per unit surface area, and
antagonistic increases in mitotic indices and carotenoids per unit surface area. Ultraviolet
radiation had little effect on the gorgonian corals, yet when combined with other stressors,
including increased temperature, it can exacerbate or mediate the impact. This further reveals
the importance of including multiple stressors to test realistic stress conditions.
When exposed to short term nutrient enrichment, there were significant concentration
dependent changes to some algal parameters but not to the gorgonian host. In some scleractinian
coral species, nutrient enrichment resulted in positive effects on algal parameters, which in turn
detrimentally impacted some coral hosts. In my study, there was a beneficial increase in algal
parameters, however they were not as strong as has been reported in scleractinian corals when
exposed to similar concentrations of nutrient enrichment. Further in my study, there were no
detrimental impacts on the gorgonian corals. While this study only reflects a short term increase
in nutrients, it represents the impact of a short term pulse of runoff, potentially resulting from
heavy rains. These results reveal that gorgonian corals may not be significantly impacted by
such local stressors in the future.
My sampling location, along the Mexican Riviera, is a popular tourist spot, with resorts
lining the coast for miles. Likely, as a result of Waste water and sewage released from these
hotels likely contributed to the chronic enrichment of the octocorals in the lagoon which I
documented. The ∂15N isotopic signature of the gorgonian coral tissue indicated nitrate polluted
waters. The ∂15N isotopic signature for G. ventalina tissue in my study falls within those reported
in gorgonian corals from Akumal, a nearby tourist resort (70 km away), where a study also
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documented polluted waters (Baker et al. 2010). Eutrophication is further exacerbated by the
limestone Karst topology which dissipates the runoff of sewage and fertilizer (RodríguezMartínez et al. 2010, Padilla 2015). All the gorgonian colonies sampled from the lagoon had E.
coli present in them, while E. coli was found in some but not all of the colonies sampled from the
back reef.
In my research, I found significant inter-species differences in host, algal and microbial
parameters for shallow water gorgonian corals under ambient conditions and tested the
holobiont’s response to different environmental short term stressors. Unlike many scleractinian
coral species, I observed modifications to the host, algal and microbial parameters which enabled
the coral meta-organism to cope with the stressors and survive. Further, the gorgonian
holobionts’ reactions differed between species, indicating that these shallow water organisms
respond in unique ways that may mediate the impact of the stressor. Such versatility in coping
with changing climate and environmental perturbations may help explain why gorgonian corals
continue to thrive on many Caribbean reefs while scleractinian coral species survival plummets.
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CONFERENCES/PRESENTATIONS
McCauley, M., and T.L. Goulet. 2018 “The impact of nitrogen and phosphorus enrichment on
Caribbean gorgonian corals and their endosymbiotic algae, Symbiodinium” International
Symbiosis Society Congress, (Eugene, Oregon, US).
McCauley, M. 2018 “Future of Caribbean gorgonian corals” University of Mississippi Three
Minute Thesis Presentation, Competition Final (Oxford, MS, US)
McCauley, M., Goulet, T. L., 2017 “Impact of nitrogen and phosphorus enrichment on
Caribbean gorgonians corals and their symbiotic algae Symbiodinium” 17th Mid-South
Chapter of the Society of Environmental Toxicology & Chemistry (Oxford, MS, US)
McCauley, M., Banaszak, A, T., Goulet, T. L., 2016 “In or Out, Does the expansion of coral
polyps explain heterotrophy vs. autotrophy in Caribbean gorgonians.” 13th International
Coral Reef Symposium (Honolulu, HI, US)
McCauley M. 2015 “Current state of Caribbean gorgonian corals” University of Mississippi
Three Minute Thesis Presentation, Competition Final (Oxford, MS, US)
McCauley, M., Banaszak, A, T., Goulet, T. L., 2014 “Sampling season matters in the effect of
temperature and ultraviolet radiation (UVR) on Caribbean gorgonian corals?” 43rd Annual
Benthic Ecology Meeting (Jacksonville, FL, US)
McCauley, M., Banaszak, A, T., Goulet, T. L., 2013 “UVR: A synergistic stressor with
temperature for Caribbean gorgonian corals” International Conference on Coelenterate
Biology (Eilat, Israel)
Strehlow, B., McCauley, M., Richardson, C., Peterson, K., Cotman, C., Hill, A., Hill, M., 2013
“Examination of genetic regulation of Symbiodinium uptake and the morphological
development in the sponge Cliona varians” Annual Biomedical Research Conference for
Minority Students (Nashville, TN, US)
Hill, M., Hill, A., Cotman, C., Friday, S., Heist, T., McCauley, M., Peterson, K., Richardson, C.,
Riesgo, A., Strehlow, B., 2013 “Evolutionary and ecological significance of spongeSymbiodinium symbioses: genetic regulation of uptake and maintenance in sponges.”
Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology (San Francisco, CA, US)
McCauley, M., Goulet, T, L., 2013 “UVR: A synergistic stressor for Caribbean gorgonian
corals?” Symbiofest (Athens, GA, US)
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Strehlow, B., McCauley, M., Richardson, C., Peterson, K., Cotman, C., Hill, A., Hill, M., 2012
Evolutionary and ecological significance of sponge-Symbiodinium symbioses: genetic
regulation of uptake and maintenance in sponges.” Society for the Integrative and
Comparative Biology (Charleston, SC, US)
Hill, M., Strehlow, B., Richardson, C., Peterson, K., Cotman, C., McCauley, M., Friday, S.,
Heist, T., Riesgo, A., Hill, A., 2012 "Genetic regulation of zooxanthella uptake and
maintenance in sponges." 12th International Coral Reef Symposium, (Cairns, Australia)
Strehlow, B., McCauley, M., Richardson, C., Peterson, K., Cotman, C., Hill, A., and Hill, M.,
2011 “Examination of genetic regulation of Symbiodinium uptake and the morphological
development of the zooxanthella-dense pinadocerm in the sponge Cliona varians.” 41st
Benthic Ecology Meeting (Norfolk, VA, US)
Hill, M., Richardson, C., Ramsby, B., Massaro, A., McCauley, M., Weisz, J., Hill, A., 2010
“Clionaids provide key insights into ecological and evolutionary forces shaping
zooxanthella-symbioses in invertebrates.” 8th International Sponge Conference (Barcelona,
Spain)
Hill, M., Richardson, C., Ramsby, B., Massaro, A., McCauley, M., Weisz, J., Hill, A., 2010
“Clionaids provide key insights into ecological and evolutionary forces shaping
zooxanthella-symbioses in invertebrates.” Linking Science to Management: A Conference
and Workshop on the Florida Keys Marine Ecosystem (Key Largo, FL, US)
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Teaching Assistant (UM):
Bisc 163, Biological Sciences II (Lab)
Bisc 161, Biological Sciences I (Lab)
Bisc 335, Human Reproduction
Bisc 102, Inquiry Into Life Human Biology
Bisc 103, Inquiry Into Life Human Biology (Lab)

2016-2019
2016-2018
2017
2015
2011-2015

Guest Lecturer (UM):
Bisc 160, Immunology
Bisc 162, DNA Structure and Gene Function

2015, 2017
2014

MENTORSHIP/PUBLIC OUTREACH
§
§
§
§
§

Mentored two undergraduate students in laboratory and experimental research
Served on the U.M. Diving Control Board, creating & reviewing dive plans for 5 years
Served as the graduate representative on the Biology Department Chair Search Committee
Led youth and family programs with both the U.M. Museum & Biology Department
Judged over a dozen K-12 local and regional science fairs in Oxford, MS
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